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LINE UP Pack your stuff away and prepare for the Howard 
academia— 
not to mention all 
the people you'll 
meet 
Education at Howard is a 360 
we learn alone, 
with instructors 
and most of all 
from each other 
experience 
4 Introduction 
Introduction 5 
6 Introduction 
from different backgrounds, but with a 
common heritage we gather at Howard to 
share new facets of ourselves 
'-*•'•• c. 
Have you ever stopped to 
think that there is more to 
sports than just winning 
and losing? 
»* 
Dedication, hard work, 
and support are all 
ingredients which 
transform players 
to stars 
Introduction 9 
The daily trek across campus—to class, work, play 
10 introduction 
Culminates in a final march into a sea of 
caps and gowns 
Pres. Cheek introduces Maynard Jackson, Mayor of Atlanta, as Dr. Ceraidine Woods 
looks on. 
Graduation, 1976 
Introduction 11 
Protest, 
play, and 
partying . . . 
12 Introduction 
Highlight the 
Day to Day Experience 
at Howard 
Introduction 13 

^uur expressions at 
Howard change 
I as we reflect, learn, and 
grow 
I 
Introduction 15 
Movin' On 
16 Introduction 
We live 
love 
and learn 
at Howard 
between the lines 
Introduction 17 
First Impressions 
Dear Gail, 
Hey—what's happnin'? I miss runnin' 
the streets with you and everything, but 
Howard is really taking me through some 
wild changes . . . 
First thing was getting here and lugging 
all my junk into that dorm —I'm one of 
the lucky ones with a room on main cam-
pus. I nearly broke daddy's back and ma 
collapsed halfway through . . . 
Freshman orientation started off with 
all the important folks addressing us and 
telling us how things were gonna be. W e 
have these upper classmen friends called 
Campus Pals who help us out when we 
have problems or need to know some-
thing to get through some of the long 
lines . . . anyway, they've been giving 
parties and even a bus tour of the city ... 
PARENTS 
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Campus Pals sing Alma Mater to Freshmen 
Freshmen Week 19 
2. 
They also had a Student Organization Awareness 
Fair where all the campus organizations had repre-
sentatives. They talked to us about their groups 
and recruited members too. 
UGSA (that means Undergraduate Student Associ-
ation), one of the student government organizations 
had a three day fair for the community at Freed-
man's Square, across from the old Freedman's Hospi-
tal. It was really cute: games and rides for the little 
kids, inflatable animals to buy, hotdogs, soda, cotton 
candy, popcorn . . . oh, and bands every day for those 
of us who like to jam (smile). 
I guess the biggie was the picnic on the law 
school campus that President Cheek gave. Everybody 
likes to go to that because everybody else goes and 
there's all this food and dancing and a chance to 
meet so many people. 
That must be what keeps me here—all the different 
people. It's hectic and 1 understand that when the 
booking starts it's chaotic, but I think I'm gonna 
like it here. 
Gotta go . . . write soon! 
20 Freshmen Week 
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Doin' it at 
Dunbarton 
Freshmen Week 21 
The Community comes to Howard . . . 
22 Freshmen Week UGSA Community Festival 
Opening Convocation 1976 
Each year students, faculty, and the 
administration gather in Cramton to 
celebrate the formal opening of school 
and to renew Howard's committment 
to academic excellence. Convocation 
attracts guests of national and inter-
national importance and the ceremony 
is traditionally highlighted by a guest 
speaker. 
The guest speaker for Convocation, 
1976 inspired more than admiration. 
The Honorable William Tolbert, 
President of the Republic of Liberia, 
received an honorary degree, in addi-
tion to delivering the keynote speech. 
However, a demonstration led by the 
Organization of African Students pro-
tested the honoring of Dr. Tolbert. 
Admidst a peaceful demonstration 
the Howard community re-dedicated 
itself to scholarly and intellectual 
pursuits. 
Dr. Tolbert receives an honorary degree from President Cheek and Dr. 
Woods as students exhibit their disagreement 
Convocation. 1976 23 
// Getting into 
the swing 
of things'' 
To those of you who are new at 
Howard, you are now an official 
"Howardite," open to new exper-
iences, knowledge, people, and en-
vironments. Even to those of us who 
have been here, Howard University 
has new dimensions yet to be ex-
plored. Parents are gone and new 
freedoms are upon us. The adjust-
ments from Mom's cooking to waiting 
in cafeteria lines, from magazines to 
serious booking, from a curfew to 
staying out all night are all a part of 
getting into the swing of things. 
New roommates, personality con-
flicts, budgeting money, studying late, 
and getting up early are just a few 
of the trials and tribulations to be 
experienced during your stay at How-
ard. Home is just a place a long dis-
tance call away — Howard is not always 
the next best thing to being there. 
The realization is that you are now 
on your own, a student at Howard 
to accomplish your goals. 
Just a phone call away 
24 Getting Into The Swing Of Things 
Getting into new relationships 
and getting in out of the rain 
Getting Into The Swing Of Things 25 
Taking 
advantage of 
warm weather 
Balmy Washington days with the 
weather in classic form calls us from our 
dorms. Again we learn to appreciate the 
warmth of the sun as we go about our 
daily business. 
Kathy Taylor catches up on her studies 
26 Getting Into The Swing Of Things 
Strength in numbers 
IIEH 
Getting Into The Swing Of Things 27 
We come together . . . 
we come alone . . . 
With so many things happening on Howard's campus, 
we need time to be by ourselves. Time to eat, think, 
practice and to be simply single. It is at times like these 
that we come alone. 
28 Getting Into The Swing Of Things 
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W e find each other where we can only to grasp 
the moment. We dance, talk, and we wait when-
ever we come together. 
Getting Into The Swing Of Things 29 
Registration, Fall '76 
Bill Keene directs students 
Registration involves more than just checking out classes 
30 Registration 
New arrivals at Howard University 
must acquaint themselves with numer-
ous procedures of the administration, 
one of those being registration. Since 
this process required students to go to 
various departments to pick up class 
cards, a new student needed to quickly 
familiarize himself with the campus. 
The great increase in new student 
enrollment has caused many problems 
for the administration and students 
alike. One problem is knowledge of 
closed courses. Often a student does 
not know until he reaches the particular 
department whether or not a class is 
closed; therefore he must make extra 
trips to change his schedule. 
The initiation of the Student On-Line 
Academic Registration system (SOLAR) 
for spring registration promises to alle-
viate a number of registration hassles. 
Courses will be projected on a computer 
screen and students will know immed-
iately if the desired courses are available. 
However, only time can prove the 
effectiveness of the SOLAR system. 
Until then, many students will continue 
to ask: Can I survive registration? 
Students wait outside—only to wait inside 
Registration 31 
A different sort of story 
Long lines, the arrangement and rearrangement of courses, 
and a constant search to obtain needed class cards are all 
representations of registration faced by new students. During 
this, students often long for the ease of pre-registration. How-
ever, as one student can acknowledge, pre-registration does 
not guarantee the process will be any simpler or easier. 
Debbie Puryear, a senior in Speech Pathology, is in the 
process of redoing her schedule. This became necessary when 
all of the courses she pre-registered for were cancelled. 
Debbie discovered when she went to the Burr gymnasium 
to get her certificate of registration: it was not there. 
A subsequent trip to the Johnson Administration building 
indicated that the school had failed to note its reception of 
her student loan, which had been secured in time for the final 
date of bill payment for pre-registered students. 
Now Debbie must pick up class cards from the Speech 
Department in Locke Hall. Unfortunately, she soon discovers 
that many of the classes she wants are closed. But, Debbie is a 
graduating senior and she can be admitted to these courses 
with the permission of the instructors. 
As Debbie attempts to complete her task, her many trips 
to and from various parts of campus begin. This includes runs 
for class cards, visits to her advisor and instructors, and trips 
to department personnel for signatures. At one point in the 
process Debbie learns that a course she has enrolled isn't 
required in her program any longer and she has to substitute 
another course 
I 
1 
32 Registration 
Finally, Debbie is in the last stage of registration — 
card validation. The whole registration process has 
taken Debbie approximately three weeks to com-
plete. Will registration be any simpler next semes-
ter?— Debbie certainly hopes so. 
Registration 33 
Sickle cell 
mobile unit 
dedication 
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HOWARD UNIVEBSITY 
CENTER FOR SICKLI CELL DISEASE,, 
WRSHINGTON.OC. 
(202)636-7930 
Sickle Cell M o b i l e Unit awaits patients 
In September of 1976, thirty years of patience and hard 
work culminated in the formal dedication of Howard 
University's Sickle Cell Mobile Unit. The campaign to 
provide such a center for community residents began 
in 1946, when a Howard clinic opened for research and 
treatment of patients with sickle cell anemia. In 1971 
the Center for Sickle Cell Disease was officially dedicated 
by the University's Board of Trustees. Today, Howard 
is the first and only hospital to have a sickle cell mobile 
unit. The unit is supported in part by a five-year grant 
from the National Institute of Health as well as by the 
United Black Fund. 
The Mobile Health Unit acts as a university satellite 
in the Washington, D.C. community and the greater 
metropolitan area. The center provides educational pro-
grams which are designed to inform the public about 
the nature and problems of sickle cell anemia. It plays 
a major role in screening for sickle cell and other blood 
disorders. Staff members are trained to acquaint the 
community residents with other services available to them, 
such as social services, health care facilities, and career 
planning. All of this serves the goal of the unit to eliminate 
fear and ignorance in the community concerning sickle 
cell anemia. 
Howard student .Melody Moss participates in screening 
34 Sickle Cell Mobile Unit 
It's not as bad as it looks 
The screening process itself is very 
simple. The patient gets a simple pin prick 
in the tip of her finger and her blood is 
fed into a machine for analysis. Results 
came back almost immediately and Ms. 
Moss is informed that she does not have 
sickle cell. 
i 
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Sickle Cell Mobile Unit 35 
Glorious 
Undergraduates 
Throughout this section 
the following abbrevia-
tions are used to desig-
nate classification: 
F — Freshman 
S — Sophomore 
J — Junior 
36 Undergraduates 

College of Allied Health 
Denise Alkes J 
Renee Bell S 
Rhonda Buckner S 
Charlene Burton S 
Angle Butts I 
Karen Carter F 
Alissa Earles F 
Russell Fleming 
Staretia Fowler 
Gregory Foy J 
Karen Gibbons 
Sabrina Grant S 
Lisa Hayes S 
Pamela Holland ) 
Donna Jackson J 
Sherry James S 
md^k 
Allied Health Student Council 
Left To Right: Sunkrea Lowe, Stonford Varnado, Yvonne Brooks, Shirley Sears 
38 Allied Health 
Left To Right: Sunkrea Lowe, Angle Butts, Sandra Bowel, Charlene Burton, Glynis 
Aaron Johnson F 
Andrea Johnson J 
Glynis Jordan S 
Arlene Kitchen S 
Ronald Lassiter J 
Karen Leeper J 
Camille Lewis S 
Richard Lewis F 
Shirlene Liggins S 
:~f Laurece Lockett F 
Donna Logan F 
Brenda Lowe } 
Allied Health 39 
Physicians 
Assistant 
Program 
Graduating Physicians 
Assistants 
Kenneth Tinsley 
Wayne Rodrigues 
Robert Burdic 
Rodney Pierce F 
Lawada Poaich F 
Brenda Roberson S 
Joy Roy J 
Roger Tomlin F 
Keith Towe F 
Jeri Stephens F 
Nancy Victor F 
Aquanetta Walker F 
40 Undergraduates 
PATHOiOOy 
PREPARATION ROOM 
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Typically Howard 
41 
School of 
Architecture 
and Planning 
Orlando Baylor 4th yr. 
Maurice D, Brooks II f 
Jerome Hamilton S 
Michael Parker F 
Lance W, Ransom S 
Juan Smith F 
William Walker II 5 
Jerome Washington F 
Christopher J. Williams S 
Michael Wright I 
School of Architecture 
Student Council 
Front: Jerry Overby —President Back, Left To 
Right: Robert McKinnie, Alicia Oxiey, Carlos 
Davis —Vice President, Frank Green, Donald 
Judson, Edward Corbitt, William Brown, Michael 
Dabney 
42 Undergraduates 
Howard's 
expanding 
physical 
plant 
Since the 1867 founding of the 
University, Howard has grown 
from a few sparsely distributed 
wooden frame buildings to a vast 
complex. Today Howard has its 
own hospital, 17 schools and 
colleges, and campuses in four 
locations in the metropolitan 
Washington area. Work begun 
on the new student center 
should be completed in 1978. 
This should add a finishing 
touch to Howard facilities and 
provide a much needed place for 
students to meet, rap and be 
together. 
School of Business 
and Public 
Administration 
John Allen J 
Andrea B. Anderson S 
William Ashbourne S 
Daryl Averry S 
Tyrone Bland F 
Angela Bohana F 
DiNyce Brooks F 
Gale Burnett S 
Vicki Carudine ] 
Rene Cheatham F 
it... 
Student Council Back Row: Billy Bennett, Charles Banks, Karen Clarke, Wade Hampton, Kerry Nelson, Thaddeus Holliman. front Row: Nancy Flake, Hughlin 
Williams, Nancy Moten, Adesanya Odejimi. 
44 Undergraduates 
Linda Lay F 
Timothy Lane F 
Leonard McNear F 
Greg Miller ] 
*] _^ ) Yolanda Miller S 
J*^^' I Tanya Mitchell F 
Lucretia Mosley S 
Marshall Mosley S 
Deborah Clarke f 
Albert Dixon, Jr. S 
Sonny Drummond / 
Reginald Fuller F 
Doreene Hamilton S 
Thomas Hardaway S 
Tyrene Harrell J 
Vita Michelle Harris F 
Paul Hayes S 
Gloria FJilllard j 
Gwendolyn Holloman F 
Joseph Hughey III F 
Michael Jackson F 
George D. Jefferson S 
John H. Jivens F 
Undergraduates 45 
Peter Mullins ) 
Patricia Norman F 
Reggie Overton F 
Winston Panton ] 
Sherita Pervis S 
Kerry C, Sanders I 
Peggy Scarborough 
Kim Scott S 
Valerie Simpkins J 
George Lee Smith III 
Beverly Spann S 
Adrienne Spencer S 
Jeffrey Stone F 
Harry Taylor F 
Katherine Taylor F 
Corliss Usher S 
Jarrick White F 
Trudy White ] 
Beldin Williams S 
Marc Williams S 
The animate 
and the inanimate 
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Undergraduates 47 
School of Communications 
Tonya Allen S 
Jerry Boyd F 
Hubert Brown F 
George Corents S 
Claudette Cuthrell S 
Thelonious Davis S 
Barry Florence / 
Melanie Foster ] 
Constance D. Cannon ] 
Marvin Christian F 
Bonita Coleman S 
Brenda Corner S 
School of Communications Student Council 
Melvin Lindsey —President, Sheilah Vance —Vice-President, Brigette Rouson —Secretary, 
Constance Cannon—Treasurer 
48 Undergraduates 

Caria Shaw / 
Barbara Speller F 
Bernardette Stephens 
Carlton Tolbert S 
Leon Wallace S 
Michele Washington 
Nadine Watkins S 
Shari Williams f 
Lamar Wilson, Jr. / 
Jocelyn Winston F 
Deborah Peaks ] 
Barrington Powell f 
Charles Rawlins f 
Cheryl Lee 5 
Denise Mack F 
Ruby Waite I 
School of 
Education 
Undergraduates 51 
School of 
Engineering Hazeez Akinkunmi Samuel Boddie 5 
Bonita Booker F 
George Christian J 
Steven Cousins S 
Bret Curtis F 
Steven Dauage I 
Deborah Frazier F 
Michael Greenlow S 
Bertrado Harris S 
Michael Howell F 
Theotis Humphrey / 
School of Engineering Student Council 
Kevin E. Wood, President 
Boris G. Younger, Parliamentarian 
Wrenna L. Watson, Secretary 
Andre C. Williams, Treasurer 
Randy Richardson, Vice President 
52 Undergraduates 
Charles Jolley S 
Timothy Kizzle S 
Lydia Lang F 
Calvin Lee S 
Lynch Lesley F 
Johnny S, Mallory F 
Ernest S. McAllister j 
Clyde McKinney F 
Yemane Meresie I 
Michele Montague 
Beverly Patterson F 
Douglas Pitchford / 
Robin Porter S 
Darryl Powell J 
Anthony Reid F 
Rosalyn Roberts S 
Russell Scott S 
Fawn Shelton S 
Larry B. Skyles I 
Mat Starks S 
Ronald Wauls S 
Wrenna Watson S 
Getacheo TesFaye / 
James Taylor S 
William Stepter S 
Undergraduates 53 
College of 
Fine Arts 
Wayne Adger F 
Avis Balkeorn J 
Robert Campbell 5 
Karen Freeman F 
Charles E. Hall F 
Veronica Hanlett S 
Sandra Johnson F ^|r; 
54 Undergraduates 
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Undergraduates 55 
April Richardson F 
Vaughn Sanders S 
John S. Stewart S 
Carlos Symonds F 
Gail Tomlinson / 
William Ward S 
David E, Warr S 
Sephonia Wilborn S 
Marita M. Williams F 
Barry A. Wilson F 
While 
my 
guitar 
gently 
weeps 
56 Undergraduates 
Graduate 
^^ Student 
a^ Council 
. ^ ^ 
Virgmia Kitani 
Alphonsus Obayuwana —President, Maurice Odeke Ugunde —Coordinator of Fiscal Affairs. Not Shown: 
Rudolph Douglas —Vice President, Tawana Cook —Coordinator of Communications. 
57 
School of 
Human 
Ecology 
Denise Bush F 
Veronica DuBerry F 
Deborah Hampton F 
Eugene Johnson S 
Telah Lacey S 
Deidre Little J 
Claudia McDonald S 
Deborah Mills S 
S^'^% 
Griselda Mitchell S 
Val Norris J 
Sharon Pinckney F 
Glenda Walker ) 
Dana Woolfolk S 
""'JFfC I'^.iC tft (tl " D 1 » it 
58 Undergraduates 
« r.~ 
Omicron Nu 
L-R: K. Catherine Harris —Sec, Mrs, Irene Petty —Fac, Adv., Beverly Wilder-
Pres,; Not Shown: Evylyn Primas —V. Pres. 
College of Liberal Arts 
Senior Class Officers 
L-R: Jean Daniels—Secretary, Yvonne Hobbs—Vice President, Bonita Davis—President, Leslie Norris—Treasurer. Not 
Shown: Danny Holloway, Vanessa Kidd—Class Representatives. 
Junior Class 
Officers 
Denise Bethea—President 
Camille Stearns—Vice President 
Towana Johnson—Secretary 
Cuinette Jones—Treasurer 
College of 
Liberal 
Arts 
Sharon Avent F 
Debora Barrow S 
Cathy Bell I 
William Benjamin S 
Sharon Benoit S 
Adrienne L. Bethea S 
Cheryl D. Bethea I 
Keith Bibbins S 
Lewis Black S 
Debra Bond I 
Alyson Bondurant S 
Carolyn Bowen S 
Christine Bradshaw S 
Phillis Broadnax J 
Cheyone Brown F 
Joyce Brown F 
Tanya Burns S 
Daphne Carson j 
Hugh K. Campbell I 
Horace Canady S 
Alexis Abernethy F 
Tracy Adams 5 
Linda Antes J 
Gregory Anderson F 
Marlon Anderson S 
Shirley Anthoney J 
60 Undergraduates 
Li L^ 
Melanie's 
Giggle 
Munchies 
^ ^ i 
Yolanda Cannon S 
Ira Canty Jr. 5 
Antonio Casagnol S 
Cheryl Cauthen / 
Jacquewyn Chambers 
Sandra Chillous S 
Anita Clayton F 
Barbara Clorey ] 
Keith Cokely S 
Ivory Cooper F 
Donald Covington 
Paulette Cox S 
William Cunning ] 
Pamela Curtis ] 
Faye Dade F 
Kevin Dailey j 
Rodney Daniels F 
Joe N. Davis 1 
Robert Davison Jr. 
Michael Dawson S 
Roosevelt Dean jr. 
Darwin Dees F 
Sharon Dent F 
Annette Diggs F 
S 
S 
Undergraduates 61 
Jacquelne Dillingham ] 
Jodi Douglass ; 
Renee Dowling F 
Kimberly Dubose F 
John Dupree J 
Karen Edwards F 
Harold F. Evans Jr. F 
Moses Everett F 
Debra Farran J 
Debora Fisher S 
Anna Ford S 
Robyn Francis J 
Cheryl Garrin J 
Kiva Gates ] 
Bernard Gavin F 
Gloria German J 
Andrea Giddens F 
Cheryl Gill F 
Kelvin Grant F 
Sharlene Grant 5 
Janice Grevious F 
Charlotte Grimes F 
Charles Hamlin F 
Michele Hammon ] 
Conrad Harris S 
Juliaette Harrison F 
Michael Harrison F 
Sharon Hayes F 
Debra Haywood S 
Katryna Henderson F 
62 Undergraduates 
George Herod F 
Merril Hodge F 
Robert Holley S 
Anthony Hunter F 
Priscilla Jackson F 
Shelley Jackson J 
Joni James F 
Regina Jefferson F 
Angela Jenkins F 
Liberal 
Arts 
Student 
Council 
J. Blake Taylor, Treasurer 
Sheryl C. Sears, Vice-President 
Robert L. Turman, President 
Frances E. McGee, Secretary 
Claudette Johnson F 
Douglass Johnson S 
Mary Johnson F 
Sheila Johnson F 
Towana Johnson ] 
Alexander Jones F 
Gregory Jones S 
Pamela Jones j 
Quinette Jones J 
Raymond Joyner F 
Kieth Judge S 
Rosalyn Keith F 
Bruce A. Kenner S 
Keddrick Kilpatrick f 
Arlene Knighten I 
Undergraduates 63 
Daniel M. Koroma I 
Billie Langton S 
Rosilend Lawson I 
Victoria A. Lee ] 
Delores Legette S 
Marva Leonard S 
Wanda Lessane F 
Charles Lewis ] 
Charlotte Levette j 
Eugene Leyba F 
M L ' A.^ \\f 
Liberal 
Arts 
Student 
Council 
Class 
Officers 
^<*>^ J» "'ISa^ ' 
Top Row 
Gerald Paris 
Charlotte Grimes 
Derwin Gregg 
Lucille Parrish 
Claude DeShields 
Deborah Jones 
Bottom Row 
Cedric Fuller 
Rosalyn Deith 
Steven Abington 
Cathy Bell 
John Darden 
f^S^lS^^h 
Sallie Littlejohn S 
Vanessa Locke F 
Denise Loggin S 
Craig Long S 
Angela Love I 
Flavia Lytch S 
Gordon Mallory Jr. 
Benny Maybell F 
Alice McCray S 
Frances McGee ] 
64 Undergraduates 
Sharon McKay F 
Troy Miles S 
Terry L. Miller F 
Linda Mose S 
Paulette Mosley S 
Melody Moss ] 
Derryn Moten F 
Lisa Mouzon S 
Eric Myers J 
Garcia Nelson S 
Michael Price S 
Norice Price S 
Sandra Richardson 
Reginald D. Rigsby 
Paul Roberts F 
Gayle Route S 
Tawana Offer / 
Wayne Oliver F 
Donna Osborne F 
Tyrone Palmer S 
Keith Parham F 
Terri Parker F 
David Parkinson F 
Lucille Parrish F 
Will M. Patton F 
Karen Pendleton F 
Hubert Penny S 
Alena Plaskett S 
Pamela Porter S 
Donna Powell F 
Undergraduates 65 
Sheila Rowe F 
Robert Royal S 
Gail Rucker I 
Valerie Sanders j 
David Samuel I 
Keith E. Saunders / 
Jerral Seymour F 
Ruby Seymour ] 
Sabrina Shannon F 
Hilary Shelton F 
Arthur W, Short J 
Sheila Singleton S 
Sheila Singleton S 
Charles T. Smith F 
Diane Smith S 
Gwendolyn Smith 
Iris Spencer F 
Camille Stearns ] 
Ivei Steed S 
Theodore Stevens 
Cecelia Stewart S 
Michael Stinson F 
Toni Stockton F 
William Stockton / 
Darlene Sullivan S 
Arlene Tatum F 
Richard Taylor F 
Richard M. Taylor, Jr. 
Steven Taylor F 
Steven E. Taylor S 
Violet Taylor S 
Sheila Terry J 
Byron Tildon F 
Elliot Thomas F 
Lenore Thomas S 
66 Undergraduates 
Mark Thomas F 
Allen Toles F 
Frank Tollett F 
Natale Tucker F 
Linda Udoyback S 
Robert Utsey I 
Mary-Louise Waldo 
Reginald Wallen I 
Christine Weaver S 
Michael Welcher J 
Gregory Weston S 
Carol White S 
Gina White F 
Jacquelyn Williams F 
Juanchenia Williams F 
Kirk Williams I 
Terri Williams 
Robin Wimberly S 
Kenneth A, Wood, Jr. 
Patricia Woodson J 
Marian D. Yates F 
Wayne Young S 
Standing on the 
verge of 
turning it on 
Audio-Visual 
Center 
Undergraduates 67 
College of Nursing 
Lu Ann Franklin S 
Phyllis Harris F 
Ruth Holloman S 
Pamela Jenkins S 
Deidre A. Johnson F 
Rhonda Johnson S 
Antonia Pearson S 
Marian P. Smithey 
Sylvia Ratliff S 
Marybeth Terry S 
Robin Thomas S 
Kwajale V. Thompson 
Barbara Todd ] 
Pam Ware S 
Patricia Waters 
Grace Aiyegbusi ] 
Pam Brooks F 
Brenda Clayton F 
Sandra Cosby 
Renee Douglas 
Nadine Eads J 
Gale Ford S 
^ 
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Nursing 
Student 
Council 
Pam Jenkins 
Gail Page 
Pam Ware 
Pat Woods 
Frances Bunting 
Senior Class 
Officers 
Robin Thomas 
Marybeth Terry 
Sylvia Ratliff 
Kay Ewing 
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College 
of 
Pharmacy 
Pharmacy Student Council 
Left To Right: Janice Littlejohn, Roscoe Adams, Beverly Mims, Dalton Williams 
Mileka Aljuwani S 
Carmel Ervin S 
Carl Kendrick F 
Lucy Lyons S 
Victor Mitchell F 
Marilyn-Lue Morrison ] 
Michael Murray F 
Maureen Rose ] 
70 Pharmacy 
School of 
Religon 
Student 
Council 
jon Mongana—Treasurer 
Gwendolyn King—President 
Mary Council—Secretary 
Floyd Williams, II—Vice President 
Student Council 
School of Social 
Work 
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Friendly 
and 
familiar 
faces 
Campus Life 73 
Speakers 1977 
Emphasis 
on the 
aesthetic 
Ruby Dee and Ossie Davis converse with LASC officers 
Nikki Giovanni proposes an emphatic challenge 
74 Campus Life 
Action 
against 
apartheid 
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76 Campus Life 
The changing seasons, our changing styles 
it was a fall like so many others we've come to know 
in D.C. Hot, sticky, nearly naked weather whose only 
relief was an infrequent breeze from the reservoir. But, 
it got cold, we heard reports of snow in Miami. W e shud-
dered as the heat was turned down in the dorms. W e 
bundled ourselves tightly and made fewer trips down-
town. W e bravely faced the challenge of 2° days without 
missing class and patiently awaited the arrival of spring. 
Campus Life 77 
Taking a 
closer look 
at things 
78 Campus Life 
And being 
surprised 
Campus Life 79 
Being too 
surprised 
to take . . 
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A closer 
look at 
things 
Campus Life 81 
82 Campus Life 
Greasin' 
Back 
Policy 
Board 
^iM7 
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Made up of the student council presidents of How-
ard's seventeen schools and colleges, the Policy 
Board may well be the most powerful entity of student 
membership. The 1976-77 school year found Hughlin 
Williams as Chairman, Pat Woods served as Vice Chair-
man. Controversy came from all fronts as the D.C. 
Survival Project lost much of its traditional recognition, 
a new HUSA constitution passed referendum, elections 
created factions, the Law School became a focal point 
of student rights and Howard constantly made demands 
on these elected student leaders. Yet throughout their 
lengthy meetings and carefully weighed decisions 
members of the Policy Board respond to the challenge 
of every student: to excel. 
M a c / , /A coyK-n\oi\ ^ ijue/o/^ 
STUDENT 
GOVERNMENT 
The two most powerful organizations in student 
government today are the Howard University Stu-
dent Association and the Undergraduate Student 
Association. 
Under the leadership of Luther Brown, HUSA is 
responsible for activities for students ranging from 
concerts to setting down the rules and regulations 
of the Association in the form of a constitution. 
A highly-funded student government organization, 
HUSA has been the spear head this year in forming 
a national conference of black colleges. 
UGSA and GSA are primarily concerned with 
providing programs and services which are directed 
toward a better development of the Howard Uni-
versity student body. They are particulatly con-
cerned with areas of political, social, cultural, 
and intellectual development. 
Howard University Student Association 
Cathy Bell 
Judy Byrd 
Billy Taylor 
Luther Brown, President Trudy White 
Corliss Usher 
Nancy Motten 
Bruce Douglass 
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Undergraduate Student Association 
Front Row 
Roxanne Scott 
Pam Ware 
Bonita Davis 
Jacqueline Brown 
Richard Jackson 
Christina Garner 
Back Row 
William Bennett 
James Jukes 
Patricia Woods 
Barbra Bryant 
Sheryl Sears 
Jimmi Odegimi 
Gail Page 
Adebola Ajayi 
Sunday A, Adesuyi, 
Coordinator, GSA 
Freeman Tate, 
Judiciary Chairman 
Arlene Bailey, 
Correspondence 
Chairperson 
Rudolph Douglas, 
Social Chairman 
Graduate 
Student 
Association 
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Undergraduate 
Trustee 
K. Earl Ferguson 
Several years ago, the Howard University 
Board of Trustees voted to institute a position 
on the Board which would be reserved for 
students. This action was instituted in order 
to give students an official spokesman with 
the basic interests of students at heart. This 
position allows the Undergraduate Trustee to 
act as a go-between among the members of 
the Board, the President of the University, 
and the student body. 
Student leaders confer with the administrators 
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University-Wide 
Organizations 
A wide range of groups come un-
der the broad heading of University-
Wide Organizations. This particular 
designation encompasses many dif-
ferent types of organizations, ranging 
from the Martin Luther King Debate 
Team to the Soul Squad. These or-
ganizations have the distinction of 
having open membership to any stu-
dent and persons who are interested 
in joining these groups do not have 
to have any particular qualifications. 
The members of these organizations, 
like the Chapel Ushers, are generally 
service oriented. 
Ruby Seymour, President, addresses new entrants 
L-R Standing Kewana Battle, Frank Griffith, Blake Taylor, Wayne 
Young, Christine Garner, Kenneth Anderson, Bonita Davis, Ray-
mond Jackson, Beverly Russell, Derek Antrum, Veronica Hamlett, 
Marva Forrester. L-R Back Row: Timothy Perry, James Jukes, Chris 
Williams, Mike Welcher, Edward Davis, Mark Clanton, Thaddeus 
Holloman, Steve Taylor L-R Seated Brentela May, Horace Canady, 
Nate Bobian, Ruby Seymour, Kathy Jenkins, Marion Brown, Lorette 
LaGendre, Wendy Covay, Wanda Pierson. L-R Kneeling: Boris 
Younger, Elwood York, Bridgette Rouson, Joseph Martin, Donna 
Bell, Diane Jenkins, Pam Ware, Aisa McCullough, Barbara Clorey, 
Nadine Eads, 
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Martin 
Luther 
King 
Debate 
Society 
Pam Trout, Alex Parrish, Linda Uddyback, Robert Dawson, Brigette Rouson, Bruce Douglas, Al Wynn —Advisor 
Front Row 
Obryietta Scott, President 
Deborah Grace 
Lajoy Mosby 
Valarie Simpkins 
Debra Bond 
Middle Row 
Beverly Faust, Secretary 
Knovack Gramby 
Audrey Thurman 
Charlene Edwards 
Katryna Henderson 
Gail Kidd 
Kathy Wright 
Back Row 
Danny Holloway 
James Barton 
Lamar Wilson 
Dawn Young 
Michael Turner 
Sharon Murray 
Leonard Stevens 
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Spanish Activities Committee 
Carlene Henderson, C, Moore, Robin Martin, Senor Jaime Sendra, Veronica Cromwell, Norma Tyler, Profesora V,M, Smith, 
Eric Harnett, Dr, Aleida T. Portuondo 
Arnold 
Air 
Society 
First Row: Richard Poke, Executive Officer, 
Regina Stanback, Mevena Williams, Melika 
Adjawni, James E. Thomas Jr, Commander 
Second Row: Arlene Kitchen, Sonny 
Drummond, Cerina Darget, Kevin Riou, 
Edward L. Wilson, Harry Putman Third 
Row: Greg Miller, Horace Canady, Eugene 
Johnson 
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Martin 
Luther 
King 
Debate 
Society 
Pam Trout, Alex Parrish, Linda Uddyback, Robert Dawson, Brigette Rouson, Bruce Douglas, Al Wynn — Advisor 
Front Row 
Obryietta Scott, President 
Deborah Grace 
LaJoy Mosby 
Valarie Simpkins 
Debra Bond 
Middle Row 
Beverly Faust, Secretary 
Knovack Gramby 
Audrey Thurman 
Charlene Edwards 
Katryna Henderson 
Gail Kidd 
Kathy Wright 
Back Row 
Danny Holloway 
James Barton 
Lamar Wilson 
Dawn Young 
Michael Turner 
Sharon Murray 
Leonard Stevens 
Spanish Activities Committee 
Carlene Henderson, C. Moore, Robin Martin, Senor Jaime Sendra, Veronica Cromwell, Norma Tyler, Profesora V,M. Smith, 
Eric Harnett, Dr. Aleida T. Portuondo 
Arnold 
Air 
Society 
First Row: Richard Poke, Executive Officer, 
Regina Stanback, Mevena Williams, Melika 
Adjawni, James E. Thomas Jr, Commander 
Second Row: Arlene Kitchen, Sonny 
Drummond, Cerina Darget, Kevin Riou, 
Edward L. Wilson, Harry Putman Third 
Row: Greg Miller, Horace Canady, Eugene 
Johnson 
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front Row: Donna Gadling, Jackie Dillingham, Joni James, Pam Lowe, Michelle Taylor; Second Row: Chaplain Eric Payne, 
Irwin Jones, Mary Bossett, Valerie Sanders, Calvin Lee; Third Row: Steven Cousins, Paul James, Robert Johnson, Alexis Davis, 
Stephen Webb, Jeff Williams, Alex Jones, Byron Taylor 
Igbimo Otito 
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Pre Medical/Dental Club 
First Row 
Mario Hemsely 
Margo Smith 
Peppy Muganda 
Nadhia Celestin 
Second Row 
Tomiko Gore 
Charles Augustus 
Karen Wentz 
Majorie Tompson 
Hugh Campbell 
Third Row 
Donald Mullens 
Ellen Woodfork 
Rodney Washington, 
President 
Fourth Row 
Erol Ried 
Carolyn Woodfork 
Debra Jeffries, Vice 
President 
Aslim Abdullah 
Fifth Row 
Bruce Sailes 
Mark Clanton 
Botany and 
Micro-Biology 
Club 
Michael Hemsley, Debra Mitchell, Hugh Kelley, Gina Ross, Stephen Price, Mark Clanton 
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First Row: Wendy Clark, Brentela May, Valerie Turner, Tanya Strachan, Leslie Hamilton, Kyra Ross. Second Row: Sharon 
Murray, Lfeslie Harriell, Robin Lockery, Renee Douglass, Deborah Watkis, Rhonda Jones, Aldreda Singleton. 
Pershing Rifles 
Front Row 
Ronald Smith 
Fletcher Mayes 
Wayne Brooks 
Robert E, Dawson, Jr, 
Michael Robinson 
Back Row 
Michael Turner 
Hampton Hart 
Kevin Willis 
Jay Gordon 
Thomas Allen 
Pershing Rifles 
Sweetheart 
Court 
Front Row: Vanessa, Jennifer Howard. Back Row: Violet Taylor, Rosalyn Roberts, Sharo Jeffers, 
Jennifer West, Kim Harth, Andrea Giddens, Marilyn Mills, Rosalynne Whitaker, 
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National Association of Black Accountants 
Seated: Karen Wilson, Betty Smith, Douglas Heaven, Denise Thomas. Standing: 
Ronn Jones, Angela Phillips, Anthony Davis, Marvalisa Scott, Debora Gordon, 
Robin Crawford, Marcia Thomas, Yvette Boykin, Karen Roberts, Darlene 
Whittmore, Kyra Ross, Robert Blair, Geraldine Hester, Albert Hutchings, Mary 
Lisby, Alton Davis, Deborah Cowan, Jeffery Haskins, Harold Hilliard, Eric Eaton, 
Thaddeus Holloman, John Jivens, Hughlin Williams, Carl Grant. 
The library remains the home for Business students. 
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Finance Club 
Richard J, Poke, John C. Lawrence, Barbara A. Scotland, Warren L. 
Flowers, Wayne B. Kendall 
Society for the 
Advancement of 
Management 
Standing L-R: William Bennett, Dr. Abe Kellizy, Dr. K.K, 
Das, Nelsine Fades, Jimmy Odejimi, Lee Thomas, Eric 
Yancy; Seated: Janet Walker, Pres., Dr. Afife Sayin, 
Mary Lisby, Debra Smith. 
99 Organizations 
American Institute of Chemical Engineers 
Front Row: Kevin Polk, Mark 
Whimberly, Jackie Smith, 
Tamalyn Crutchfield, Greg 
White; Middle Row: Michael 
Peggs, Brande Nicholson, 
Pam Whitehurst, Randolf 
Richardson, Karen Snelson, 
Peter Vega, Thomas Friday; 
Back Row: Irwin Baily, Mike 
Myers, Russell Scott, Calvin 
Lee, Rosalyn Roberts, Kent 
Lynn, Gerald R. 
A quick nap before the meeting 
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E. Robert Williams 
Hazeeg Akinkuma 
Ernest Priestly 
Leonard Dolphin 
Tony Gober 
Lateef Baruwa 
Tesafaye Konde 
Kevin E, Wood 
James Wray 
Michael Beharrylal 
Horace Howell 
Dupree 
Sheila Clark 
Robin Porter 
Alvin 
Greg West 
Jerome Julius 
L. Watson, L. Turner, Pres,, W. Chastang, j. Jackson, R. Brown, A. 
Shalaby, A. Offong, N. Jack, L. Lawrence, H. Hadioazadh, C. 
Morse, A. Kollie, A. Rabiu, A. Williams, B. Obeme, A, Matagos, 
S, Bayoi, U. White, K. Keitt, J. Jones, C. Boateng. 
American 
Society of 
Chemical 
Engineers Organizations 101 
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American Society of Mechanical Engineers 
'% 
Left To Right: Theresa Abney, Pres., Percy Owens Jr., Fawn Shelton, 
Lydia E, Barnwell, Deborah Parham, Pamela Hollies, Gregory M. Parker, 
Charles G, Parker, James E. Thomas Jr., Albert Ragster Jr,, Melvin 
Menchan, Alvin Blaker, E, Michal Sims, Jimmie L. Wilson, Rajinder-
bir S. Harnal. 
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Political Science Society 
Biology 
Club 
Organizations 103 
Howard Players 
%m^ % 
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Left To Right: Pamela Crawford, Stuart Perry, Lisa Blackwell, Noble Lester, Kirke Harris, Robin Stilley, Gregory Holtz, Chirsi Grey, Tammy 
Price, Carole Alston, Alvin Hippolyte, Tim Harrell, Greg Poole, Divania Kyles, Iris Pressley, Bernard Jefferson, Kentworth, Jackman —Presi-
dent, Pamela Martin, Stephen Scott, Romona Lewis, William Ward, Michael Stephens, Greg Crenchaw, Debra Taylor, Sylvia Ross, Sharon 
Simmons, Leon Thomas, Wanda Whiteside, Cheryl Butler, April Richards, Reginald Pasteur, Carlos Symonds, Glen Washington, Marva 
Hicks, Scott Preston. 
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Film 
Society 
Left To Right: 
Serena Ferguson 
Rosalyn Whitaker 
Melvin Thompson 
Helen Marie Boykin 
Debra Gibson 
Patricia Mayden 
Lewis Barnes 
Roland Mitchell —Advisor 
Tony Hawkins 
Fletcher Johnson 
Gary Roberts 
Jack Schuler —President 
Shari Coles 
Charles Hairston 
Ernie Dickerson 
Rifle 
Team 
Economics 
Club 
SFATFD: Malvina Williams, Thersa Johnson, Brenda Fpps, jean Harris. STANDING: Dr Akpan— 
Advisor, Peter Duvall, Micci Jones—President, Tony Madden, Keith Rector. 
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Student National Pharmaceutical Association 
Swahili 
Club 
Organizations 107 
Homecoming 1976 
brought to you by , , . 
Homecoming 
Fashion Show 
Models 
108 Organizations 
Homecoming 
committee 
Queen Contestants 
Organizations 709 
Dornnitory 
Councils 
One integral factor in the efficient working of the 
dormitories lies in student participation through the 
dormitory councils. Each dormitory elects its officers, 
and these officers work with the Resident and Graduate 
Fellows as well as with Dormitory Counselors to make 
the dorms a more pleasant place to live. Activities may 
vary from personal attempts to improve the dormitory 
to the traditional decorating contests during Home-
coming, and also special seminars on safety and security. 
All in all, the members of the dormitory persist in 
trying to make the dorm more home-like for every 
resident. 
Baldwin Hall Council 
Regina Cooper, Venita George, Yolande Coins, Olivia Winsloe, Elizabeth Dowdy; Standing—Sharon Whittaker 
110 Organizations 
Crandall 
Hall 
Council 
Front Row: Debbie Hayabrook, Tonya Berns. Back Row: Glenda Clare, Marva Leonard 
Officers: 
Rudy Harris 
Michael Elam 
Brian Mosely 
Timothy Brown 
Drew Hall Council 
Organizations 111 
A glimpse 
at dorm 
life . . . 
112 Organizations 
Truth 
Hall 
Council 
1st Row—Left To Right: Andrea Giddens, Serese Myers, Debra Fisher, Joni James 2nd Row—Left To Right: Marilyn Powe, 
Cathy Brinkley, Marnishia Jenkins, Sharon Benoit 
Bethune Hall Council 
Front Row 
Darcella Jeregen 
Cheryl Wilson 
Michelle Hopkins 
Ivy Savoy 
Back Row 
Deborah Mitchell 
Guinette Jones 
Wendy Covey 
Tracy Groomes 
Chris Bradshaw 
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Student 
Publications 
O n a campus the size of Howard University, 
many journalistic talents are combined to pro-
duce publications which are of interest to stu-
dents and to the general Howard community. 
The Hilltop is the principal medium which 
communicates students; feelings and thoughts 
on the contemporary scene. It serves as the 
major campus newspaper with a weekly Friday 
distribution. It has been lauded as the best 
Black newspaper in the Washington area. The 
Communicator focuses on events and hap-
penings in the School of Communications, 
while Dorm Dialogue is an informative news-
paper concerning the activities of the dormi-
tories. These publications serve as the back-
bone for communication within the Howard 
community. 
4.,\ 
Roy Betts, 
Managing Editor 
William Scott—Editor in Chief 
Hilltop 
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Vance Hawthorne 
Feature Editor 
Charles Banks 
Advertising Editor 
Calvin Reid 
Photo Technician 
Sam Pinkston 
International Affairs 
Editor 
Organizations 115 
Phyllis Sauda Jean 
Special Assignments Editor 
Nancy Flake, Accountant 
Leila Brown 
Graduate School Editor 
Michele Borders 
Layout Editor 
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H-Book 
Debra Mitchell 
Kim Walker 
Dorm 
Dialog 
Front Row 
Sam Ifeagwu, Mnging. Ed. 
Violette Brown 
Judi Jones, Art Ed, 
Patricia Thomas, Ed. in Chief 
Annette Hughes, Creative Corner 
Jo Ann Staton 
Marguerite Hannah, Layout Ed, 
Stephen Grady 
Back Row 
Keith Bibbins, Spotlight 
Charles Hall 
Lawrence Livingston 
Mario Hemsley, Mnging. Ed, 
Mark Clanton 
Michael Hemsley 
Gregory James 
Bernard Gavin, Photo Ed. 
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Howard 
Engineer 
Debora Williams 
Gregory Askew 
Pamela Whitehurst 
Jerome Julius 
Sheila Clark 
Not Shown 
James Wray 
Wrenna Watson 
Marshell Lewis 
Frank Greene 
Louise Baker 
Karen Reaves 
w 
H 
B 
C 650 
AM 
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while not quite a publication, W H B C has 
been actively involved in informing on-cam-
pus residents. News, entertainment, and pub-
lic service make up much up of the program-
ming for W H B C listeners. Approximately 
IVi years old, the station broadcasts exclu-
sively to the dormitories under a carrier 
current system. As a carrier current station 
the FCC prohibits broadcast beyond the 
dorms so antennas are installed in each resi-
dent hall. W H B C was founded to allow stu-
dents an opportunity to gain first-hand ex-
perience using modern equipment, broad-
casting, writing, and generally being in-
volved in on-the-air radio as compared to 
participation in the commercial operation 
to W H U R . 
The VOICE 
of Howard's Black Communicators 
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GREEKS! 
Pan-Hellenic 
Council 
Front Row: Keith Lashley, Sherry Cole, Holiday Pease, Karen Wil-
liams, Marvin Jarmon, Wendell Dingle. Back Row: Amazire Mc-
Allister, Charles Sutton, Audrey Thurman, Diane Jenkins, Lenore 
Battle, Brian Wallace. 
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Alpha Kappa Alpha, Inc, 
First Row: Frances Williams, Beverly Mims, Willa McMichael, Rogers, Judy Byrd, Bonita Conti, Stephanie Waters. Fourth 
Barbara McNeil, Gwen Tutt, Penny Owens. Second Row: Row: Toni Hunter, Frances McGee, Melanie Shaw, Bren-
Ryla Johnson, Karen Williams, Betty Marshall, Vedia Jones, tela May. Fifth Row: Gina Lackey, Cheryl Parker, Melvina 
Sherry Cole, Dariel James, lllona Sheffy, Lauren Harrison, Williams, Charletta Wilson, Pam Perry, Vicki Cox. 
Sheila Gardner. Third Row: Darlene Whitmore, Edrena 
New sisters, old friends . 
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But to be a lady in the AKA 
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Alpha Phi Alpha, Inc. 
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ALPHA pur ALPHA 
FRATERNITY 
BETA CHAPTER 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY 
First Row: Daniel Holloway, Michael Davis, Amasair McAllister, Jay 
Jones, Derrick Hobson, Ronald Hill, Louis Barnes, Edward Mason. 
Second Row: Jessie Nelson, Keith Lashley, Alton Alfred, Frank Grif-
fith, Jesse A. Henry, Dwight Wilson, Rudolph McCollum — President, 
Third Row: Michael Welcher, Chauncy Bradley, Michael Nettles, 
Henry Saunders, Guy Little, Ronald Hunt. 
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Gamma Sigma Sigma 
Seated: Dawna Bowden, Beverly Carter, Karen Roberts, Veronica Hamlett, Malvina Williams Standing: Brenda Scott, Kewana Battk 
Darlene Whitmore, Billie Langston 
Alpha Phi Omega, Inc. 
Left To Right: Thaddeus Holloman, John V. Spruce, Robert Blair, Jerry Harden, Phil Latson, Harrell Tollett, Ira Conty, Jerome Miller, 
Mark Wimberly, Jay Collins, Ronald Famous, David Lynch —President, Anthony Marshall, Kevin Bob Harrell, Kelvin Kittrell, Damon 
Arnold, Kenneth Anderson, Reggie Rigsby, William Blakeney, Duane Poindexter, Steven Grady, Lee Edgecomb, Ellis Means, Derrick 
Williamson, Vincent Moorehead. 
$ipeeth^art C(^un-^:j 
Rhonda Jones 
Maresa Sanders 
Audrey Thurman 
Robyn Gibson 
Rochelle Sargeant 
Brenda Comer 
Loretta Reynolds 
Joyce Reid 
Helena Thompson 
Brenda Scott 
Angela Townes 
Alvita Ayers 
Jackie Cross 
Bonita Coleman 
Marva Luke 
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Delta Sigma Theta, Inc. 
First Row: Flaine Carlisle, Audrey Thurman, Diane Jenkins, Janice 
Stewart, Debra Bond, Marvalisa Scott, Robin Francis. Second Row: Judy 
Flowers, Vanessa Baxter, Debra Peaks, Trudy White, Dale Fells, Debra 
Bernal, Velvet Powell, Roma Grant, Valerie Barnes, Joyce Barber, Leslie 
Norris. Third Row: Lajoy Mosby, Karen Clermont, Michelle Wright, 
Angela Davis, Valerie Simpkins, Sarah hiemphill, Wendy Clark, 
Winnette Smith, Michelle Hammond, Yvette Bell, Wyniece Speed, 
Stephanie Jones. 
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Beau 
Court 
Front Row: Keith Lashley, Kim Walker, Blake Taylor, Orlando Baylor, James Woods, Gary Rodwell, Louis Barnes Back Row: 
Leon Holly, Mike Banks, Robert DeLoatch, Lamar Wilson, Jay Jones 
A 
Vanessa Kidd, Eastern Regional Representative 
Elaine Carlisle, President 
Diane Jenkins, Second Vice President 
Audrey Thurman, First Vice President 
Janice Stewart, Recording Secretary 
Robin Francis, Assistant Treasurer 
Marvalisa Scott, Treasurer 
Michelle H a m m o n d , Service Project Chairman 
Christina Garner, Cultural Project Chairman 
Executive 
Council 
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Kappa Alpha Psi, Inc. 
Front Row: Winston Marcus, William Taylor, Marvin Jarmon, 
Iran Owens, Sherman White, Charles Tollett. Back Row: 
Norman Creenigale, Wayne Kendall, Tony West, Howard 
Burley, James Berryman, Randall Mangum, Raymond Jackson. 
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Court 
All a part of 
being a cool, 
cool Kappa 
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Chi Eta Phi, Inc. 
Nursing Sorority 
Karen Sully 
Marie Haile 
Arnita Morse 
Edith Williams 
Francis Buntin 
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Delta 
Theta 
Phi 
Gayle Smith —Dean, Joel Parker — Master of the 
Ritual/Dean of Pledgees, Leila Brown —Clerk of the Rools, 
Duane Brown —Tribune, Larry Newell —Exchequer, 
Phyllis Outlaw —Vice Dean. Not Shown—Vicki Miles, 
Jerome Barney, Tamara Harris, Wanda Shropshire. 
Law Fraternity 
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Omega Psi Phi, Inc. 
Kneeling: Derwin Gray, Floyd Thomas, Law-
rence Golson, James Woods, Robert De-
loach, Clyde Burke, Gary Artis, Bruce Ben-
nett, Enouch Perry. Standing: Larry Howard, 
Gerald Bruce, Whitney Valentine, Rodney 
Charley, Curtis, Edward Hailes, Lawrence 
Gaffney, Elwood York, Earl Ferguson, Ronald 
Croxton, Harold Patterson, Derrickson 
Lawrence, Bill Reeves, James Thomas 
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Bunny Court 
Sitting: Derrickson Lawrence, Sherry Tate, Angela Jenkins, Annette 
Long, Renee Cheaton, Chelle Harrison, Sharon Curte, Curta James, 
Sharon Davis, Felicia McCloud, Terry Jefferson, Milton Smith 
Standing: Earl Ferguson — Chairman, Kimberly Borden, Dinyce 
Brooks, Charlotte Grimes, Lorna Kirlew, Patricia Davidson, 
Curtis, Lois Seabough, Debbie Haybrook, Mary Christian, Renee 
Burt, Derwin Gray, 
Sweetheart 
Court 
Left To Right: Robert Deloach, Robin Francis, Michelle 
Davis, Doreen Hamilton, Jackie Mims, Debra Bond, 
Marvalisa Scott, Kim Smith, Charlene Edwards, Ann 
Payne, Wendy Covay, Denise DeShields, Stephanie 
Waters, Gary Artis. 
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Sigma 
Gamma 
Rho, 
Inc. 
Left To Right: Odell Richards, Margwetta Williams, Jenifer Rayford, Cynthia Green, Chester W. Roebuck, Michael 
Perkins, Forrest Sellers, Gilbert Boyce, Andre Mitchell, 
Odell Richards 
Chester Roebuck 
Gilbert Boyce 
Andre Mitchell 
Michael Perkins 
Forrest Sellers 
Phygent Court 
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Zeta Phi Beta, Inc. 
Seated: Celeste Morgan, Margo Jackson, Gail Kidd, Charlotte Levette. Standing: Debra 
Grace, Norma Wright, Ardette Lewis, Annette Draper 
•^7 
Beau 
Court 
Brian Thomas 
Orlando Dixon 
Benji Spencer 
Michael Turner 
Willie Hampton 
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Phi Beta Sigma, Inc. 
Seated: Larry Stanback, Marcollus Palton, Robert Utsey, Brian Wal-
lace, Willie Dean, Louis Brown, Mike Turner, Gregg Miller. Standing: 
Raymond Jones, Orlando Baylor, Al Brevard, Anthony Ryan, Larry 
Skyles, Kevin Howell, Albert Spencer, John Wendell, Jerome Moore, 
Victor Egwu, Greg Scarborough, Willie Hampton, James Jukes, Ron 
Burgess, Maurice Patterson, 
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Sweetheart 
Court 
Standing 
Charlotte Levette 
Adrienne Bethea 
Rossa Pugh 
Lorraine Flemming 
Denise Allen 
Pam Norris 
Val Norris 
Deborah Watkis 
Charlene Berkley 
Denise Bethea 
Seated 
Gail Scotten 
Kim Holdip 
Danielle Budd 
Darlene Whitmore 
Kim Clark 
Sharon Quarles 
Adrienne Harrison 
liiia^. 
Sigmas Serving The Community 
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Super Sports 
Intramural action 
Not everyone can play varsity or even JV sports at 
Howard. Too often one's ability to join the team is 
predicated upon one's professional ability. With the 
various efforts of recruitment for star football, soc-
cer, and basketball, many of us ordinary people won-
der if we can ever experience the "thrill of victory" 
or simply the "agony of defeat" as our aging muscles 
turn to fat in college years. 
Under the direction of Roosevelt Addams, co-
ordinated through the Office of Student Life, Ho-
ward's intramural program relieves some of our pent 
up physical activity. Not only can sisters participate 
in programs designed to make them more attractive— 
Slimnastics. But frats can fight against frats, dorms 
against dorms, and even the yearbook against the 
HILLTOP in football, basketball, and baseball. These 
programs are not restricted to the school year, as 
summer arrives, Mr. Addams aims to expand to 
women's softball and other fair weather sports. 
The Bison teams better look out, the rookies are 
getting better every year! 
Football represents only a part of the diversified intramural 
program. 

Mind 
expansion 
On an intellectual side, the husband 
and wife duo of Ossie Davis and Ruby 
Dee inspired the audience through prose 
and poetry readings which captured the 
essence of the Black experience. Nikki 
Giovanni scolded, encouraged, and 
thoroughly entertained us with her 
unique recitations of her works. Finally, 
we were brought back to our roots. 
Author Alex Haley relayed to a captive 
audience the story of his extensive search 
for his ancestors. He encouraged all 
Black people to take an interest in their 
roots, emphasizing the joy he felt in 
finding his. Each of these speakers and 
numerous others helped us to expand 
our awareness beyond week-end party-
ing and day to day books. 
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Campus Life 143 
Showtime, '77 
1976-77 was one of the better years in 
terms of entertainment. W e revealed in 
Norman Connors' starship, rolled with 
Michael Henderson and the Commodores 
for Homecoming and accompanied Dexter 
Wansel and Jean Carn on an excursion to 
Mars. W e floried in the passionate sounds 
of Ashford and Simpson, while Valentine's 
Day brought another show for lovers 
only—Patti Austin and the Moments. Gil 
Scott—Heron offered his services in a 
benefit concert and Lonnie Liston Smith 
provided more progressive music. These 
concerts and others made this year a 
musical success. 
144 Campus Life 
Howard audiences enjoy soothing sounds of Jean 
Carn, Norman Connors and the Moments. 
Campus Life 145 
146 Campus Life 
On stage 
Campus Life 147 
Family 
Reunion 
148 
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Tension, 
excitement, 
and joy 
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THE CONTESTANTS 
Miss Education 
Pamela Downing 
Miss Liberal Arts 
Linda Jackson « 
Miss Business 
Robin Jones 
Miss Nursing 
Rosalyn Anderson 
Miss Fine Arts 
Gail Freeman 
Second Runner Up 
Miss Communications 
Bonita Coleman 
Miss Howard 
University 
Miss Human Ecology 
Lynda Matthews 
Miss Pharmacy (below) 
Janice Littlejohn 
First Runner Up 
Homecoming Pagent 151 
Layers of Warmth 
Class, sophistication, and elegance were the in-
gredients for success in "Layers of Warmth," the 
1976 Homecoming Fashion Show. Always trend-
setters among college students, members of the 
Howard community modeled the absolute latest 
in fashion from shorty casual wear to classic formal 
wear. Fashions were provided by local shops such 
as September, Make Someone Happy, Grandma's 
Tranquility, and The General Store. 
The show opened with a tribute to Duke Elling-
ton, which was performed by the Howard Players. 
Following this introduction, "Layers of Warmth" 
began its presentation on outerwear with "Great 
Coverups." Stylish capes, coats, jackets, and sweat-
ers were modeled. The transition from outerwear 
to casual was made in "Easy Living." The epitome 
of casual this year is the pants and boots look, which 
is popular with both sexes. Suits are the tasteful 
trendsetters of the season—skirt suits, slack suits, 
and jumpsuits. Hats, scarves, and head wraps are 
indispensable accessories this year. These head-
pieces serve three purposes: they compliment any 
outfit, they keep the head warm, and they cover-
up what may underneath be a disaster area. 
Following the intermission entertainment of 
"We the People," the show continued with the 
final segments of "Layers of Warmth." "Design-
er's Showcase" aptly displayed the talents of local 
couteriers Patty Page, Levonia Johnson, Lepenski, 
and Otis Cover. These original designs highlighted 
the fashion show. 
152 Homecoming Fashion Show 
The finale of "Layers of Warmth" focused on formal wear. 
For the ladies, V-backs, scooped necks, and gathered waists 
accentuated the sensuousness of the ultra-chic outfits. The 
three-piece suit added an aura of distinction to menswear. 
All in all, "Layers of Warmth" was an evening of high fashion and 
entertainment 
Homecoming Fashion Show 153 
Stepping out in style 
Michael Henderson and Bonita Coleman charm each other 
The Marching Soulsteppers were a main attraction in the parade 
154 Homecoming Parade 
Cheerleaders enjoyed the parade as 
much as the spectators 
Rhonda Jones, Judy Atkinson, and Raynelle White highlighted the parade as they represented Air Force R O T C 
Homecoming Parade 155 
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156 Homecoming 
Even though the exhibit went unfinished, its remains 
hauled away some months later, it was still Homecoming 
a la Howard University. W e gathered for Gospel Night, 
Lonnie Liston Smith and the Unity Ball. W e reunited 
with the Howard Family 
Homecoming 157 
Looking out at the Big Blue Bison 
Homecoming pitted the Bison against arch-rival 
Bulldogs of North Carolina A and T. Spear-headed by 
a defensive unit which forced fumbles, interceptions, 
and a blocked field goal, the Bison team led A and T 
by a score of 21-zip at halftime. 
The second half proved to be a different story. A 
and T mustered enough momentum to match the 
Bison's first half performance; while the Aggie defense 
held the Bison offense in check . .. the game ended ... 
21-21. 
158 Homecoming Game 
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Homecoming 161 
Bison football 
Like nothing you've 
ever seen before 
162 Football 
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The Bison matches wits with North Carolina A & T 
164 Football 
In the 
Touchdown 
Tradition . . 
It was a different sort of year. O n e 
marked with victories and losses and the 
usual demands of the players, but a 
different sort of year regardless. It was 
a year of traditions, touchdowns, and 
rebuilding. It was a year of field goals, 
tie scores, and injuries. 
In this year no one self-appointed 
sports writer sat in the security of his 
office and evaluated the team's perfor-
m a n c e — s o m e h o w forgetting the prac-
tice and sacrifice. In the Action Line 
all things are real and the players speak 
for themselves. ". . . I'm glad people are 
n o w finding out that the majority of football 
players don't fit the classic stereotype of 
being big, rowdy, unintelligent individuals. 
The character of an athlete n o w has to be 
unique in that the competition and pressures 
are so great." 
Football 165 
"Practice is so time consuming 
that it makes you use your time 
wisely and that means you have 
to cut down on your social life, 
which is already restricted by your 
books. But you've got to adjust." 
.tfit, 
166 Football 
Lookout for the BIG BLUE 
BISON 
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Football 167 
"... if only the students and alumni would come out and 
support the team. I don't know why support is so low, maybe 
it's because the District offers so many recreational alternatives. 
Somehow, someone has got to make the students and others 
feel that they are an integral part of the program." 
•w ^  •"^*v m^ -^4*.. •»' 
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THE TEAM 
Ambrose, Dan 
Anderson, William 
Ball, Paul 
Banks, Mike 
Blake, Oliver 
Boisdore, Elliott 
Breakfield, James 
Bridges, Darryl 
Bulluck, Adrian 
Chambers, Robert 
Chapman, James 
Clark, Thomas 
Conrad, Tyrone 
Cromartie, Charles 
Cunningham, Dana 
Cunningham, Kevin 
Dailey, Darnell 
Davis, Joe 
Dennis, Darryl 
Duncan, Keith 
Dupree, John 
Filer, Eric 
Evans, Joseph 
Facyson, Scott 
Fowler, Fitz 
Frazier, Glen 
Gavin, Norman 
Gilbert, Carl 
Gipson, Kenneth 
Hamilton, Larry 
Hayes, Howard 
Hewlett, William 
Hill, Charles 
Holloway, Youree 
Hunter, James 
Hutton, Talbert 
Jackson, Ronald 
Jones, David 
Jones, Kenneth 
Jones, Michael 
Kemp, Hulon 
Lee, Maxie 
Madden, Gary 
Manning, Mike 
Mason, Wallace 
McClain, Robert 
Morgan, Marco 
Mungo, Derek 
Napier, Keith 
Orr, Leonard 
Patterson, Donnie 
Penchion, James 
Person, Darryl 
Pierce, Maurice 
Pyfrom, Rick 
Redden, Herman 
Richards, Eric 
Robinson, Lennard 
Robinson, Theodore 
Scott, Gregory 
Seay, Charles 
Singleton, Wendall 
Spears, Thomas 
Spence, Fred 
Spencer, Jeffery 
Stephens, Leonard 
Tarver, Michael 
Thomas, Brian 
Thomas, Marcus 
Thomas, Renee 
Townsend, Albert 
Tusan, Kevin 
Veasley, Beemon 
Walton, Roderick 
Warren, Kenneth 
Williams, James 
Williams, Kevin 
Wilson, Ronald 
Wilson, Steven 
Wright, Linwood 
" . . . in addition my athletic 
participation contributes to my 
primary purpose of attending 
Howard. You have to adjust your 
study schedule around practice. 
Often after all those hours of prac-
tice and meetings you'll be really 
tired, but somehow you have to 
discipline yourself." 
170 Football 
"It would help us if the 
Howard community could 
more or less 'let its hair 
down' and really get involved 
with people. Many people 
have a negative or indiffer-
ent feeling towards Howard — 
don't know why — but maybe 
we need more programs." 
Coach Porter 
Coaches Freeman and Porter spur on the Bison team 
Football 171 
... I wouldn't come to every game either. Students here have 
so many choices of activities that athletics face stiff competition. 
Often I'd rather do other things, or go other places than cheer at 
at a game. Speakers at Cramton, shows in D.C, plays at Ira Aldridge, 
the Redskins and the Bullets ... all draw people from the potential 
fans of Howard sports. 
I came to Howard because it was not a "rah-rah, big game on the 
weekend, frat dance on Saturday night" type of school. No one 
clique runs the whole Howard show. D.C. keeps Howard from 
being as isolated as some other schools and the variety of Blacks 
here make it the most "cosmo" college set in the U.S. 
M y athletic participation forces me to discipline myself and to 
establish priorities. It also has helped me to meet a wide segment of 
the Howard community. Cheering has also helped me to get into 
the D.C. community, for we work as advisors in junior highs, act 
Linda Thompson, Karen Giermont, and Michelle 
Wright 
172 Cheerleaders 
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oooc as judges for inter-high competition, and have time to just "rap" 
to our little sisters that live near the gym. 
Practice interrupts my whole program. Afterwards I have to fight 
an urge to take a shower and just go to sleep. Teachers don't con-
sider cheering an activity worth missing class for, so taking a trip 
means being super-prepared when you get back. I've studied on 
buses, planes, and hotel rooms; changed clothes and showered 
three to four times a day. 
People think cheerleaders are cute and silly, always flirting with 
brothers on the team. Instead w e practice hard and look quite 
"funky" after practice . . . 
. . . it's hard to be cute when you're standing on your head, 
sweating with the wind blowing." 
Cheerleaders 173 
WCAA Again! 
In 1976 the Howard University Booters 
carried on what became a tradition—a spot 
in the N C A A playoffs. As usual the team 
consisted of a strong first string, yet it 
was lacking in the depth that is needed to 
sustain a team in the national tournament. 
In addition to the lack of depth, the Booters 
met two former teammates on the field at 
Clemson and were defeated in the playoffs, 
3-1. 
174 Soccer 
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Vicious competion takes place as Howard 
meets Alderson-Broaddus. 
Soccer 175 
176 Soccer 
"... I don't think that we receive the recog-
nition that we should. W e happen to be one 
of the best teams in the nation and many people 
have forgotten that the team was the national 
champion in 1974. Student support could be 
better and 1 think they would enjoy soccer 
games if they checked out a few—their encour-
agement at games is always needed." 
#*> .» 4^/^-
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Booters play with all they've got 
A goal slips by Howard's defense 
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178 Soccer 
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The ball goes on . , , 
Close matches show the best of 
the Booters as they match wits 
with Akron 
180 Soccer 
THE TEAM 
Trevor Leiba 
Alvin Gillem 
Edmund Alumekor 
Samuel Acquah 
Dominic Ezeani 
Michael Davey 
Paul Pringle 
Neil Williams 
Sunday Izevbigie 
Lincoln Peddie 
Keith Tucker 
James Sansom 
Lloyd Anderson 
Neil Cuthbert 
Kenneth Davey 
Gerard Basden 
James Sanya 
Anthony Adigwe 
Fitzroy Wagstaffe 
Orlando Simmonds 
Tony Gauge 
Michael Grayson 
#G 
#G 
#1 
#3 
#4 
#5 
#7 
#8 
#9 
#10 
#11 
#15 
#16 
#17 
#18 
#19 
#20 
#21 
#22 
#23 
#24 
#25 
Goalie 
Goalie 
Goalie 
RFB 
RH 
CH 
IL 
RW 
LW 
IR 
CF 
F 
FB 
HB 
FB 
CH 
LHB 
CF 
LFB 
FB 
CF 
HB 
Coach Phillips pensively watches the team 
Howard excels over Maryland's futile attempts 
Soccer 181 
The Look of 
Champions 
Bisonettes win 
MISAW (again) 
Did you know that in its three years of exist-
ence, Howard's Varsity Volleyball Team has won 
two championships? This past season marks the 
second consecutive year that these young ladies, 
through hard work and perseverence, have 
emerged as victors in the Metropolitan Sports 
Association for W o m e n (MISAW). The team's 
19-5 record belies a tough season. 
However, the Bisonettes were not totally vic-
torious this season. The ladies expected a bid 
to the Eastern Regional Tournament, but this 
did not become a reality. Apparently the coaches 
failed to complete the application for the tourna-
ment, thereby automatically eliminating the 
team for consideration. In the future the team 
will be able to avoid the pitfalls of careless 
coaches and thereby participate in post-season 
play. 
182 Volleyball 
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Hustle separates the winners from the losers 
Volleyball 183 
Cuttin' no slack 
Winsome Davison, "Skinny," defends against opponents from Catholic University 
184 Volleyball 
Leslie Norris executes a deadly spike 
Volleyball 185 
THE TEAM 
Winsome Davison 
Sandra Johnson 
Leslie Norris 
Charlene Marks 
Debbie Preston 
Debbie Richard 
Angela Tawne 
Jackie Taylor 
Pattie Symonette 
Angela Townes 
186 Volleybal 
For some players wonders never cease 
Volleyball 187 
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The Howard University Swimming Team 
has faced a rough 1977 season. With the 
exception of Howard and South Carolina 
State, economics has forced other M E A C 
schools to abandon the sport. Therefore, 
the Sharks must arrange their own tour-
naments and meets without the auspices 
of an official conference. 
Recently, with the pool in the Burr gym 
undergoing repairs, the team had no al-
ternate facility which was adequate for 
practice and meets. The Sharks are also at a 
disadvantage because they field a relatively 
small team. They have five members— 
four swimmers and one diver—while other 
teams generally have ten to twelve mem-
bers. As a result the team has had to forfeit 
points in some events. In spite of these odds, 
the Sharks have proceeded with dedication 
and perserverence. 
188 Swimming 
Meeting the challenge 
of sink or swim 
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Swimming 189 
Heads 
up 
above 
water 
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190 Swimming 
THE TEAM 
. jj,,-jo-jSiffi-iiSt6ij 
Henderson, Chris 
Hwang, Hee 
Poonkoog, Raul 
Summers, Stephen 
Washington, James 
Joseph Bell, Coach 
Johnnie Shambourger, Assistant 
Coach 
Swimming 191 
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Plunging into the sea of sucess 
Swimming 192 
It's 
no longer 
just a 
game 
Sports 193 
Meeting the challenge 
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Everyone loves a winner and at 
Howard the old adage is more than 
true. W e hold our breath and wait 
for the final score. W e hold our 
breath as the referee makes his 
final decision. It's as though we 
are out on the court or field as we 
involve our own bodies and souls. 
The patrons of sports too often 
rely on the final score as the most 
important information about the 
game. Athletics is more than a sim-
ple victory score. It involves a spirit 
of fairness and goodwill, a healthy 
attitude toward competitions and 
maximum team effort. 
194 Sports 
Sports 195 
The team is not merely a collec-
tion of five, nine, or eleven indi-
vidual parts. The team is not even 
a solitary figure pinned on the mat. 
It is a well-oiled machine operating 
as the whole. Each part is charged 
with fulfilling his or her function. • 
Goalies prevent points, swimmers 
stroke, and jumpers stretch to their 
limits for points. 
Still, all the components, no mat-
ter how well trained do not make 
a team. There remains a unique 
quality, demonstrated by the 
Howard teams regardless of their 
chosen specialty. 
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Sports 197 
Maintaining a high personal Standard 
intense team loyalty 
and deep pride in the university 
198 Sports 
Howard 
4 
5 
1 
1 
3 
2 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
2 
5 
Soccer 
Brockport 
Catholic 
Brown 
Adelphi 
Alderson-Broaddus 
Univ. of N. Carolina 
Cleveland State 
Clemson 
Davis & Elkins 
Akron 
Spring Garden 
Rutgers 
Federal City 
Opponent 
0 
2 
1 
2 
0 
0 
0 
2 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
The make up of Howard teams 
is characterized by a special spirit. 
The teams all have a will to win, 
shared equally and intensely by 
the individual team members and 
coaches. Every Shark pounds the 
water with determination, every 
Bisonette sweats as she blocks 
and spikes, and every Bison gives 
up his blood, sweat, and tears on 
the field. 
200 Sports 
Always ready to press on 
at all costs 
Women's Basketball 
}wai 
44 
45 
64 
47 
61 
67 
64 
56 
80 
60 
69 
78 
70 
74 
41 
43 
47 
48 
54 
d Opponent 
Catholic Univ. 
Delaware State 
Georgetown Univ. 
Univ. Of Maryland 
Fed. City College 
Shaw-Detroit 
Morgan 
UMES 
Delaware State 
Federal City 
Towson State 
UMES 
George Washington 
Bennett 
William Patterson 
Montclair St. Col. 
Cheyney State 
Morgan 
Bowie State 
42 
36 
34 
77 
59 
71 
67 
31 
86 
70 
62 
61 
45 
43 
69 
108 
72 
44 
50 
Sports 201 
Next to team devotion and the will to win, one's 
self-psychology is most important. The simple abil-
ity to tell yourself that there is N O ONE better, N O 
TEAM better, and ultimately N O UNIVERSITY bet-
ter. Sparked with this dedication it becomes pos-
sible to head back on to the field after a series of 
losses. It becomes possible to meet the necessary 
demands of fighting back despite fatigue and pain. 
It becomes possible to ignore hecklers and disap-
pointed fans, all because you know that you have 
done your best no matter what others may say. 
202 Sports 
Men's Basketball 
Howard Opponent 
78 Catholic University 74 
109 Egyptian Natl. Team 82 
94 Hampton 86 
105 Delaware State 78 
87 Univ. of Buff. N.Y. 86 
66 Robert Morris 64 * 
78 Univ. Wise-Milwaukee 81 
95 Florida A & M Univ. 68 
60 Jackson State 74 
99 Le Moyne-Owen 83 
78 Norfolk State 73 
110 Shaw-Detroit 72 
89 Norfolk State 92 
74 Morgan 78 
96 UMES 89 
56 Delaware State 50 
82 Lincoln 84 
83 S. Carolina State 88 * 
98 UMES 88 * 
76 N.C. A & T St. Univ. 68 
90 N.C. Central Univ. 91 
85 N.C. Central Univ. 73 
94 N.C. A & T St. Univ. 80 
75 Morgan 77 
85 S. Carolina State 76 
69 St. John's Univ. 92 
•Overtime 
203 
Overcoming obstacles . . . 
new heights are achieved 
I 
204 Sports 
There is a level reached and maintained 
by our teams. It shows in their determina-
tion whether they win or lose. Bison and 
Bisonettes, whether in football, volleyball, 
basketball, swimming, track, wrestling, or 
any other sport are more than just actors 
on a stage of athletics. Sports are taken to 
a height greater than face value. A sport 
becomes more than just a sport: It becomes 
a driving force, a dedication, and a labor 
of love. 
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206 Sports 
Football 
jwai 
14 
42 
0 
14 
32 
'd Opponent 
Wayne State 31 
University of Maryland, Eastern Shore 6 
South Carolina State 40 
Florida A & M University 16 
Delaware State 0 
Howai 
42 
21 
28 
7 
22 
15 
rd Of 
Virginia State 
North Carolina A & T University 
Hampton institute 
Southern University 
North Carolina Central University 
Morgan 
jpor 
15 
21 
7 
21 
21 
34 
Sports 207 
It's for real 
208 Sports 
The Bison wrestlers this year have exhibited great 
potential. Lacking a complete roster in all weight 
classes, the Bison, as a result, has had to forfeit 
points and thereby have lost matches. However, 
the outlook has been brightened by the perform-
ances of Freshmen Asa Jones, David Esaw, and Her-
shall Tolbert. In addition, Marshall fChip) Wood has 
returned to the team to strengthen the higher 
weight class. Also, Robert Royal, Gary Greene, and 
Joe Dean have provided some of the stability and 
consistency that the team needs. Despite the mid-
season dismissal of head coach Sam Rucker, the 
outlook for wrestling in this and future years is 
excellent. 
Back on the mat!!! 
Wrestling 209 
Pinned victories! 
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210 Wrestling 
Bison 
Grapplers 
never 
quit 
Wrestling 211 
THE TEAM 
Claiborne, Connie 
Davison, Robert 
Dean, Joe 
Esaw, David 
Esaw, James 
Flemming, Harry 
Greene, Gary 
Jones, Asa 
Kittrell, Kelvin 
Royal, Robert 
Tolbert, Hershall 
Winder, James 
Wood, Marshall 
212 Wrestling 
Roped 
and 
tied 
Wrestling 213 
214 Wrestling 
and loving it! 
\ 
Wrestling 215 
Bisonettes 
take off for 
higher 
ground 
<* 
216 Women's Basketball 
Women's Basketball 217 
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Getting it 
together 
and 
keeping it 
together 
218 Women's Basketba 
The 1976-77 basketball season promised and 
delivered much for the Bisonettes. Led by Win-
some (Skinny) Davison and Sandra Watkins, the 
Bisonettes have proved to be formidable foes to 
all opposition. The team also has rebounding as well 
as scoring power in freshman Charlene Marks, who 
was out with a back injury during the first part of 
the season. 
At this writing, the Bisonettes have a record of 
7 wins and 5 losses. However, 1977 marked the 
year that the ladies defeated their old nemesis, the 
Federal City Pantherettes. The team has begun to 
execute plays well and at this point is riding on a 
three game winning streak. The coaches feel that 
the team, because of its comparatively easy sched-
ule, will not get a bid to the Eastern Regionals. 
However, with renewed interest and a relatively 
young team, the Bisonettes should be ready next 
year. 
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Women's Basketball 219 
In 
every 
game . . . 
220 Women's Basketball 
Bryant, Carmen 
Cash, Stephanie 
Crumes, Maria 
Davidson, Winsome 
Elliot, Denise 
Henderson, Ramona 
Marks, Charlene 
Norris, Leslie 
Preston, Debra 
Sullivan, Lillie 
Taylor, Jackie 
Thornton, Cynthia 
Watkins, Sandra 
Wright, Francine 
Wright, Secunda 
^^^Ok 
Women's Basketball 221 
Going 
high 
with 
a little 
help 
from their 
coach 
and friends 
Coach Groomes encourages her team to reach greater 
heights as they meet the challenge of an opposing team. 
The team responds almost immediately with intensified 
effort. 
222 Women's Basketball 
Get up 
Get into it 
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Featuring 
Gerald Glover and 
the Howard Bison 
Basketball Team 
Men's Basketball 223 
The Bison B-Ball is back 
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Coming off a dismal 1975-76 season, the men's 
basketball team has taken on a new spirit. At 
this writing the Bison had an overall record of 
12 wins and 6 losses, with a 4-2 M E A C record. 
Led by forward Gerald Glover, the Bison has 
definitely improved its basketball sense. Under 
Coach A.B. Williamson, a young, relatively in-
experienced team has put it all together and at 
this time is tied for second place in the confer-
ence. In addition, the Bison participated in the 
Martin Luther King Christmas Classic and fin-
ished a respectable third. With four or five start-
ers returning next year, the Bison can look for-
ward to greater success in the future. 
Men's Basketball 225 
226 Men's Basketball 
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Men's Basketball 227 
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Bound for higher ground 
and finding it!! 
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Men's Basketball 229 
Tracksters 
keep on 
trucking 
230 Track 
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Beatin' feet 
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Beginning in September, one saw energetic young men 
and women training daily, running around the football field. 
This perserverance and dedication seems to have paid off. 
The 1977 track team, under the direction of Coach William 
Moultrie, has made its presence felt. The two-mile relay team 
of Zack Jones, Michael Archie, Karl Butler, and Aaron Pharr 
placed second in the C Y O Invitational Classic which was held 
at Cole Field House. Howard was also represented by Kenric 
Higgins in the 60-yard dash and by the mile-relay team of 
Gosnell White, Heywood Johnson, Reggie Sojourner, and 
Richard Massey. However, a bumping incident with Villanova 
University resulted in a dropped baton eliminating the team. 
Also, Richard Massey with Stan Vincon of the D.C. Striders 
in the 500-yard dash at the 70th Millrose Games. 
Track 233 
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236 Track 
"We've always faced facility problems. 
But that won't keep us from doing things. 
It will be a problem for Howard—ath-
letically speaking. The major problems are 
the ones that you can't do much about. 
"If we could get 7 5 % cooperation from 
all the students and alumni, we would have 
a good program. 
"Promotions, public relations, and 
attendance—trying to get the people to 
come out and view what I think to be an 
exciting thing! W e need that support. That 
is the thing lacking in our program. Support 
is needed and wanted and it would mean so 
much to everyone in the athletic 
department." 
Leo Miles 
Athletic Director 
Bison teams: moving 
toward the future 
Sports 237 
Home cookin' 
when the cafe-
teria just won't 
do. 
238 City Life 
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Is this any way to start a day? 
Maybe I should have stayed in bed! 
A sprinkle a day 
240 City Life 
Primping for the ladies 
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Politicai 
cooperative, 
home 
Being at Howard demands a 
certain awareness. W e respond 
to the crises situation in South 
Africa and offer sanctuary to Na-
tive Americans. W e help each 
other and share a smile. Our 
awareness is found in all we do 
as we make Howard our home. 
City Life 243 

(4aKmg new rrienas gives us 
peace of mind when we're alone. 
Living in the city and meeting its 
demands gives us greater strength 
to share with others. Our lives go 
around and c o m e around positively. 
City Life 245 
Getting around D.G. 
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Neither 
rain, 
nor sleet, 
nor snow . 
City Life 249 
The Artistic 
The Cultural 
250 City Life 
HIRING 
TODAY 
The realities, and the necessities 
Everyone's 
well fed 
at Howard . . . 
252 City Life 
including our 
pets 
City Life 253 
Ifs all one great big PARTY! 
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Seniors and 
Who's Who 
Class of 1977 
Lewis Aaron 
Aslin Abdullah 
Zainabu Abdullah 
LJsuro B, Abia 
Theresa Abney 
Oluwafiropo Adegore 
Modupe Adehanmbi 
Raphael Adekoya 
Emely Adesioye 
Joseph Adesioye 
Jimo Adewuyi 
Nelly Agbasi 
Clement Agbebaru 
Okey Agukorunye 
Tanya Agurs 
Chester Aikens 
Adebola Ajayi 
Olusegun Ajayi 
Boniface Akaigwe 
Kolawole Akinade 
258 Seniors 
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Stanley Akinkuowo 
Johnson Akinlosoto 
Clement Akogyeram 
Godfried Akori 
Grace Akpan 
Pius Akwaowo 
Fabian Sheridan 
Akychie 
Carol Aldridge 
George Alexander 
Glenn Alexander 
260 Seniors 
Charles A. Augustus, II 
Feyisola Ayodele 
Nicky Azinse 
Victor Azinge 
Mahamoud Bahrami 
Arlene Bailey 
Valerie Bailey 
Larry L. Bain 
Wasiu Balogun 
Awadnarie Balram 
Seniors 261 
Adebola 
Ajayi 
Margaret Bamiduro 
Victor Bangura 
Student government and international organizations has 
claimed a great deal of Ajayi's time at Howard. Originally 
from Nigeria, Ajayi has participated in the International Stu-
dents Association in several capacities: as Activity Coordina-
tor, as a member of the Advisory Committee, as Public Re-
lations Chairman, and eventually as President. Ajayi was 
UGSA representative from the School of Architecture, 
Budget Chairman for UGSA, a member of the 1976-77 
H.U.S.A. Constitution committee; he was the Editor-in-
Chief of the Omouwe journal. Upon graduating, Mr. Ajayi 
says: "My intention for the future is to be one of those that 
will bring Afrika(sic) and the whole of (the) black race to the 
horizon we ought to be." 
Darviz Banibashar 
Michael Banks 
Surajmdeen A. Banwo 
Lewis F, Barnes, Jr, 
Valerie A. Barnes 
Carolyn Barnett 
Jerome P. Barney 
Jonessa Baskerville 
Betty Battle 
C. Vanessa Baxter 
Neil C, Bayley 
Paul D. Becker 
Joe A. Bedford 
Earl Beeks 
Alan Behrens 
Cetachew Bekelle 
Tizita Belachew 
Allayne S, Bell 
Robert L. Bell 
262 Seniors 
Diana Lee Benson 
Charlene Berkley 
Cathy Berry 
Norris S, Berry Jr, 
Roy Betts 
Lorraine E, Beulah 
Michael Bieber 
Olivia A. Biney 
Ernest Blache Jr, 
M. Diane Black 
Michele Leila Borders 
Boysie Bosley 
Faye Bostic 
Wanda Botts 
Corlise Bough 
Veronica Bowden 
Nathan Bobian 
Robert M. Bobo 
Carmine Bolden 
Smuts S. Bomani 
Nancy C, Booker 
Judy Atkinson 
Judy is a North Carolinean who has been very active 
on Howard's campus in both academic and non-aca-
demic endeavors. Her leadership ability has been dem-
onstrated through participation in the AFROTC pro-
gram and Arnold Air Society. Judy was selected 
"Miss AFROTC 1976-77," and upon graduation she 
will receive a commission as a second lieutenant in the 
U. S. Air Force. In addition, Judy has dedicated much 
time and service to the Physical Education Majors 
Club, as well as attaining the honor of the Dean's 
List, (camera shy) 
Iris Davis 
A chemistry major. Iris has served as past President of 
the American Chemical Society. While involved in 
continuous research. Iris has also found time to serve 
as the co-founder and administrative secretary of the 
Howard University improvement Committee. In the 
realm of athletics, Iris was a member of the Tae Kwon 
Do Club. Iris has been the recipient of the Polaroid 
Scholarship and the Analytical Chemistry Award. W e 
are sure that Iris will be ar inspiring and contributing 
force to the greater society in her future endeavors. 
(camera shy) 
263 
From anywhere 
in the city 
Howard's 
Founder's 
^ Library 
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Sandra M. Bowe 
Anna Bowman 
Yvette Boykin 
Chauncey Bradley 
Music is the center of Jonessa's interests, as is exhibited 
by her membership in all of the university choirs. This 
music education major allows her to utilize her talents 
as part of Shelton and Company, a local performing group. 
In addition, she is a member of the Alpha Chapter of Alpha 
Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. and Sigma Alpha lota, a pro-
fessional music fraternity. 
Lennetta Bradley 
Diane Brent 
Randy Bridgeman 
Angela L. Bridges 
Darryl Bridges 
Larry Brinkley 
Gerald M, Briscoe 
Varnell W. Britt 
FHarriet D. Broadnax 
Sammy L, Brookins 
Anthony J. Brooks 
Yvonne Brooks 
Barbara Anita Brown 
Charles Robert Brown 
Duane A. Brown 
Jacqueline Brown 
266 Seniors 
Leila Brown 
Leon Brown 
Lunell Brown 
Marion Brown 
Regina K. Brown 
Sharon Brown 
William Brown 
William M, Brown III 
Phillip Broyles 
Blanche Bruce 
Barrington Brumley 
Larry W, Bryant 
Peggy L, Bryant 
Felicia Buadoo 
Danell Budd 
Melvin Lindsey—Communications 
Eric A, Buffong 
Frances E, Buntin 
Judith Burford 
Molyn Burkett 
Marsha Burley 
Angela Burnett 
267 
Eugene Burnett, Jr 
Kermit Burnett 
Gary K, Butler 
Marsha Butler 
Robert Butler 
Thea D. Butler 
Patricia Bynum 
Anita Caldwell 
Lamont Canada 
Ras T. Canady 
Elaine Carlisle 
Octavia Carlos 
Jerald Carter 
Mark Caulton 
Bunzaline Cave 
268 Seniors 
"For the past four years, I have attended 
Howard University as a student with goals 
and a purpose in mind. As managing ed-
itor of the Hilltop newspaper, a member 
of the Frederick Douglass Honor Society, 
and a few other organizations, I was thrust 
into positions that allowed me to better 
Tiyself as a Black man and to serve society, 
at this time, as best I could. Howard's 
greatest influence on me has been to 
illustrate how important it is to be a man 
of alternatives. 
With this very precious lesson, deeply 
imbedded in my mind, my heart, and 
my soul, I will attempt to be a man of 
alternatives in my future endeavors." 
Roy Betts 
Mary Rose Chima 
Wendy Clark 
Aubrey G. Clark 
Marvin Clemmons 
Althea Clifford 
Grace J. Clifford 
Clifford Corbett 
James Cochran 
Gilbert M. Cody 
George Cohen 
V 
Sherry Cole 
JoAnn Collier 
William Collins 
DeCarlos Combo 
Marcia Connelly 
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George L. Conover 
Etta Conteh 
Bonita Conti 
Kenneth Cook 
John Arrington Cooper 
Robert Copeland 
Edward Corbitt 
Theodoris L. Corbitt 
Frederick Corder 
Dorothy Cothron 
Ruth B, Crowder 
Janie Crowner 
Carolyn Crutchfield 
Pierre Cumbo 
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Suzanne Cummings 
Valerie Cunningham 
The dormitory and its 
welfare were the center 
of Lajoy's interests during 
her time at Howard. She 
served as president of Bald-
win Hall, Resident Assistant 
and as Chairperson of the 
Cultural and Educational 
Committee. A senior major-
ing in microbiology, LaJoy 
has also participated in 
Angel Flight, the University 
Chapel Ushers, and is a 
member of the Phi Beta 
Sigma Sweetheart Court. 
This native of Alabama is 
also a member of Delta 
Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. 
Baron Curtis 
Gertrude Curtiss 
Henry Daniels 
Jean Daniels 
JoAnne Daniels 
Deborah S, Danteler 
Samuel Dorko 
Bonita Davis 
Clarice Davis 
Diana Davis 
Gwendolyn Davis 
Maurice Davis 
Michelle Davis 
Robert L. Davis, II 
Ronald FH. Davis 
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Betty gets a date 
272 
Evlyn Davy 
Agnes A. Lasiter Day 
Bruce E. Deaver 
Duane Delaney 
Daphne Dennis 
Desiree L. DePriest 
Ernest Dickerson 
Donna Dixon 
Wanda Doby 
Sonya Donaldson 
Theresa P. Donaldson 
William Donnell 
Robin H. Dorsey 
O'Lee Doss 
Ewis Douglas 
Micheal Douglas 
Erie B, Doweary 
Jacqueline 
Drakeford 
Angela Driver 
Patricia D, Duckett 
Loretta L, Duncan 
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Michael Dabney 
Sharon J. Durant 
Alexander 
Peter Duva 
Nelsine Fades 
Loretta I, Easton 
Eric R. Eaton 
Linda Edwards 
Sylvester Egbai 
Darlene Elliott 
Frederick M , Elliott 
Patrice Fleurangs 
Judith N, Flowers 
Kenneth A, Fond 
Larry C, Ford 
Peter Foster 
Jeffrey A. Foushee 
John T. Fowler 
Rudolph v. Foy 
Donald Francis 
Sharon Franklin 
Victoria Eraser 
Marie Frazier 
Tate Freeman 
Veronica A. Freeman 
Dean Fulton 
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Mark Finger 
Maureen Findley 
Through his numerous activities, Kevin has proved himself to 
be adept at things requiring both brains and brawn. An engi-
neering major, Kevin has served as both president and vice-
president of the Chess Club, as well as participating in the Tae 
Kwon Do Club. He has utilized his knowledge by serving as 
science Advisor to both Project Hip and the D.C. Project. A 
member of the Dean's List, Kevin was treasurer of the junior 
class in Engineering and was one of the organizers of the Howard 
University chapter of the American Institute of Chemical 
Engineering. 
Richard E. Fields 
Udoye Ferdinand 
Russel A, Felix 
Arnold L, Felder 
John Fauntleroy, jr 
Philips Fatusin 
Seyed Farahanian 
Jackson Falade 
Bayote Fakuale 
Gary L. Gaines 
Edward Galiber 
Rhona Gall 
Norman Gallimore 
Beryl V. Gantt 
Edward W. Gantt 
Donna Gardner 
Christina Gardner 
Lauren Generette 
Cosmos George 
Seniors 276 
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Mike is a senior in the School of Architecture and Plan-
ning from New Orleans, Louisiana. He has a National Com-
petitive Scholarship and has been on the Dean's Honor Roll 
every semester. He served as Senior Class representative to 
the Architecture Student Assembly and Chief justice of the 
Carver Hall Judiciary Board. He also served as the Architecture 
Representative on the Intramural Recreation Board for two 
consecutive years. He has participated as player and coach 
of the intramural football and basketball teams, and has been 
involved with each of the Architecture Homecoming Pro-
jects on campus. 
His future plans include attending graduate school and 
eventually becoming a registered architect and structural 
consultant. 
Fred Gletten 
Franklin Golding 
Jack Goldstein 
FHarriet B. Coode 
Frederick Gooding, Sr. 
Debora Gordon 
John Gordon 
Toniko A. Gore 
Deborah Grace 
Castillo Grant, Jr. 
Roma V. Grant 
Cheryl Grate 
Carolyn Gray 
Ronald Gray 
Deborah Green 
277 Seniors 
Jacqueline Brown 
Liberal Arts 
FHarold T. Green, Jr 
Morton Green 
James E. Green 
Michael Green 
Peter Greene 
James Griffin 
Reba Griggs 
Evelyn Guma 
Carlos Guzman 
Sandy Hackett 
Marie Hailey 
Lyssa E. Hall 
Mildred Hall 
Nancy M. Hall 
Naneaster Hall 
Leslie Hamilton 
Arnell Hammond 
Willie Hampton 
Maria Hankerson 
Arnita Hannon 
Larry Harper 
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Bonnie has served as corresponding Secretary of UGSA, 
junior class representative to the Liberal Arts Student Council, 
and as President of the Senior Class. In addition, Bonnie was a 
tutor for chemistry and zoology, and, in recognition of her 
academic achievements, she has been selected to member-
ship in Phi Beta Kappa National Honor Society and Beta Kappa 
Chi National Scientific Honor Society. Among her other activ-
ities, this New York native has been a Campus Pal, involved in 
LASC's Project Awareness, and the Pre-med/Pre-dent Club. 
A member of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc., Bonnie plans to go 
to medical school, and to eventually become a pediatrician. 
Ethel Hawkins 
Randolph Haynes 
Douglas Haven 
Beverly Headley 
Mario Hemsley 
Shamsuddin 
Henderson 
Jesse Anthony Henry 
Ralph Henry 
Burt Herron 
Lenora Herron 
Victor Herry 
Geraldine Hester 
Oneida Hibbert 
Rudolph Hickman 
279 Seniors 
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Harriet Bonn^Goodi 
Best known as Bonnie, Harriett has achieved many heights 
during her stay at Howard. She has devoted much of her time 
to various organizations in the School of Pharmacy. She 
served as president of the third year class, worked as the stu-
dent coordinator of the Health Science Institute, and is a 
member of the Rho Chi Pharmacy Honor Society. In addition 
to her works in the School of Pharmacy, Bonnie has also 
served as Basileus of the Alpha Chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha 
Sorority, Inc. 
Joyce Hitchcock 
B, Y'vonne Hobbs 
Bruce Hobby 
Glenn R. Hodge 
Pamela Hollies 
: \ 
Vincent Hollis 
Kent Holman 
Daniel Holloway 
Thaddeus Holloman 
Gregory Holtz 
f.i 
w 
Linda Hill 
Sandra Hill 
Seth Hillsman, Jr. 
Frederick C. Hines 
Geral W. Hines 
Perry Hines 
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Johnny Howard 
Donald Hudley 
Melvin Humphrey 
James H. Hunt 
JoAnne Hunt 
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Jacqueline Hunter 
Albert Hutchings 
Gregory Hutchings 
Lynette Hutchinson 
A native of Nassau. Bahamas, 
Venola believes vehemently in 
the public's right to know of 
issues that affect or threaten it, 
directly or indirectly. The black 
journalist, she feels, has a unique 
challenge to meet in educating 
his people, by interpreting these 
issues through writings. 
A product of the School of 
Communications' journalism de-
partment, Venola put her words 
into action by working con-
sistently with the Hilltop ever 
since she started Howard — 
as news and feature reporter, as 
news editor and as a columnist. 
She also worked as a stringer for the New York — based National 
Black Network while at Howard and contributed to the Bison 
Yearbook as well as the annual Homecoming magazine. 
This Bahamian is a member of the Frederick Douglas Honor 
Society, the International Student Association, and the campus 
chapter of the Sigma Delta Chi, society of Professional Journalists. 
Talbert Hutton, Jr. 
Sam Ifeagwu 
Iheagwara Juliana 
Robert Irvin 
Vernicka Irving 
Vina Isaac 
Emmanuel Isong 
Anthony Jackson 
Carl Jackson 
Darryl Jackson 
Demetria Jackson 
Joseph Jackson, Jr. 
Michael Jackson 
Myrna Jackson 
Richard Jackson 
Stephen Jackson 
Wilson Jackson 
283 Seniors 
Dennis Johnson 
Dwight D. Johnson 
Elliott H. Johnson 
Jacqueline Johnson 
Janice Johnson 
Noreen Johnson 
Sheila Johns 
Jill L. Johnson 
Jocelyn L. Johnson 
Lynn Johnson 
Marjorie Johnson 
Mirma A, Johnson 
Norris Johnson 
284 Seniors 
Pamela Johnson 
Richard Johnson 
Richard S. Johnson 
Sherri Diane Johnson 
Noble Jolley 
Cheryl A. Jones 
Darlene Jones 
Jane D, Jones 
Larry Jones 
Mark Jones Jr 
Michael V. Jones 
Patricia L. Jones 
Raymond Jones, Jr. 
Rhonda T. Jones 
Sandra D, Jones 
Sherryl Rene Jones 
Stephanie P. Jones 
Vincent R. Jones 
Waverly Jones 
"Sam hails from Nibo-Awka in Nigeria. After work-
ing as a radio journalist in Nigeria and West Germany, 
he came to Howard in August 1974. Dedicating him-
self to his studies and to service to the Howard Com-
munity, he completed undergraduate work in three 
years, graduating in May 1977. He majored in jour-
nalism and minored in political science. 
"A Capricorn, Sam held a number of offices here 
at Howard. He was copy editor of the Hilltop, man-
aging editor of the Dorm Dialogue, and a resident 
assistant at Meridian Hill Hall. He was also a member 
of the School of Communications' Frederick Douglass 
Honor Society. 
"Sam plans to go on to graduate school and then 
return to Nigeria to join that country's Diplomatic 
Service. His philosophy: "Nothing is New." His mes-
sage to Howard: "God Bless Howard U." 
Anthony A, Joseph 
Yolanda Josey 
285 
Mamaye V. Kanneh 
Alia Karim 
Gloria Kasey 
Roberta Kells 
Norman G. Keith 
Cassandra Kelsey 
Wayne Kendall 
Louis Kendrick 
Sylvia Kent 
Charles Keyser 
Gail R, Kidd 
Vanessa Kidd 
Marvin Kimbrough 
Gwendolyn S, King 
Charas Kinkle 
286 Seniors 
Charmayne M, Kirkland 
Lydia Kirkland 
Joseph Kiss Jr. 
Percy A. Knights 
Felix A. Kwabenah 
Clarence L. Kyle 
Gina Lackey 
Barry B, Blake 
Colin Macrae Lambert 
R. Kieth Lambert 
Ikars Lans 
William H, Larkins 
Keith Lashley 
Sharon Lashley 
Anthony Lassiter 
One familiar face that will be missed around Howard 
in the future belongs to Willie. Since his arrival, 
Willie has devoted his talents to various activities such 
as the Debate team, the Howard Players, and the Cook 
Hall Judiciary Board. In the area of academics, the 
communications major is a member of the Frederick 
Douglass Honor Society and has been on the Dean's 
List. An active politico, Willie served as treasurer of 
the freshman class and as Undergraduate Trustee. In 
addition to his many endeavors, we must not forget 
that Willie was the coordinator of "Family Reunion," 
Homecoming 1976. Last but not least of Willie's 
honors is his title of Mr. Howard 1975. 
Dauda Lawal 
Jonathan Lawoyin 
John Lawrence 
Lincoln Lawrence 
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Fach of us has an art 
Alan Leving 
Ardette Marcia Lewis 
George Lewis 
Henry Lewis 
Melvin Lindsey 
Felicia A. Lightfoot 
David Smith Lloyd 
Dennis E. Lloyd 
Thomas E. Lockett 
Robin Lockery 
Seniors 289 
Gail Page 
During her years at Howard, Gail has exhibited her 
concern for better student involvement and partici-
pation through her various activities. In the area of 
student government, Gail has served as the vice 
president of the College of Nursing Student Council 
and as a U G S A representative. She also held the office 
of vice president of the junior class. In addition, this 
native of Chicago has participated as a tutor for 
Project Help as a member of the Omowe staff. In the 
future, Gail hopes to obtain a masters degree in 
maternal-child nursing and a certificate in nurse 
midwifery. It is her ambition to travel to foreign 
countries and to study their practices of materna 
and infant care. 
Robert Mackey 
Omolade Y. Magregor 
Brenda S, Mahon 
Dwaiikanath Maharaj 
John Maisel 
Barbara Mann 
Marie Mann 
Deborah Manning 
Daba Manuel 
Betty L. Marshall 
Quincy Marshall 
Raymond Marshall 
Adrienne D. Martin 
Barry Martin 
Marian Mason 
290 Seniors 
Tony Mateed 
James Matthews 
William Matthews 
Komba S, Mattia 
James H, Mayo 
Ronnie B. McCants 
Cecelia E. McCook 
David McCoy 
Stephanie McDemon 
Kenneth McDonald 
Michael McDonald 
Vernon P. McDonald 
Paul A. McGill 
Emmakay McKeython 
Carolyn McKinley 
Jeanete Mercurius 
Daniel Mered 
Robert Metzher 
Warren Metzler 
Vicki L. Miles 
William L, Miles 
Alan Miller 
Stephen Miller 
OIlie Milligan 
Beverly C, Mims 
Rita Minnis 
Janis Minter 
Jack Mirchin 
Candace Mitchell 
Deborah Mitchell 
Donna Mitchell 
Marilyn Mitchell 
Mattie Mitchell 
Thaddeus Mitchell 
Harold Montague 
Adenirau Monyike 
Donald Moody 
Charles Moore Jr. 
Donna Moore 
Nellie Morgan 
Andrew Morris 
Christopher Morse 
"It was with mixed feelings that I welcomed the 
news that I had been selected to Who's Who. Naturally 
I was glad that my efforts to be a positive contributor 
to the University had been noticed. Yet I also had my 
doubts about just what made me so special. 
Each of us, being Black and surviving to reach col-
lege have made major accomplishments. W e have a-
voided the law, illness, and have found the financial 
and family support to make our trek possible. I find 
that the real achievers are those that will graduate 
from Howard without the two parents they started off 
with, or those that made it without support from home 
or with families of their own to direct. 
The honor of being selected to Who's W h o goes 
beyond the presentation of the award. I thank the 
University for the recognition and I also congratulate 
Howard students. You, like me, can stand and say: 
"\ aM Somebody"!" 
— Angela Burnett 
Iris Morton 
Deborah Mosby 
LaJoy Mosby 
Barbara Moss 
Reginald Moss 
Nancy Moten 
Ediue Moyo 
Beverly Murdock 
Ann Murray 
Joseph Murray 
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Wilton N e d d 
Harry Nehus 
Janet Neal 
Janet Nelson 
Jesse Nelson 
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Mary A, Nelson 
Victor E. Nelson 
Richard S, Nero Jr. 
Larry Newell 
William D, Newell 
Shirley R. Newton 
Thomas H, Newton 
Caroline Njuki 
Claude V, Nicholson 
Hitesh Nigam 
Anne Marie Nock 
Leslie Norris 
Linda Joanne Norris 
Nnenna Nwachuku 
Patricia Oates 
Sheilah is a Virgo from Conshohocken, Pennsylvania 
with a major in Journalism. She has been Vice-President 
of the School of Communications Student Council, 
a Journalism Department Representative to that coun- ,, ^, . 
• • I 1 f 1 ., 1 1 r J Ifeoma Obiotta 
cil, and a member of the Undergraduate Student Roseline Obizob 
Association. Sheilah has utilized her journalistic talents 
as reporter, copy editor, and news editor for the 
School of Communications newspaper. The Communi-
cator and a reporter for the Hilltop. In addition, she 
has served as Secretary of the National Black Commun-
ications Society and as Campus Marketing Representa-
tive to Mademoiselle magazine. As part of her on-the-
job training, Sheilah has been a student assistant in 
the News Department of WHUR-FM. 
Imeh Jackson Obot 
Nnamdi Obuzor 
Barbaturke J. 
Odedine 
A.O. Odejimi 
294 Seniors 
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Stephen Ojo 
M, Okanlawon 
Ugboaku Okasi 
Kenneth C. Okolo 
Atunatse Okoradudu 
Adeola Olaleye 
Wilson Olaniyi 
Emmanuel Olajujegbe 
Cecilia Olds 
Michele Oliver 
Agnes Olumba 
Aley Onalaja 
Killy Onianwah 
Ejike N. Onakala 
Francis E. Onunkwo 
Seniors 295 
296 Seniors 
D.C. 
Dusk 
and 
Dawn 
Looking at the city 
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Joseph Oppenheimer 
Nathaniel Oratohhai 
Elizabeth N. 
Orimikkwe 
Osadolor Emmanuel 
Henry Feyi Oshunceti 
Hezekiah Osirruga 
Lawrencia A. Osuji 
Carol A. Quander 
Gilbert J, Overby 
Valerie Overha 
Joyce Owens 
John A. Oyagbola 
Irene Adaora Ozobu 
Gail Marie Page 
Rodney L, Palmer 
Raymond F, Patterson 
Charles L. Patton Jr. 
Pamela Paul 
Kathy L. Payne 
Lloyd Peace 
Holiday Pease 
Samuel Peebles 
Michael Peggs 
Dolores J. Pelumm 
Arthur Perpall 
Melvin C. Perry 
Susan F. Perry 
Charlette Peters 
Melvin Pierce 
Rose Pierce 
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Beverly A. Pinkney 
Margo Pinson 
Clarence Pittman I 
Keith Pittman 
Kevin M. Polk 
Donald C. Porter 
Derrick Pottinger 
Gwendolyn Price 
Antoinette Primas 
Yvonne C. Purnell 
Diane C. Ready 
Rudolph Reece, Jr Beverly Mims 
Iris E. Reeves 
Calvin Reid 
Desmond Reid 
Errol Reid 
Beverly is an active 
member of a number of 
organizations in the Col-
lege of Pharmacy, includ-
ing member of both 
Student National and 
American Pharmaceutical 
Associations, a member 
of the Executive Council 
of the College, Chair of 
Pharmacy Freshman Ori-
entation, Black Apothe-
cary staff writer and stu-
dent coordinator of the 
Student Self-Help Pro-
gram, a tutorial program. 
She has also served on 
the Pan Hellenic Coun-
cil and as First Anti-
Basileus of Alpha Chapter 
of Alpha Kappa Alpha 
Sorority, Inc. 
Patty Michele 
Renfroe 
Johnson A, 
Reynault 
Arthur M. 
Reynolds Jr. 
Roxanne Reynolds 
Deborah Richard 
Gregory Richards 
Betty J. Richardson 
Cardell K. 
Richardson 
Randolph F. 
Richardson 
Vera C. Richburg 
William E. Richmond 
Theodore Ritter 
Cynthia Robertson 
Doris Roberts 
Karen Roberts 
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Edin Roberts 
Ivana Roberts 
Lynda D. Roberts 
Treva Robertson 
Alfred Robinson 
Charles W. Robinson HI 
Gerald S, Robinson 
Kevin Robinson 
Mary E, Robinson 
Mavis Robinson 
Paula A. Robinson 
Walter K, Robinson 
Phyllis Rodway 
Louis J. Rogers 
Venola Rolle 
Varied activities in the College of Liberal Arts has 
provided Linda with a forum for her interests. Linda 
has participated in the French Club, Economics Club, 
and the Political Science Society. As a member of 
Ubiquity, Linda served on the Communications com-
mittee. Miss Hill's goal is to strive to "someday achieve 
and be acknowledged as a defens. attorney." Linda 
believes that everyone should work to ard the better-
ment of themselves, as if trying to acquire perfection. 
Gina E, Ross 
Spencer Ross 
Beverly J, Russau 
Beverly Russell 
Patricia A. Woods 
Cynthia Sadler 
Mohamed Sadubah 
Abel Sahle 
Ruth Salazau 
The Howard community in general and the College 
of Nursing in particular will miss Patricia in the years 
to come. Patricia is from New York and she served 
as president of the College of Nursing Student Council, 
and president of the D.C. Student Nurses Association. 
In conjunction with H.U.S.A., Patricia served as co-
chairman of the Policy Board and as chairman of the 
Constitution committee. Another of Patricia's con-
tributions was her participation as copy editor of the 
Omowe journal. Patricia says, "I'm sorry that my 
days here at Howard as a student are over but I plan 
to return to aid in the future development of the 
University and the Black movement. There are times 
when you wonder if all this work is really worth it. 
Hold on in there! I did, you can too. Good Luck!" 
(camera shy) 
Emmanuel O. Samuels 
Frank Sanchez 
Michal Ann Sanford 
Caleb Sangodeye 
Patrice B. Sapp 
Deirdra Saunders 
Ivy Savoy 
Joseph Saxon 
Alfred Scott 
Jonathan Scott 
Lillian B. Scott 
Monica L. Scott 
Obyrietta G. Scott 
Roxanne L. Scott 
Seniors 303 
Seniors 304 
Gay Sheppard 
Denise Sherrod 
Dorothy Shirley 
ack Shuler 
Charles Simmons 
Cynthia Simmons 
Gloria Simmons 
Marian Simmons 
Wesley Simmons 
Alfreda Singleton 
Seniors 305 
Grace A, Sloane 
Norma Smalls 
Roxanne Scot 
Student government is Roxanne's major interest. 
A speech major, Roxanne has been a member of the 
School of Communications Student Council, as well 
as the Executive Secretary of the Undergraduate 
Student Association. This Scorpio from New York City 
has also participated in the Chakula Food Cooperative 
and the Martin Luther King Debate team. As evidence 
of her scholarship, Roxanne is a member of the Fred-
erick Douglass Honor Society. After leaving Howard, 
Roxanne hopes to become a buyer for Bloomingdale's. 
Betty Smith 
Debra Smith 
Edith F. Smith 
Howard P. Smith 
Jacquelyn M. 
Smith 
James M. Smith 
Janet M, Smith 
Linda^M, Smith 
Margo Smith 
Melvin Smith 
Milton Smith Jr, 
Robert Smith 
Ronald Smith 
Karen Snelson 
Wyniece Speed 
Bernice C, Spencer 
Silvano A. Spencer 
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Janis Spurlock 
Anne M, Staueren 
Randolph F. Ricardson 
Engineering is the field which Randolph chose and 
it is to this area that he has devoted much of his time 
at Howard. A native of St. Kitts, West Indies, Randolph 
has exhibited his scholarship through his selection 
to Tau Beta Pi Engineering Honor Society, to his re-
peated appearances on the Dean's List, and as the 
recipient of the Chemical Rubber Company's Chem-
istry Award. Randolph has served as Vice-President 
of the Engineering Student Council and as a member 
of UGSA. In accordance with his major, Randolph 
has participated in the Howard chapter of the American 
Institute of Chemical Engineers and in the National 
Technical Association. 
—Camera Shy 
Minette Sterling 
P. Stevenson 
Samuel J.D. Stewart 
Joann R, Stotts 
Tanya Strachan 
Debra A. Streets 
Deborah Strong 
Renee L. Strong 
Karen A, Sully 
Ken Swift 
Gerald M. Sykelt 
Reginald Taborn 
Dorothy E. Talbett 
Farnell D, Tate 
Joyce Table 
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Dorothy Tate-Thompson 
Gregory L, Tate 
Claudius Taylor 
Linda Taylor 
Patricia Taylor 
Susan Taylor 
William J. Taylor III 
Metzlal Tecle-Debbas 
Andrew I, Terrell III 
Mona Darlene Terrell 
O m a S. Tiwarri 
Lillie Thigpen 
Jacqueline Thomas 
James F, Thomas, Jr. 
James E. Thomas, Jr. 
Besides being a member of the Dean's Honor Roll, 
Michael is the Associate Director of the Eastern 
Region from Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc. In addition, 
Mike holds the distinction of serving as president of 
three organizations: the National Society of Pershing 
Rifles Fraternity, the National Sociological Honor 
Society, and the Sociology-Anthropology Club. He 
is also a member of the University Counseling Service "-ee Thomas, jr. 
Student Advisory Board, the Pan-Hellenic Council, ^^"'^^ ^^°'^^' 
and the Chapel Ushers. Servicewise, Mike has found 
time to organize two programs: a program for active 
youth and a career counseling program for black 
children. 
Marcia V, Thomas 
Enoch E. 
Thompson 
Zandra B. -
Thompkins 
Saundra Thompson {.' 
Sharon Thompson 
Victoria H, Thorpe 
Audrey Thurman 
Deborah Reid Tinsley 
Willie B, Tomony 
Mario mBmsky 
Wanda Underwood 
Enid Van Buren 
Sheilah Vance 
Fonda Vann 
Gregory Vann 
Michel D, Vaughan 
Ray Vida 
Deborah Vitale 
Stephanie Voorhees 
Karen Wade 
Sherifa D. Wafer 
Norma L,P. Waite 
Carlon B. Walker 
Janet M, Walker 
Eileen Y. Walker 
Karen is a native of Washington, D.C. and represents 
the Department of Zoology. She has exhibited a high 
scholastic standard as evidenced by her position as 
vice-president in the Beta Kappa Chi National Scientific 
Honor Society. Other campus activities include the 
Pre-medical/Pre-dental Club, Health Science Institute, 
and Howard University Hospital Preceptorship Activi-
ties in the Department of Ophthalmology. Karen is 
also a member of several off-campus activities which Lillian Washington 
include the following: Beginner's Bowling Club, Youth 
Council, Intermediate Choir, Kenpo Karate Club, Pro-
gressive National Convention Queen, and the NAACP. 
Kenneth J. Warren 
L. Carl Watson 
Beverly J. Watts 
Dyann Waugh 
Floyd Weatherspoon 
Charles Webster 
Lee Weekes 
Matthew Weekes 
Weldu 
Leonard Wendel 
Karen A. Wento 
Pernell Wesley 
Marilyn West 
Veronica L. Wheller 
Claire White 
Gosnell White 
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Marilyn White 
Sara White 
Stanley White 
Darlene Whitmore 
Celestine Wilcox 
Beverly Wilder 
Andre Williams 
Anlslem Williams 
Barbara Williams 
Cedsic Williams 
Donna Williams 
Edith Williams 
Eustace Williams 
Hughlin Williams 
Joyce Williams 
Olasumbo Williams 
Paula Williams 
312 
William Wilson 
Mark Wimberly 
Angela Winbush 
Denise Witcher 
Asrat Woldeslassie 
Robert Wolk 
Denise Wood 
Kevin Wood 
Marshall Wood 
Thomas Woodard 
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William Woodard 
Beverly Woodie 
Patricia Woods 
Matilda Woodyard 
Ibe Wosu 
Audrey Wright 
Michelle Wright 
Norma Wright 
Beatrice Yaasi 
Eric Yancy 
Karen Yates 
William Yeates 
Alva Young 
Ivy Young 
Walter Young, Jr, 
Marian Williams 
The following students were also selected to "Who's 
W h o Among Students in American Universities and 
Colleges 1976-77": 
Margaret D. Black 
Anthony J. Brooks 
Brian Chandler 
Tormiko Gore 
Janice A.D. Jacques 
Jay A. Jones 
Gilbert J. Overby 
Karen A. Sully 
Deneda Wafer 
Hughlin Williams 
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Bill Scott has served the university in 
many ways. He became editor-in-chief of 
the HILLTOP and the Liberal Arts Review. 
As Public Relations Director for the Black 
American Law Students Association, Presi-
dent and Resident Assistant of Cook Hall 
and a member of the Long Range Planning 
Committee on the Management and Oper-
ation he has become a well known figure 
about campus. He has also worked with 
the University Press and the University 
Wide Energy Conservation Task Force. 
Majoring in journalism with an appropriate 
minor in radio. Bill hopes to move on to 
bigger and better things through his pur-
suit of a law degree. 
William F. Scott 
315 
Parting glimpses 
316 Seniors 
Freshmen through Junior years 
Did you care about, well anything? 
But now, you join the rejoin 
Pledge and counter pledge 
Sign up, show up, and stand up 
Proudly, cause you're a senior 
And there won't be anymore of this madness 
Your time is at hand 
After all, the next homecoming is for you to come back 
And the first Saturday in May is the time of your calling 
You've arrived 
Qualified as the best in your own way 
You've achieved 
Believing and questioning along the way 
You're graduating 
But you'll always remember 
The friends, lovers, and life teachers that made your dreams 
Grow 
I.M n. '.•i.mmtmmm 
A place for everything . 
318 Library 
Research, 
conversation, and sleep 
Library 319 
It's generally 
safer to walk 
320 Campus Life 
•sf" As^;!*. 
Back 
to the 
books 
Campus Life 321 
On Campus 
322 Main Campus 
There is never any warning as to what there 
can be on main campus. W e congregate reg-
ularly on the lawn to be with others and when 
appropriate—we register to vote. 
'ilii#'iiii fiUi 
-*,*l*fe.O.. 
Main Campus 323 
324 Campus 
A Student 
does not live 
on books 
alone . . . 
Campus 325 
Fashion focus 
The Problem is obvious: What the Hell do you wear on the 
best dressed campus in Washington? Unquestionably it must 
be something more striking than Pierre Cardin or Givenchy. 
Heaven forbid if its not a one of a kind. Above all, you've 
got to wear it with style—even if it did come from the Sal-
vation Army. W e all know how people talk about our bad 
rags. Otherwise, why bother to wear anything at all . . . 
326 Styling 
. . . Except a simple towel 
Styling 327 
Ever 
get 
the 
feeling 
that 
328 Classroom 
You're 
bored 
to 
death? 
'pppipifp**'*''^ ^ 
Classroom 329 
Where the 
least of 
our time 
is spent 
Doesn't he know he can sleep at home? 
330 Classroom 
Classroom 331 
Enter unto 
the Classroom 
Dr. Banks explaining it another time 
332 Classroom 
The solitary atmosphere of a class-
room before the onslaught of 
students. 
Classroom 333 
'The university considers itself a partner 
with students in striving for a just society 
where fairness is the rule and excellence 
is the standard'' 
Dr. James F Cheek 
President 
hloward University 
/SeyoM/' feue. '\/'tL/'u& 
Wi /ear A, io v^^s6aAd. 
Responsible for Howard's present and future, 
the Board of Trustees are "the powers that be" 
of the University. They come from varying back-
grounds and educational concentrations. They 
are the determinants of Howard's overall poli-
cies. Their voice decides the extent of student 
and faculty participation, employment practices, 
and academic standards. Throughout their de-
liberations remains a strange kind of concern. 
Every proposal is considered for all of its merits— 
with so much at stake it's often better to be con-
servative. It's what's at stake that makes the Board 
so powerful: seventeen schools and colleges, 
a hospital, hundreds of acres and above all some 
10,000 students. 
Major General Frederic E, Davison, Special Assistant to the president, 
speaks with Caspa Harris before a Board meeting. 
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Board of Trustees, 1977 
Left To Right: Dr. Asa T. Spaulding, Chairman of Trustees 
Emeritus, Dr. Frederick L. Stone, Dr. Dorothy Fosdick, 
Dr. James E. Cheek, President of Howard University, 
Dr. Vincent J. Browne, Faculty Trustee, Mrs. Esther Gar-
land Pollard, Dr. Jesse B. Barber, The Honorable John 
R. Dellenback, Dr. Charles D. Watts, Dr. Geraldine P. 
Woods, Chairman of the Board of Trustees, Dr. Frankie 
M. Freeman, Dr. William K. Collins, Dr. Keturah White-
hurst, Mr. John E. Jacob, Vice Chairman of the Board 
of Trustees, Mr. Robert J. Nash, Mr. Joseph H. Riley, Dr. 
Marvin Fisk, Dr. Lawrence B. Wilson 
Not shown: Dr. Howard Stone Anderson, Dr. William 
Clyde Friday, Mr. George E. Johnson, Mr. Carl W. 
Klemme, Mr. Edward P. Morgan, The Honorable Samuel 
R. Pierce, Jr., The Honorable Scovel Richardson, Dr. 
Terry Sanford, Dr. Hobart Taylor, Jr. 
Trustees Emeritus: Mr. Walter H. Bieringer, Dr. Oscar 
L. Chapman, Mr. Lloyd K. Garrison, Dr. W. Henry 
Greene, Mrs. Sophia Yarnall Jacobs, Dr. Guy Johnson, 
Dr. William J. Kennedy, Jr., Dr. Lorimer D. Milton, The 
Honorable Myles A. Paige, Dr. Floyd W. Reeves, Mrs. 
Mary Clark Rockefeller, Dr. Herman B. Wells 
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Meet the 
Vice Presidents 
Meet who you say? 
What Vice-Presidents? 
What do they do and where are they? 
In no way could President Cheek be ex-
pected to keep a personal hand in all of 
the University's business. Thus, six devoted 
and conscientious individualsareappointed 
to act as go betweens. Charged with aca-
demic affairs, administration, business, 
development, health affairs, and student 
affairs they each act with deans, department 
heads, the community and students. 
Whether it's a requirement for the distri-
bution of syllabi, request for larger class-
room space or assistance in student elec-
tions the vice-presidents are the people 
to talk to—even before you go to the 
President. 
Vice-President for Business and Fiscal Affairs Treasurer 
Caspa Harris, C.P.A., J.D. 
Vice-President for Development and University Relations 
Roger Estep, D.V.M. 
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Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Lorraine Williams, Ph. D. 
Vice-President for Student Affairs 
Carl E, Anderson, Ed, D. 
Vice-President for Administration and Secretary to the University 
Owen Nichols, Ed. D. 
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The Administration 
Executive Assistant to the President 
Frederic Davison, Gen (Ret), M.A. 
Special Assistant to the President for the 
Dunbarton Campus 
James Butcher, M.A. 
Special Assistant to the President 
Paula Jewel, J.D. 
Dean of Residence Life 
Edna Calhoun, M.A. 
Dean of Veterans Affairs and Student Judiciary 
Austin D. Lane, S.J.D. 
Dean of the Chapel 
Evans E. Crawford 
Director of University Counseling Services 
Carolyn Payton, Ed.D. 
Comptroller 
George Miller, B.S. 
Director of Health Service 
Samuel McCottry, M.D. 
Dean of Admissions and Registration 
William Sherril, M.S. 
Director of Career Planning and Placement 
Samuel L. Hall, M.A. 
Director of Personnel Administration 
Authur E. Newman, B.S. 
Director of Student Activities 
Vincent Johns, M.A. 
Director of University Libraries 
Binford H. Conley, M.A. 
Director of International Student Services 
Ernest J. Wilson, M.A. 
Director of Alumni Affairs 
Brenda L. Brown, B.A. 
Director of University Relations and 
Publications 
Paul Hathaway, M.A. 
Director of Physical Plant 
Lynn Johnson, B.S.A.E. (acting) 
Director of Financial Aid and Student 
Employment 
Goldie Claiborne, M.A. 
Director of Security and Safety 
Billy T. Norwood, B.S. 
Director of Auxiliary Enterprises 
James Hurd, Col (Ret), M.S. 
Director of Athletics 
Leo Miles, M.S. 
Director of Admissions 
Adrienne McMurdock, B.S. 
Director of Student Recruitment and 
Articulation 
Chester L. Wilson, M.A. 
Registrar 
Cecil Franklin, B.A. 
Adrienne McMur e McMurdock 
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A different sort of job 
Graduating a student from Howard is not 
an easy job. At one time or another the 
University must feed, clothe, house, trans-
port and entertain every one of us. They 
find that w e are not content with a pre-
scribed class schedule, but that w e want to 
change it, our room mates, eating habits, 
and still be politically active on campus. 
The administration, with the consecrated 
"A" Building ultimately holds the respon-
siblity for our well-being. After the Trustees 
have ruled and the President has con-
curred, after the Vice-Presidents have in-
vestigated the difficulties—the Administra-
tion takes over. They give us SOLAR, hous-
ing requests, repair requests, security, and 
maintenance. They prepare our transcripts, 
bills, and distribute financial aid. And at 
the end of a hard day of class, they assure 
us fresh linen, a few hours of visitation 
and choice entertainment in Cramton 
Auditorium. 
W e often question the efficiency of 
their varied positions, but without them, 
life at Howard would be a trying experi-
ence. Their different sorts of jobs keep us 
and the University all in one piece. 
Faculty And Administration 341 
Faculty and Administrators lend an inter-
ested ear whenever they meet. Whether 
conversation about students or the univer-
sity, neither Christmas nor Charter Day 
decrease the discourse. 
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School of 
Business and 
Public Administration 
Dean Milton Wilson 
Business students: typically the best dressed on campus 
and frequently the most conniving. Yet, the School answers 
its goals of training students for high level managerial posi-
tions in government and business industry. Products of the 
school are also entrepreneurs, ready to take on the world. 
Graduates frequently find work with pay over $10,000, 
starting salary. The answer simply: it's a business world. 
The School was recently founded in 1970 to answer a need 
for trained and qualified Black business men and women. 
The Bachelor of Business Administration degree is available 
for the following areas of concentration: Accounting, Bank-
ing Education, Finance, International Business, Management, 
Management Science and Marketing. The Master of Business 
Administration is available for both Business and Hospital 
Administration and the Master of Public Administration is 
awarded in areas of General Public, Urban, and Health Serv-
ices Administration. Combination degree programs are also 
offered in conjunction with the School of Law and School 
of Engineering. 
Krishna Das, Chairman 
Management and Marketing Departments 
Graduate Business Administration 
Calvin Cooke, Chairman 
Accounting Department 
Philip J. Rutledge 
Graduate Public Administration 
not shown 
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.\-^.-
What goes on way over on Sherman Street"? 
JOURKLGt/'-v 
Johnnie H. Green 
Student Services 
Theodis Thompson, Chairman 
Graduate Health Services Administration 
William Blair 
Student Development and Co-op Services 
Otis A. Thomas, Chairman 
General Services and Development 
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Dean Charles Duncan 
School of Law 
Preparing world reknown lawyers is one of the suc-
cesses of the School of Law. Yet, Spring Semester of 
1977 saw internal dissension rock the boat. Led by the 
Student Bar Association, students called a moratorium 
on classes. One of their major complaints being the 
low rate of passage of the D.C. Bar by Howard grad-
uates. This is naturally an alarming reality to students 
enrolled in the school. Charges were also made that 
certain instructors were at best ill-prepared, at other 
times incompetent. Dean Duncan promises in an ef-
fort to again place the Law School in the high position 
it deserves. 
346 Faculty And Administration 
School of 
Communications 
Responding to the oral tradition, the 
School of Communications prepares stu-
dents to enter areas of radio, television, 
journalism, broadcast management, and 
speech. Courses are offered on both 
graduate and undergraduate levels, thus 
allowing the adoption of a well inte-
grated program that responds to specific 
needs. 
A slogan of the School, "Communicate 
to Liberate," stresses the need to tran-
scend the oral tradition. Thus the 
School provided opportunity for stu-
dents to work in the Speech and Hearing 
Clinic, W H B C - A M , WHUR-FM, and the 
organization of the proposed TV station. 
Students are given the opportunity to 
obtain varied experience before they 
enter the "real world" as qualified 
Communicators. 
Dean Lionel Barrow, jr. 
Lyndry Niles, Chairman 
Speech Department 
Richard Beverly, Chairman 
Radio and Broadcast Management 
Louis Fenderson, Chairman 
Journalism Department 
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College of Fine Arts 
Home of Howard's creative genius, Fine Arts host 
students involved in music, dance, drama and art. 
Faculty members encourage students to express feel-
ings in art forms. Thus students are challenged with 
rope sculptures, animal personifications and recitals. 
Yet, each Howardite is touched with the fruits of 
Fine Arts Labor. Through the Howard University 
Marching Band, Jazz Ensemble, University Choir, 
Ira Aldridge productions and artwork a part of our 
heritage is redefined and our future looks brighter. 
Dr. Theodore Cooper, Chairman 
Drama 
Wanda Brown, Chairman 
Center for Ethnic Music 
Dr. Relford Patterson, Chairman 
Music 
Not shown: Tripobia Benjamin, Chairman 
Music 
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Maj. Richard W. White, Chairman 
Aerospace Studies 
Russel Adams, Chairman 
Afro-American Studies 
Harvey Banks, Chairman 
Astronomy 
J. Edwin Foster, Chairman 
Center for Learning Systems 
Lafeyette Fredrick, Chairman 
College Research Services 
Marie C. Taylor, Chairperson 
Botany 
Joseph W. Morris, Chairman 
• Chemistry 
Frank M. Snowden, Sr., Chairman 
Classics 
Alexander Gardner, Chairman 
Comprehensive Sciences 
Cleveland A. Chandler, Chairman 
Economics 
Estelle Taylor, Chairperson 
English 
David Schwartzman, Chairman 
Geology and Geography 
David Korn, Chairman 
German and Russian 
Dean Robert Owens 
Joseph Harris, Chairman 
History 
Robert O'Meally 
Honors Program 
Doris Adler, Chairperson 
Humanities 
James Donaldson, Chairman 
Mathematics 
Ft. Col. James Williams, Jr., 
Chairman 
Military Science (Army) 
William Banner, Chairman 
Philosophy 
Herman J. Tyrance, Chairman 
Physical Education 
Arthur Thorpe, Chairman 
Physics 
Charles Harris, Chairman 
Political Science 
Leslie H. Hicks, Chairman 
Psychology 
Miriam Williams, Chairperson 
Romance Languages 
Ducarmel Bocage, Chairman 
Social Sciences 
College of 
Liberal Arts 
The largest and most diversified school 
on Howard's campus prepares students 
A-Z: Anthropology-Zoology. Because the 
Liberal Arts focus is primarily designed 
for preparing students for graduate and 
professional training, Dean Owens has 
made efforts to reorganize the curriculum. 
Subject areas have been broadened, inde-
pendent study stressed, lessened emphasis 
on majors, in an effort to make the Liberal 
Arts student better equipped for life. An-
other step was the re-emplementation of 
senior exams for the class of 1980. Liberal 
Arts remains the stay of education at 
Howard. General education requirements 
are generally found in the school. And 
for many Liberal Arts students, is the first 
step to a future of academic success. 
iV^ saait 
Vernice Howard 
Educational Advisory Center 
James Scott, Chairman 
Sociology and Anthropology 
Winston Anderson, Chairman 
Zoology 
V'^ rnice Howard 
Educational Advisory Center 
Larry Hall 
Language Laboratory 
Clyde Smith 
Statistical Laboratory 
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Dr, David Korn, Chairman 
German/Russian 
Maj. Richard W, White, Chairman 
Aerospace Studies 
Dr, James Scott, Chairman 
Sociology and Anthropology 
Dr. Joyce Bergman, Chairman 
Classics 
Dr. Estelle Taylor, Chairman 
English 
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Dr. Arthur Thorpe, Chairman 
Physics and Astronomy 
Ft, Col, James F. Williams, Chairman 
Military Science 
Dr. Russell Adams, Chairman 
Afro-American Studies 
Dr. Lafeyette Fredrick, Chairman 
College Research Services 
Department Heads 
Liberal Arts 
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Graduate School of 
Arts and Sciences 
Dean Edward W. Hawthorne 
Giving students an opportunity to ex-
plore 40 graduate programs including 
doctoral programs in 17 fields is a hearty 
challenge. Both faculty and students 
accept the challenge as they participate 
in the Graduate school. Established in 
1934, the school offers an integrated 
program with various schools and col-
leges on campus. Challenged and deter-
mined, graduate students emerge to 
challenge the world. 
School of 
Human Fcology 
Dean Cecelia Edwards 
when the Department of Home 
Economics of the College of Liberal 
Arts could no longer meet all the 
needs of its students, it was necessary 
to create a new school. In 1974, Hu-
man Ecology opened its doors with 
traditional disciplines of Home Eco-
nomics expanded to encompass hu-
man ecology: the interaction of man 
and his environment. 
Barbara Nordquist, Chairman 
Microenvironmental Studies and Design 
Lucille Adamson, Ph.D., Acting Chairman 
Macroenvironmental and Population Studies 
Six programs. Community Service 
Education, Human Development, 
Human Nutrition and Food, Inter-
national Studies, Macroenviron-
mental Population Studies, and 
Microenvironmental Studies and 
Design lead to the Bachelor of Sci-
ence Degree. 
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School of Fducation 
All students in education do not want to be teachers. Their 
school provides them with training for teaching, but also 
for school administration, educational and school psychol-
ogy, guidance counseling, research and specialization in 
education. 
The school is primarily oriented to urban education and 
strives to train students qualified to meet demand in modern 
education—exceling through leadership. Specialization in 
Elementary and Secondary Education, Administration and 
Supervision, Adult and Continuing Education, Childhood 
Education, Educational Technology, Psychological Founda-
tions, Guidance and Counseling, Reading, Special Education, 
Student Personnel Administration, History and Philosophy 
of Education and Social Foundations lead to the following 
degrees: B.A., M.A., M.Ed., Certificate of Advanced Study, 
Ed.D., Ph.D. 
Dean Willie T. Howard 
Earle H. West 
Education Foundations 
John W. Greene 
Education Research and Services 
Evaretta Rutherford 
Curriculum and Teaching (Elem. and Sec.) 
C f K I I M ( s 1 i 
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Since its creation more than 60 years ago the school 
has grown immensely. The growth can be seen as the 
response to a never ending need for Black architects 
in government and industry. Courses leading to the 
Bachelor's Degree in Architecture as well as to the 
Master's Degree in Architecture and City Planning 
are offered. 
Not just average skills are found in students from 
Architecture. They all seem to be characterized with 
a high spirit of self sacrifice. Every weekend they start 
complaining of the infinitismal amount of drawings, 
die and then disappear to their rooms. Yet, they main-
tain an enviable grade point average and are among 
the first to get jobs after graduation. So many times 
we wonder if we should change our majors to become 
a part of the School for Architecture and Planning. 
Dean Jerome Lindsay 
School of Architecture 
'/ J and Planning 
^ 
Leroy Brown, Chairman 
Architecture 
Walter Lewis, Associate Dean 
Yvonne Perry, Chairperson 
City and Regional planning 
354 Faculty And Administration 
School of 
Fngineering 
Dean Percy Pierre 
Irving W. Jones, Chairman 
Department of Civil Engineering 
Eugene Deloatch, Chairman 
Department of Electrical Engineering 
Not Shown; 
Charles B. Watkins 
Mechanical Engineering 
Joseph N, Cannon 
Chemical Engineering 
Nearly 600 students participate 
in engineering. Anyone who has 
reviewed the HILLTOP'S listing 
of interviews or attented Career's 
Day is aware of the need for en-
gineers and the current market 
for persons with engineering 
skills. Howard students can spe-
cialize in civil, chemical, elec-
trical, mechanical, urban sys-
tems and computer science 
engineering. 
Faculty And Administration 355 
College of Nursing 
Dean Anna B. Coles 
Howard University Hospital is the nucleus around 
which is formed the Medical Complex. Consist-
ing of both the undergraduate and professional 
schools shown on these pages, the complex enables 
Howard to prepare qualified individuals to care 
for physical and oftentimes emotional needs. With 
the exception of Dentistry, the schools consider 
the facilities of the Hospital to be the prime training 
areas for professionals desiring to enter the medi-
cal field. Practical experience gained in the hospi-
tal is combined with a comprehensive classroom 
program. The final result is the production of 
technicians skilled and knowledgeable but al-
so well-rounded and comfortable with their 
responsibilities. 
College of Allied Health 
Sciences 
Dean Harley Flack 
L ^ ^ 
356 Faculty And Administration 
Acting Dean Marie L. Best 
College of Pharmacy 
and Pharmacal 
Sciences 
^J^i College of Medicine 
Dean Marion Mann 
College of Dentistry Dean Jeanne C. Sinkford 
Faculty And Administration 357 
School of Religion 
One of the oldest schools on campus, the 
School of Religion produces theologians of 
all faiths. The School also serves as the base 
for the Gospel Choir, weekly Bible study in 
the dormitories, faculty/student Bible meet-
ings, and Chapel services in Rankin Chapel. 
These services, like the numerous religious 
groups on campus, are designed to meet the 
common need of Howard students to com-
municate each with their individual God. It 
is an inter-denominational approach that 
creates toleration in all people involved and 
allows each of us to work collectively as 
brothers and sisters without regard to specific 
tenets. 
Dean Lawrence Jones 
Dean Jay Chunn 
School of 
Social Work 
Established in 1945, the School of So-
cial Work has grown from a two-year 
professional school to a school with 
masters and doctoral programs. The fac-
ulty and students of the School attempt 
to produce trained professional social 
workers who help people utilize their 
own abilities in the solution of their 
problems. 
The curriculum promotes scholarly 
inquiry into the Truth of the Black Ex-
perience with a view toward formulating 
systematic knowledge and understand-
ing of that experience. Community serv-
ice objectives of the School are intended 
to provide social resources, to train per-
sonnel in specific skills, to develop meth-
ods for assessing adequacy for and needs 
of service, and to contribute to continu-
ing education in the political, social, and 
interventive areas necessary for the im-
provement of the daily living and sur-
vival of Black people. 
358 Faculty And Administration 
Howard's 
faculty . . 
About the 
business of 
sharing knowledge 
Faculty And Administration 359 
360 Faculty And Administration 
A peek 
at faculty 
with students 
Faculty A n d Administration 361 
Charter Day 1977 
Award Recipients 
Elizabeth C. Mora 
Many have heard of Elizabeth Catlett Mora, the 
artist, yet few know that Ms, Mora is a graduate 
of the Howard University School of Fine Arts. 
Beginning with her personal exhibition of "The 
Negro W o m a n " in 1947, Ms. Mora has devoted 
herself to expressing the Black experience 
through the aesthetic field of art. Her latest 
exhibition, presently being shown around the 
United States, is an anthology: "Two Centuries of 
Black American Art." Ms. Mora is a sculptor 
as well as a painter; she designed a life-sized bust 
of Phyllis Wheatley for Jackson State College 
and has been commissioned to design a 24 
foot bronze relief for the Chemical Engineering 
Building at Howard, It is significant that this 
year Howard has chosen to honor this talented 
lady w h o expresses the spiritual nature of Black 
life through her art. 
Joseph W. 
Hatchett 
Justice Joseph W . Hatchett is an example of a 
true Black professional. A native of Florida, 
Justice Hatchett attended Howard University Law 
School from 1956 to 1959. He holds member-
ships in the American Bar Association, the Na-
tional Bar Association, and the Federal Bar 
Association. Prior to his present position on the 
Supreme Court of Florida, Justice Hatchett 
served as the First Assistant U.S. Attorney for the 
Middle District of Florida. He was appointed to 
the Supreme Court in 1975 and in 1976 he faced a 
state wide election to this office. His victory 
marked a historic first — he was the first Black to 
win a state-wide election in Florida, It is the pro-
duction of distinguished alumni such as Justice 
Hatchett which helps Howard to maintain its 
fine reputation. 
362 
William Henry Greene 
Since entering Howard in 1916, Dr. William 
Henry Greene has served this university in 
several capacities. He was president of the 
1924 class of the Medical School, served on 
Freedman's staff for fourteen years, and was 
elected to the Board of Trustees in 1969. In 
addition. Dr. Greene has served as Vice-
President of Howard University Alumni 
Federation. He was responsible for the establish-
ment of a $20,000 scholarship fund for Howard 
students in 1959, as well as the Gladys Garrett 
Greene Student Revolving Loan Fund for the 
School of Education in 1972. In 1976, Dr. 
Greene received the NAACP "Outstanding 
Service Award," Howard can indeed be proud 
of this distinguished citizen who has been 
selected to receive the Outstanding Alumni 
Award. 
Because of substantial portion of Howard 
University's student body are African students, 
it is fitting that one of the recipients of this year's 
Alumni Awards is Mr, Edward Olusola Sanu, A 
native of Nigeria, Mr, Sanu graduated from Howard 
with honors in 1953. Since that time he has 
participated in a varied career in the Nigerian 
Foreign Service. He served as the First Secretary 
in Charge of Economic and Finance Desk at the 
Nigerian Embassy, he was Ambassador to Ethiopia 
from 1968 to 1973, and he has held the post of 
Chairman of the Finance Committee of the United 
Nations. At the present time, Mr. Sanu is the 
Ambassador of Nigeria to the United States. 
Edward Olu Sanu 
363 
charter 
Day, 1977 
1867-1977 
364 Charter Day 
The morning 
after, 
The night before 
The major speakers for the celebration of the 110th anniversary of Howard University 
had survival as their focus. Vernon E. Jordan, keynote speaker at the Charter Day 
dinner, dealt with the practical realities of life as he stressed the importance of alumni 
support for the University's future. On the other hand. United Nations Ambassador 
Andrew Young emphasized the aesthetics of world survival. Both Howard alumni, 
Jordan and Young attempted to pinpoint solutions to problems which Black people 
face, both in the microcosm of Howard and in the macrocosm of the world. 
Jordan recognized Black colleges and universities as one of the most important 
factors in the progress of Black Americans. He warned both present and past members 
of the Howard community of the danger of complacency. He intimated that by 
allowing the Federal Government to bear the financial burden of sustaining our uni-
versity, we thus allow the government more control: The key to Howard's survival is 
alumni support. 
Ambassador Young reminisced about his days at Howard, noting that the Howard 
community, as a gathering of oppressed people in an academic setting, is unique. He 
encouraged Black Americans to consider the race of the United States in oppressing 
our people in Africa, and to realize that a certain interdependence exists between the 
continents of North America and Africa. 
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When your spirit takes you higher . . . 
372 Campus Life 
Take off for the city 
Campus Life 373 
Pledge 
Line, 
Hot 
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''Hound'' 
Line, 
Chorus 
Line! 
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Over my head . . . 
376 Campus Life 
/ hear 
Victory in the air! 
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ABERNATHV, Alpxis; 60, 
ABINGTON, Slevon; 64 
ABOUT THl BUSIN[SS Of SHARING KNOWUDCE, 359 
ACQUAH, Samuel, 181. 
ACT/ON AGAINST APARTHIID. 75, 
ACTION LINE 164 
ADAMS, Roscoe, 70 
ADAMS, Roosevell, 349, 
ADAMS, Tracy; 60, 
ADAMSON, Lucille; 352, 
Adelphi Maryland Soccer; 199, 
ADESUYI. Sunday; 87 
ADGER, Wayne, 54 
A DlfflRlNT SORT Of JOB; 341, 
A DIffCRfNT SORT Of STORY: 32, 
ADIGWE, Anihony, 181, 
ADEER, Dons; 349 
A CUMPSf AT DORM Ufl; 112. 
Air Force ROTC; 155 
AIYEGBUSI, Grace; 68 
AKINKUMA, Hazeej;; 101 
AKINKUNMI, Ha?ee7; 52 
AKPAR, Dr,; 106 
Akron Ohio Soccer, 180,199 
AEDERSON, Broaddus; 175,199. 
ALEXIS, Dr. Carllon; 338, 
ALKUWANI, Melika; 70,91 
ALKES, Dcnisc; 38 
ALi A PART Of BEING A COOL. COOL KAPPA, 131. 
ALLEN, John, 44 
ALLEN, Thomas; 97 
ALLEN, Tonya; 48 
ALLIED HEALTH EXECUTIVE COUNCIL; 39, 
ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA; 122,123 
ALPHA PHI ALPHA, 124,125 
ALPHA PHI OMEGA, 127, 
Sweetheart Court; 127, 
ALSTON, Carole; 104, 
ALUMEKOR, Edmund; 181 
ALWAYS READY TO PRESS O N AT ALL COSTS; 201, 
AMBROSE, Dan, 169, 
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERS; 100 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERS 101 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS 102 
ANDERSON, Andrea; 44 
ANDERSON, Dr, Carl; 339, 
ANDERSON, Darryl; 95, 
ANDERSON, Gregory; 60, 
ANDERSON, Dr, Howard Stone; 337, 
ANDERSON, Kenneth; 127 
ANDERSON, Lloyd; 181 
ANDERSON, Marion, 60 
ANDERSON, Marvis, 95, 
ANDERSON, William; 169 
ANDERSON. Winston; 349 
ANGEL FLIGHT; 96 
ANTES, Linda; 67 
ANTHONY, Shirley, 68, 
ANTRUM, Derek, 89 
A PEEK AT FACULTY WITH STLIDENTS, 361, 
A PLACE FOR EVERYTHING. 318 
ARCHIE, Michael, 233,236 
ARCHER, Raymond, 2,400 
ARNOLD AIR SOCIETY; 91, 
ARNOLD, Damon; 127, 
ARNOLD, Denise; 60 
ARTIS, Gary, 135 
ASHBORNE, WILLIAM, 44 
ASHFORD AND SIMPSON, 144 
AKSEW, Gregory; 118 
AUSTIN, Paul; 144, 
AVENT, Richard; 68 
AVENT, Sharon, 60 
AVERRY, Daryl; 44 
AVERS, Alvila; 127, „ 
BACK ON THE MAT. 209, 
BACK ON THE MAT AND LOVING IT, 214,215 
BACK TO THE BOOKS, 321 
BAILEY, Irwin, 100 
BAKER, Leslie, 95 
BAKER, Louise; 118 
BALDWIN HALL COUNCIL; 110 
BALKEORN, Avis, 54 
BALL, Gary, 95 
BALL, Paul, 169 
BANKS, Charles; 44,115, 
BANKS, Dr , 314 
BANKS, Harvey; 349 
BANKS, lames, 236 
BANNER, William, 349 
BARBER, Dr lesse B , 337 
BARBER, loyce, 128 
BARNWELL, Lydia, 102, 
BARROW, Dean Lionel; 347, 
BARROW, Debora, 60 
BURTIN, lames, 90 
BARTON, Scarlette; 96, 
BARUWA, Lateef; 101, 
BASDEN, Gerald, 181 
BATES, Tony, 227 
BATTLE, Kewana, 89,94,126 
BATTLE, Lenore; 120 
BAYLOR, Orlando, 42,129 
BAYOI, S , 101 
BEARD, lell, 227, 
BEATIN' EEET: 232, 
BEHARRYLAL, Michael, 101 
8f/NC TOO SURPRISED TO TAKE A CLOSER LOOK 
AT THINGS, 80 
BELCHER, Herman, 236, 
BELL, Cathy, 60,64,86 
BELL, Donna, 89,95 
BELL, loseph ICoachl, 191 
BHL, Renee, 38 
BELL, Yvette; 128 
BENIAMIN, Tripobia, 348 
BENIAMIN, William, 60, 
BENNETT, William, 44,87,99 
BENOIT, Sharon, 113 
BERGMAN, loyce, 350, 
378 BERNAL, Debra; 128 
BERNS, Tonya, 111 
BERRYMAN, lames; 130, 
BIST, Mane L , Acting Dean; 357 
BETHEA, Adrienne, 60. 
BETHEA, Cheryl; 60. 
BETHEA, Denise; 59. 
BEHTUNE HALL COUNCIL; 113 
BETTY GETS A DATE. 272 
BEVERLY, Richard, 346 
BIBBINS, Keith; 60,117 
BIERINGER, Walter H ; 337 
BIOLOGY CLUB, 103 
BISONFTTtS, 182 
BISONETTES TAKE Off fOR HIGHER GROUND. 216, 
B/SON FOOTBALL—t/Kf NOTHING YOU'VE EVER SEEN 
BEFORE, 162 
B;SON GRAPPLERS NEVER QUIT, m 
BISON TEAMS MOVING TOWARD THE FUTURE, 237. 
BLACHE, Gary, 95 
BLACK, Lewis; 60 
BLACK, Margaret D , 316 
BLACKWELL, Lisa; 104, 
BLACKWELL, Vincent; 95 
BLAIR, Robert, 98,127, 
BLAIR, William, 345 
BLAKE, Oliver, 
BLAKENEY, William, 127, 
BLAND, Tyrone, 44 
Board ol Trustees, 1977, 337, 
BOATENG, C ; 101 
BOCAGE, Ducarmel, 349 
BODDIE, Samuel; 94,96, 
BOHANA, Angela, 44 
BIOSDORE, Elliott, 169, 
BOLDIE, Damuel, 52 
BOND, Debra; 90,128,135 
BOOKER, Bonita, 52 
BOOTERS PLAY WITH ALL THEY'VE COT, 178, 
BORDEN, Kimberly; 135,236, 
BOSSETT, Mary; 92 
BOTANY AND MICRO-BIOLOGY CLUB; 93, 
BOWDEN, Dawna; 126 
BOWEL, Sandra, 39 
BOWEN, Carolyn; 60, 
Bowie State, 201, 
BOYCE, Gilbert; 136, 
BOYD, lerry; 48, 
BOYKIN, Helen Mane; 105 
BRADLEY, Chauncy; 124 
BRADSHAW, Chris; 60,113, 
BRANDON, Brumsie, 96, 
BREAKFIELD, James; 169. 
BRINKLEY, Cathy; 113. 
BROADNAX, Phillis, 60, 
BROCKPORT; 199 
BROOKS, DiNyce; 44,135 
BROOKS, Maurice, D II; 42, 
BROOKS, Pam, 68 
BROOKS, Wayne, 97 
BROWN, Brenda, 340 
BROWN, Cheyone; 60 
BROWN, Hubert; 48 
BROWN, loyce; 60 
BROWN, Leroy; 354 
BROWN, Luther; 86, 
BROWN, Timothy; 111, 
Brown University; 199, 
BROWN, Violette, 117, 
BROWN, Wanda, 348, 
BROWNE, Dr Vincent |,; 337, 
BRYANT, Barbra; 87 
BRYANT, Carmen; 221, 
BUCKNER, Rhonda; 38, 
BULLUCK, Adrian; 169. 
BURLEY, Howard; 130, 
BURNETT, Gale; 44 
BURNS, Tanya; 60 
BURT, Renee, 135 
BURTON, Charlene, 38,39 
BUSH, Denise; 58 
BUTCHER, lames; 340 
BUTLER, Cheryl; 104, 
BUTLER, Karl; 233,236, 
BUTTS, Angle; 38,39, 
BYRD, ludie; 86, Q 
CALHOUN, Edna, 340 
CAMPBELL, Hugh, 60,93,105, 
CAMPBELL, Robert, 54, 
Campus, 322-325 
Campus Pals; 19,89, 
CANADY, Horace, 60,89,91 
CANNON, Constance; 48, 
CANNON, Joseph, 355, 
CANNON, Yolande; 61, 
CANTY, Ira, 61 
CARN, lean, 144,145 
CARRIN, Cheryl; 62 
CARSON, Daphne; 60 
CARTER, Beverly, 126 
CARTER, Karen, 38 
CARUDINE, Vicki; 44 
CASAGNOL, Antonio, 61, 
CASH, Stephanie, 221, 
Catholic University; 199,201,203 
CAUTHEN, Cheryl; 61,395 
CELESTIN, Nadhia; 93 
CEMENT BOATS CAN ALSO FLOAT, 102, 
CHAMBERS, lacquelyn; 61 
CHAMBERS, Robert; 169, 
CHANDIER, Cleveland; 348 
Chapel Ushers; 90 
CHAPMAN, lames, 169 
CHAPMAN, Marilyn, 94,96 
CHAPMAN, Dr. Oscar, 337. 
Charier Day, 1977; 364, 
CHASTANG, W ; 101 
CHEATHAM, Rene, 44,135 
CHEEK, President lames; 11,23,337 
Cheerleaders, 155,172,173 
Cheney State; 201, 
CHILLOUS, Saundra, 61, 
CHRISTIAN, George, 52, 
CHRISTIAN, Marvin, 48, 
CHRISTIAN, Mary; 135 
CHUNN, Dr-an lay, 358 
CHARTER DAY 1977 A W A R D RECIPIENTS; 362 
City Life; 238-257 
A —Seniors 
A A R O N , Lewis; 258, 
ABDULLAH, Aslim; 93,258; Zoology, 
Chemistry; Pre-Med/Pre-Dent. Club, 
Bye! 
ABDULLAH, Zainabu; 258. 
ABIA, Usoro B.; 258; Accounting, Business 
Administration; Org. of African Students 
Assoc, 1974 Dean's List. 
Perseverance, determination and goodwill 
to fellow men are eternal energy that tire 
people to success and keep the world 
afloat. 
ABNEY, Theresa; 102,258. 
ADEGOKE, Oluwafiropo Margaret; 258; 
English, French. 
ADEKANMBI, Modupe; 258; Pharmacy; 
SNPHA, SAPHA. 
ADEKOYA, Raphael; 258. 
ADENIRAM, Moriyike; Pharmacy; SNPHA, 
SAPHA. 
ADESIOYE, Emily; 258; Early Childhood 
Education; Omicron Nu, Dean's List, Dean's 
Honor Roll. 
/ believe in what I live for; the truth thank 
you; the architect of my fortune—Howard: 
I will always remember you. 
ADESIOYE, Joseph; 258. 
ADEWUYI, Jimo; 258. 
ADEYEMI, Ajayioiusegun; Geology, Allied 
Science. 
AGBASI, Nelly C; 258; Technical H o m e 
Economics. 
AGBEBAKU, Clement; 258; Pharmacy. 
A G U K O R O N Y E , Okey; 258; City Planning. 
AGURS, Tanya D.; 258; Nutrition Chemis-
try, Biology; Human Ec. Student Council 
Assoc; Swing Pfii Swing Social Fellow-
ship Inc. 
AJAYI, Adebola O.; 87,258,262; Arcfiitec-
ture, German; Exec. Member of Arch. 
Students Assembly; Exec. Pres. Internatl. 
Student Assoc; UGSA; 1976 Constitution 
Comm.; Ed. in Chief UGSA Magazine. 
/ sincerely hope that the future students 
will get involved in every sphere ol the 
University because without your involve-
ment in these things your diploma is 
nothing but a piece of paper. 
AjAYI, Olusengun; 258. 
AKAIGWE, Boniface N.; 258; Pharmacy; 
SNPHA, SAPHA. 
ADINADE, Kolawole; 258; Chemistry, 
Allied Science. 
AKINKUOWO, Stanley; 260. 
AKINLOSOTU, lohnson O.; 260; Pharmacy; 
SNPHA, SAPHA, Dean's List, Sec. Nigerian 
Student Phar. Assoc. 
/( is nice I have attended Howard University 
College of Pharmacy. The pride of being 
trained in one of the most advanced insti-
tutions of the world would push me 
through my dedicated career of profes-
sional pharmacy in Nigeria. 
AKOGYERAM, Clement O.; 260; Chem-
istry; Honor's Program. 
AKORI, Godfried; 260. 
AKPAN, Grace B.; 260; Childhood Educa-
tion, Science. 
AKUCHE, Fabian Sheridan; 260; Graduate 
School of Sociology; Grad. Teaching Fel-
low, Natl. Soc Honor Society, Grad. Stu-
dent Rep. on Faculty Comm. for Grad. 
Admissions and Scholarships. 
Strive towards intellectual advancement 
and scholarship for contemporary Black 
people. 
A K W A O W O , Pius; 260. 
ALDRIDGE, Carol; 260. 
ALEXANDER, George; 260. 
ALEXANDER, Glenn; 260; Zoology, 
Chemistry. 
ALEXANDER, Harold O.; 260. 
ALFORD, Allan Lean; 124,260; Scoiology, 
Psychology; Soc/Anthro. Club, Alpha Phi 
Alpha Frat. 
Never forget who you are or where you 
come from. Reflections of our past is a 
key inspiration of achievement. 
ALLEN, Ceraidine; 260; Microbiology, 
Chemistry; Beta kappa Chi, Natl. Competi-
tive Scholarship. 
ALLEN, Lynda D.; 250; Zoology, Allied 
Health. , , , . 
for we are saved by hope; but hope that is 
seen is not hope for what a man seeth, why 
doth he yet hope for. Pray.' Confess.' 
Believe! 
AMAEFULE, Celestine; 260. 
AMIEALAJE, Bode T.; 261. 
ANAMAN, K.A.; 260. 
ANCRUM, Mavis; 260; Early Childhood 
Education, Allied Science; Ubiquity, Frazier 
Hall Dorm Council, Publicity Comm. 
Homecoming 1974. 
Howard University has taught me many 
lessons and given me many experiences. I 
will always remember and love Howard. 
A N D E R S O N , Gregory; 260; Marketing, 
Management; Amer. Mktg. Assoc, Intra-
mural Sports 
As I leave these hallowed halls of Howard 
University, I hope the school continues to 
be an active force in the shaping of young 
black minds. 
A N D E R S O N , Mary F.; 260; Univ. Without 
Walls, C o m m . Arts, Religion. 
A N D E R S O N , Rosalind T.; 260,270. 
A N D E R S O N , Sylvia; 260. 
ANINIEE, Christopher N.; 261; Grad. School 
of Arch, and Planning. 
ANINYE, Emmanuel O.; 261. 
ANTIRI, Victor; 261; Grad. School of Arch. 
and Planning. 
AREABEYEN, John; 261; Accounting. 
ARIBASALA, Olushu; 261. 
ARIJE, Ayodesi; 261. 
ARRINGTON, Marsha; 261. 
ARYAN-NEJAD, Khosro; 261; Architecture. 
ARYEE, Isaac; 261; Architecture. 
There is no revolution without ideology. 
ATKINSON, Judy Annette; 155,261,263; 
Physical Education, Secondary Education; 
Dean's Honor Roll, Phys. Ed. Majors Club, 
Arnold Air Society, Air Force R O T C Cadet, 
Miss AFROTC, Alpha Phi Omega Frat. Fox 
Court. 
It's been a long four years that I'll never 
forget—farewell. 
AUGUSTUS, Charles A.; 93,95,261,311; 
Zoology; Beta Kappa Chi Natl. Science 
Honor Society, Dean's List, Presented the 
Merck Index Award by H U Chem. Dept. in 
Organic Chem., Intramural Footbal, Basket-
ball, Feela Beta Thi, Univ. Tutor in Zoology 
and Chem., Phi Beta Kappa. 
May Howard University someday meet the 
expectations of many. 
AYODELE, Feyisola; 261. 
AYODESISAM, Arije; Pharmacy; Nigerian 
Phar. Assoc, SNPHA. 
AZINSE, Nicky; 261. 
AZINGE, Victor; 261. 
B —Seniors 
B A H R A M I , Mahamoud; 261; Electrical 
Engineering; Tau Beta Pi Honor Society, 
Dean's List, 
BAILEY, Arlene L; 87,261; Grad. School 
Social Work, Community Develop,ent. 
Policy; VP Grad. School of Soc. Work Stu-
dent Council; NABSW. 
BAILEY, Valerie; 261. 
BAIN, Larry L.; 261. 
B A L O G U N , Wasiuo; 261; City Planning. 
B A L R A M , Awadnarine; 261; Chemistry, 
Allied Science; Dean's Honor Roll, Dept. 
High Honors in Chem. 
B A M I D U R O , Margaret; 262; Nursing. 
B A N G U R A , Victor; 262; Management; Org. 
of African Students, Mngt. Club. 
/ feel very proud to become a product of 
Howard University and I hope the Univer-
sity will maintain its standard which is 
known throughout the world, especially in 
Africa. 
BANIBASHAR, Darvid; 262; Management, 
Economics. 
BANKS, Kermel E.; 286. 
BANKS, Michael; 129,169,262. 
B A N W O , Surajmdeen A.; 262. 
BARNES, Lewis F. Jr.; 95,105,124,129,262; 
TV & Film, Radio; Ubiquity, Alpha Phi 
Alpha Frat. Inc., Film Society, Intramural 
Basketball. 
Brothers, sisters, if and when you are suc-
cessful, don't forget where you came from, 
and who helped you along the way. 
BARNES, Valerie A.; 128,262. 
BARNETT, Carolyn; 262; TV & Film; Hilltop 
staff writer, Communicator newswriter. 
Feel calm within yourself. It will heal all 
your problems. 
BARNEY, Jerome P.; 262. 
BASKERVILLE, Jonessa E.; 262; Music Educa-
tion, Voice; Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, 
H U Choir, H U Chorale, Andrew Rankin 
Memorial Chapel Choir, Sigma Alpha lota 
Professional Music Frat for W o m e n , Sec. of 
FA Student Council Election Committee. 
BATTLE, Betty; 262. 
BAXTER, C. Vanessa; 128,262; TV & Film, 
Journalism; Pol. Sci. Society, HUSA Student 
Dcty, Ujamaa, Ubiquity, BISON Staff, LASC 
Project Awareness, Homecoming Comm., 
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Pan-Hellenic 
Council, Soul- Squad, Nu Lambda Bama 
Sorority, 1974 Lampado Club Pledge 
Court, LASC Research Analysis, H U Dele-
gate to Natl. Assoc, of Black Pol. Sci. Stu-
dents and Third World Student Leaders, 
and NCCPA-Col. Press Assoc. 
BAYLEY, Neil C ; 262. 
BECKER, Paul D.; 262. 
BEDFORD, Joe A.; 262. 
BEEKS, Earl C. Jr.; 262; Microbiology; Con-
cert Choir, Pres. of William J. Seymour 
Pentecostal Fellowship, Student Bd. M e m -
ber of Intercol. Pentecostal Conf. 
Many people are searching for answers to 
their questions about life. I have found my 
joy and peace ol mind through Jesus Christ 
my Lord. 
BEHRENS, Alan; 262. 
BEKELLE, Cetachew; 262; Economics, 
Business. 
It was nice; and my pleasure to be at 
Howard for the last two and a half years. 
I am from Ethiopia. 
BELACHEW, Tizita; 262; Radio, TV & Film; 
Organ, of African Students; Member of 
Theater Guild. 
W e can only survive in this society if we are 
together. 
BELL, Allayne S.; 262, 
BELL, Robert L.; 262. 
BENSON, Diana Lee; 263. 
BERKLEY, Charlene A.; 263; Political Sci-
ence, Sociology; Pol. Sci. Society, Phi Beta 
Sigma Sweetheart, Homecoming Film Festi-
val Comm., Natl. Assoc, of Black Pol. Sci. 
Students, Dean's List. 
BERRY, Norris J. Jr.; 263; Music Education, 
Piano; H U Jazz Ensemble, H U Choir. 
BETTS, Roy; 102,263,268,269. 
BETTS, Wanda E.; Elementary Education, 
Art, 
BEULAH, Lorraine E.; 263. 
BIEBER, Michael; 263. 
BINEY, Olivia A.; 263; Nursing; Organ. 
African Students. 
BLACHE, Ernest J. Jr.; 95,263; Accounting; 
Ubiquity, Bus. C o m m . Chm., Intramural 
Football, Intramural Basketball. 
BLACK, M. Diane; 263; Pharmacy; Pres. 
SAPHA, SNPHA, Student Council House of 
Delegates, Black Apothecary. 
BLAKE, Barry B.; 287. 
BOBIAN, Nathan; 89,263; Political Science, 
Business Administration; Campus Pals. 
In unity there is strength. 
B O B O , Robert M.; 263. 
BOLDEN, Carmine; 263; Zoology, Allied 
Science. 
B O M A N I , Smuts S.; 263; Econo 
Attitude diligence and vision are what are 
essential, once you got these, hang on and 
play your part. And it shall be done. Strive 
for the best, so Howardites keep it up! 
BOOKER, Nancy C ; 263; Psychology, 
Zoology; JV Cheerleader, Pre-Med Club, 
Jogging Club. 
Keep your head to the sky—peace. 
BORDERS, Michele Leila; 104,263; Journal-
ism, Radio; Hilltop Prod. Ed., Frederick 
Douglass Club, Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, 
|V Cheerleader. 
Never judge a person with your own hand 
on the scale. 
BOSLEY, Boysie; 263. 
BOSTIC, Faye; 263. 
B O U G H , Corlise L.; 263; Philosophy, 
Sociology. 
B O W D E N , Veronica; 263; Sociology, Politi-
cal Science; Soc/Anthro. Club. 
B O W E , Sandra Maria; 260,266; Allied 
Health, Medical Technology; Pres. Col. of 
Allied Health Student Council; Amer. So-
ciety of Med. Tech. 
A loving thank you to all who made this 
possible. 
BOWEN-DENNIS, Daphne; Elementary 
Education, Pre-School Education. 
B O W M A N , Anna; 266. 
BOYKIN, Yvette L.; 98,266; Accounting; 
NABA. 
BRADLEY, Chauncey; 266; History, Recrea-
tion; Alpha Phi Alpha Frat. 
To live each day to the fullest. To strive 
for goals within your reach. To love and be 
loved. 
BRADLEY, Lennetta; 266. 
BRENT, Diane; 266. 
BRIDGEMAN, Randy; 266; Education; 
Argan. African Students, Caribbean Stu-
dents Union, Internatl. Students Union, 
Alpha Kappa Delta. 
BRIDGES, Angela L.; 266. 
BRIDGES, Darryl; 169,266; Management; 
Mngt. Club. 
BRINKLEY, Larry; 266; Grad. School of 
Social Work; Pres. N A B S W , Kappa Alpha 
Psi Frat. Inc 
BRISCOE, Gerald M.; 266. 
BRITT, Varnell; 266; Grad. School of Social 
Work; N A B S W , N A S W , Child Study Assoc. 
B R O A D N A X , Harriet D,; 266. 
BROOKINS, Sammy L.; 266. 
B R O O K S , Anthony J.; 266,316. 
B R O O K S , Yvonne; 38,266; Macroenviron-
mental Studies, Ecology; ROTC. 
B R O W , Marion D.; Psychology, Secondary 
Education; Groove Phi Groove Sweetheart 
Court, Campus Pals. 
CLAIBORNE, Connie; 212 
CLAIBORNE, Goldie, 340, 
CLANTON, Mark; 89,95,93,117. 
CLARE, Glenda, 111 
CLARK, Sheila; 101,118. 
CLARK, Thomas; 169, 
CLARKE, Deborah; 45, 
CLARKE, Karen; 44, 
Classroom; 330-333 
CLAYTON, Anita; 61 
CLAYTON, Brenda, 68, 
Clemson State University, 199, 
Cleveland State; 199 
CLOREY, Barbara; 61,89, 
Closing, 394-400 
COGBILL, Melva, 96 
COKELY, Keith, 61 
COLE, Brendya; 96 
COLEMAN, Bonita; 48,127,151,154 
COLES, Dean Anna; 357 
COLES, Shan; 105, 
College ol Allied Health Sciences; 38,356 
College of Dentistry; 357 
College ol Fine Arts; 54,348 
College ol Liberal Arts; 60,59,349 
College ol Medicine; 357 
College ol Nursing; 68,356 
College ol Pharmacy and Pharmacal Sciences, 70,357, 
COLLINS, lay; 127 
COLLINS, Dr William; 337, 
COMER, Brenda, 127 
COMMORDORES, 144 
CONLFY, Binford; 340 
CONNORS, Norman; 144,145, 
CONTY, Ira; 127 
CONRAD, Tyrone; 169, 
Convocation '76; 23, 
Demonstration, 23 
COOK, Tawana; 57, 
COOKE, Calvin; 344 
COOPER, Ivory; 61 
COOPER, Regina, 110 
COOPER, Dr, Theodore, 348 
Copyright, 1, 
CORENTS, George; 48, 
CORNER, Brenda; 48 
COSBY, Sandra; 68 
COUNCIL, Angelo, 227, 
COUNCIL, Mary, 71 
COUSINS, Steven; 52,92, 
C O W A N , Deborah; 98. 
COVINGTON, Donald; 61. 
COX, Paula; 61 
CRANDALL HALL D O R M COUNCIL; 111, 
CRAWFORD, Evans E , 340,342, 
CRAWFORD, Pamela; 104 
CRAWFORD, Robin; 98, 
CRENSHAW, Greg, 104, 
CROMARTIE, Charles; 169 
CROMWELL, Veronica; 91, 
CRUMES, Maria; 221, 
CRUTCHFIELD, Tamalyn; 100 
CULMINATES IN A FINAL MARCH. 11 
CUNNING, William, 61, 
CUNNINGHAM, Dana, 
CURTE, Sharon, 135 
CURTIS, Bret, 52 
CURTIS, Pamela; 61 
CUTHBERT, Neil; 181 
CUTHRELL, Claudette, 
CUTTIN' NO SLACK, 84 
169 
D 
380 
DADE, Faye; 61 
DAILEY, Darnell, 169 
DAILEY, Kevin, 61 
DANIELS, Rodney; 61 
DARDEN, lohn, 64 
DARGET, Cerina; 91, 
DAS, Krishna; 99,344 
DAVAGE, Steven, 52 
DAVEY, Kenneth, 181 
DAVEY, Michael, 181, 
DAVIDSON, Patricia; 135. 
DAVIS, Alexis; 92 
DAIVS Alton, 98 
DAVIS, Angela, 128 
DAVIS, Anthony; 98 
Davis & Elkins, 199, 
DAVIS, Carlos; 42 
DAVIS, Edward, 89 
DAVIS, |oe; 169,61 
DAVIS, Michael; 124 
DAVIS, Ossie; 74,142, 
DAVIS, Sharon; 135, 
DAVIS, Theolonius; 48, 
DAVISON, Maj Gen Frederic; 336,340 
DAVISON, Robert; 212,61 
DAVISON, Winsome "Skinny"; 184,186,219, 
DAWSON, Michael; 61 
DAWSON, Robert E |r ; 90,97, 
D C DUSK AND DAWN, 297 
D C HOTLINE, 238 
DEAN, |oe, 209,212 
DEAN, Roosevelt |r ; 61, 
DEAR GAIL 18,20 
Dedication, 393, 
DEDICATION, HARD WORK AND SUPPORT; ' 
DEE, Ruby; 74,142 
DEES, Darwin; 61, 
Delaware State; 201,213,207, 
DELLENBACK, |ohn R , 337, 
DELOATCH, Eugene; 355, 
DELOATCH, Robert, 129,135 
DELTA SIGMA THETA, INC ; 128 
Beau Court; 129, 
Executive Council; 129, 
DELTA THETA PHI; 133, 
DENNIS, Darryl; 169 
DENT, Dorian; 227 
DENT, Sharon; 61 
Department Heads, Liberal Arts, 351, 
DESHIELDS, Claude; 64 
DESHIELDS, Denise; 185,398 
DIGGS, Annette, 61, 
DILLINGHAM, lackie, 92,62 
DINGLE, Wendell; 120 
DIXON, Albert |r,; 45 
DIXON, Orlando; 95,137 
DOIN' IT AT DUNBARTON, 21, 
DOLPHIN, Leonard, 101 
DONALDSON, lames, 349 
D O R M DIALOGUE, 117 
Dormitory Councils, 110 
DOUGLASS, Bruce; 86,90 
DOUGLASS, lodie; 62, 
DOUGLASS, Renee; 96,68 
DOUGLASS, Rudolph; 57,87 
DOWDY, Elizabeth, 110, 
DOWLING, Renee; 62, 
DOWNING, Pamela; 157, 
DRAPER, Annette, 137 
DREW HALL COUNCIL, 111 
D R U M M O N D , Sonny, 45,91 
DUNCAN, Dean Charles; 346, 
DUBERRY, Veronica; 58, 
DUBOSE, Kimberley; 62, 
DUNCAN, Keith; 169 
DUPREE, lohn; 169 62 
E 
EACH OF US HAS AN ART, 288 
EADS, Nadine, 68,89,95 
EARLES, Alissa, 39 
ECONOMICS CLUB 106 
EDGECOMB, Lee; 127 
Editors; 392-400 
EDUCATION AT HOWARD IS A 360° EXPERIENCE, 4 
EDWARDS, Dean Cecelia, 352 
EDWARDS, Karen; 62, 
EGWU, Victor; 236, 
Egyptian National Team; 203, 
ELAM, Michael, 111,236 
ELLER, Eric; 169 
ELLIOT, Denise; 221 
EMPHASIS O N THE AESTHETIC, 74 
END OF THE LINE, 393 
ENTER INTO THE CLASSROOM. 314, 
ERVIN, Carmel, 70 
ESAW, David; 209,212, 
ESAW, lames; 212 
ESTEP, Roger, 338 
EVANS, loseph; 169 
EVANS. Harold F |r 62 
EVERETT, Moses; 62 
fVfR GET THE FEELING THAT YOURE BORED TO 
DEATH', 328,329 
[VERYONES WELL-FED AT HOWARD INCLUDING 
OUR PETS; 252,253, 
EWING, Kay; 69, 
EXEANT, Dominic; 181 
F 
FACES AND PLACES, 367 
FACES IN THE CHARTER DAY CROWD, 343 
FACULTY & ADMINISTRATION, 334-359 
FACYSON, Scott, 169 
FAMILY REUNION, 148,149 
FAMOUS, Ronald; 127 
FARRAN, Debra; 62 
FASHION FOCUS, 326 
FAUST, Beverly; 90 , 
FEATURING GERALD CLOVER A>JD THE HOWARD 
UNIVERSITY BISON BASKETBALL TEAM; 223 
Federal Cily College; 199,210 
FELLA BETTA THI SOCIAL FELLOWSHIP; 95, 
FELLS, Dale, 128, 
BROWN, Barbara Anita; 266 
BROWN, Charles Robert; 266; Psychology, 
Anthropology; Dean's List, Psi Chi Honor 
Society, Janus College Staff. 
BROWN, Duane A.; 266. 
BROWN, Jacqueline; 87,266,278. 
BROWN, Leila; 104,267. 
BROWN, Leon; 267. 
BROWN, Lunell; 267. 
BROWN, Regina K.; 267; Civil Engineering, 
Bio-Environmental Engineering; Howard 
Magazine Bus. Mng., Amer. Soc. of Civil 
Eng., Soc. of Women Eng., Senior Class Sec. 
The trials and tribulations were many but 
the fantastic learning situation socially and 
academically made up for all the misery. 
B R O W N , Sharon; 267; English; Janus Staff, 
Homecoming Com. 
/ hope that the remaining Howard com-
munity becomes less self-centered and 
more concerned with others. Maybe some-
day we can create a congenial atmosphere. 
B R O W N , William; 267. 
B R O W N , William M. Ill; 267; Architecture; 
Intramural Football, Basketball, Rep. and 
Sec. of Organ, of Student Chpts./Natl. 
Organ, of Minority Architects, Reporter 
for Architectural Voice Carver Hall Third 
El. Rep., 1976 Homecoming Design Team. 
Designing good architecture is my ultimate 
goal, consequently, when the going gets 
tough, the tough get going. 
BROYLES, Phillip; 267. 
BRUCE, Blanche; 267. 
BRUMLEY, Barrington L.; 267; Economics, 
Geography; Caribbean Student Organ. 
Have faith in your fellowmen; Be coura-
geous in your undertakings lor there is 
nothing more rewarding than success. 
BRYANT, Larry W.; 267; Zoology, Chem-
istry; Undergrad. Sci. Tutor, Pre-med Stu-
dent Assoc, Consistent Dean's List Scholar. 
Life is an individual struggle through which 
we must contribute to collective good 
BRYANT, Peggy L.; 267; Journalism, Radio; 
BISON Staff. 
B U A D O O , Felicia; 267; Microbiology, 
Chemistry. 
B U D D , Danell; 267; English Literature, 
Psychology; Phi Beta Sigma Sweetheart, Ed. 
for Univ. Councelling Services' Voice, Hot-
line Volunteer, Student Asst. for CAR. 
Not only to be loved but to be told that I'm 
loved. The realm of silence is large enough 
beyond the grave. 
BUFFONG, Eric A.; 267. 
BUNTIN, Frances E.; 267. 
BURFORD, Judity Renee; 267; Interior 
Design, Business; Dance Club, Interior 
Design Jr. Assoc. 
BURKETT, Molyn P.; 267; Drama, Micro-
environmental Studies and Design; Howard 
Players. 
BURLEY, Marsha N.; 267; City Planning; 
H U D Fellow, Asst. Sec. City Planning Stu-
dent Assoc. 
BURNETT, Angela; 2,267,292,400, Psycho-
logy— Broadcast Management; Hotline 
Secy, Hnrs. Pgm., Sec y Psi Chi, Jr. Class 
Secy., Ed. in C h f — B I S O N Yrbk., LASC Pub, 
Rel., H m c m g C o m m , ('75), LA Exec, Comm,, 
C o m m , Conf, Rprtr HUSA Spring Fest,, 
W H B C —Pub, Affrs, Dir,, Univ. Choir, 
Tutor/Couns Upward Bound, HUSA Elec. 
C o m m . Chair., Best Essay — Miss Howard 
University 1975, Who's W h o in Amer. Coll. 
Can Howard help you if you're a high school student w h o 
wants to attend college? You bet it can. The Upward Bound 
Program, under the direction of Joseph Bell, is designed 
specifically for the purpose of aiding academically under-
priveliledged teens in their desire to attend an institution 
of higher learning. By providing supplemental week-end 
classes in basic subjects, as well as focusing attention on 
individual counseling, the program hopes to encourage 
those students from area high schools of the viability of a 
college education. 
The Assistant Director, Leslie Shields, provides the role of 
general counselor to the students. She organizes classes and 
timetables, introduces innovative programs for the stu-
dents' preparation for college. This begins with modified 
career counseling in the tenth grade and continues with the 
specifics of colleges, majors, and financial aid in the later 
years. She is ably assisted by Grace Burton and a staff of paid 
and volunteer teachers and tutor counselors. The persons 
involved in Upward Bound should be commended for their 
dedication and committment to serving the Black 
community. 
& Univ,, Sdnt, Ldr,; 
Of all things experienced at Howard, no 
matter how informative or surprising, one 
aspect has come to stand above all others 
. . . Friends, transcending boundaries of age, 
sex, and position. Without you, I doubt I 
would have survived. Thanks! 
BURNETT, Eugene; 268; Architecture; Natl. 
Comp. SchoL, RA Carver Hall, Ubiquity, 
Dean's List, Intra. Ftbl. & Bsktbl. 
BURNETT, Kermit; 268; Elementary Educa-
tion, Sociology; AFROTC, Soc. & Anthro. 
Club; 
Grain by ebony grain a sandbar reaches out 
into the river seeking communication with 
the waves. W e the graduates of H.U. 
constitute that sandbar. 
BURLER, Gary K; 268. 
BUTLER, Marsha; 268. 
BUTLER, Robert E.; 268; Electrical 
Engineering; 
M y main goal is to obtain a rewarding and 
useful position in the field of engineering. 
BUTLER, Thea D.; 268; H o m e Economic 
Education, Education; AHEA. 
B Y N U M , Patricia; 268. 
C —Seniors 
CALDWELL, Anita; 268. 
C A N A D A , Lamont; 268. 
C A N N A D Y , Ras T.; 268; City Planning; LA 
Sr. co-pres., Omega Psi Phi Frat., Member 
of Prince Halls Free and Accepted Masons, 
Assoc. Member of Amer. Inst, of Planners, 
Amer. Society of Planning Official, LA 
"Outstanding Senior Award", Dept. of City 
Planning Grad. and Alumni Comm., Boy's i 
Club of Amer. Alumni Grad Award, Action 
Vista Volunteer. 
CARLISLE, Elaine Lynn; 128,129,268; TV & 
Film, Radio; Delta Sigma Theta Sorority; 
TV & Film Student Council Rep., Omega Psi 
Phi Sweetheart Court. 
Always be yourself, and remember from 
whence you came. 
CARLOS, Octavia; 268; Psychiatric Social 
Work NABSW, NASW. 
CARR, Charles; 268. 
CARTER, Jerald; 268. 
CAULTON, Mark; 268; Political Science; 
Intramural Sports, Soc/Anthro. Club, 
Spring Fashion Show Comm., Alpha Kappa 
Alpha Cavalier Court. 
CAVE, Bunzaline; 268. 
CHAMBERS, Calvin; 268. 
CHANGLER, Brian; 268,316. 
CHANG, Alan C.; 268. 
CHAPMAN, Bona; 268. 
CHARLES, Wilfred; 268. 
CHASE, Bernard; 269. 
CHEN, Virene; 269. 
CHIMA, Maryrose N.; 269; Botany, 
Zoology. 
/ enjoy Howard education. 
CHINNERY, Glenn; 269; Structural Engi-
neering; ASCE. 
CHRISTIAN, Janice; 269; Psychology, 
Sociology. 
CLARK, Janet L.; 269; Music Education, 
Voice; Sigma Alpha lota Music Frat.; Univ. 
Choir. 
While here I acquired a friendship with 
people which will last forever. I hope that 
while I was here, what contribution I made 
will be remembered. 
CLARK, Wendy; 96,128,261,269. 
CLARKE, Aubrey G ; 269. 
CLARY, Charles Jr.; 269; Accounting; 
NABA, Co-op Ed. Program. 
My four years at Howard was an experience 
in which there are few regrets. All the 
hassels of life and how one deals with them 
are going to be a lot easier to deal with 
because the beautiful experience at 
Howard University. 
CLEMONS, Marvin; 269. 
CLIFFORD, Althea B.; 269; Grad. Student 
Personnel Administration, Counseling; 
Kappa Delta Pi Honor Society, HU Person-
nel and Guidance Club. 
CLIFFORD, Grace I.; 269; Grad Community 
Health Administration; NABSW, Alpha Phi 
Alpha Angel, Exec Sec. School of Social 
Work GSA, NASW. 
Perseverance seldom fails, remember when 
things seem difficult perservere. 
COCHRAN, lames; 269, 
CODY, Gilbert M,; 269; Physical Fducation, 
Education; PE Majors Club, Intramural 
Basketball, Varsity Football, AAHPER, HU 
Comm. Sports Program. 
Teach so that othere may learn and learn 
from what others may have to teach. 
C O H E N , George; 269. 
COLE, Sherry; 2,120,122,269,399. 
COLLIER, Jo Ann; 269. 
COLLINS, William; 269; Political Science, 
English. 
C O M B O , DeCarlos; 269. 
CONNELLY, Marcia; 269. 
C O N O V E R , George L. Jr.; 270; Political 
Science, Economics; Jr. Class Pres., Poll. Sci. 
Society. 
CONTEH, Etta B.; 270; Radio, TV & Film; 
Frederick Douglass Club, Organ. African 
Students. 
CONTI, Bonita; 122,270. 
C O O K , Kenneth; 270. 
COOPER, John Arrington; 270. 
COPELAND, Robert; 270. 
CORBETT, Clifford A.; 269; Political Sci-
ence, Psychology. 
CORBITT, Edward; 42,270; Architecture; 
Class Rep., Coor. with AIA Convention, 
Election C o m m . Chrm. 
CORBITT, Theodoris L.; 270; Political 
Science, Sociology; Homecoming Comm., 
Poli, Sci. Society. 
I'm just getting started. 
CORDER, Frederick; 270. 
C O T H R O N , Dorothy; 270. 
CO U N T S , Cecelie; 173,270; Afro-American 
Studies, Economics; JV Cheerleader, Cpt. 
Varsity Cheerleaders, Kiswahili Club, 
Richard J. McGuire Black Studies Union, 
Gymnastics. 
Life is but a moment. 
C O V A Y , Wendy Yvette; 89,101,270; Afro-
American Studies, Secondary Education; 
Campus Pals, Bethune Hall Jud. Bd., Home-
coming Comm., Univ. Wide Activity Ap-
propriations Bd. Comm., Rep. Intramural 
Sports Bd. 
Cood luck to all who deserve it, and to all 
who won't get it. 
C O V I N G T O N , Sharon; 270. 
COX, Ruth Marie; 270; Graduate in Edu-
cation, Special Education. 
C O W A R D , Mortimer F.; 270. 
C R A W F O R D , Lois G ; 270. 
C R A W F O R D , Robin D.; 270; Political Sci-
ence, Business; Save & Change Comm., 
Homecoming Comm., Special Student 
Services, Special Student Services Advisory 
Bd., NABA, Public Policy Intern for Natl. 
Hook-up of Black W o m e n , Inc. 
C R A W F O R D , St. Elmo W . Jr.; 270. 
C R A Y T O N , Pernell W.; 270; Management, 
Economics. 
CROIL, Arlene P.; 270; Sociology, Psy-
chology; Soc/Anthro. Club. 
CROSBY, Charles; 270. 
C R O W D E R , Ruth B.; 271; Graduate Social 
Work. 
C R O W N E R , Janie; 271; Sociology, Psychol-
ogy; Varsity Volleyball, Dorm Jud. Bd. 
When you are down, out, and in trouble, 
you just call out my name and I'll come 
running, to see you again. Cause you've got 
a friend. 
CRUTCHFIELD, Carolyn; 271. 
CUMBO, Pierre; 271; Design, Photography. 
CUMMINGS, Suzanne; 271. 
CUNNINGHAM, Valerie; 271; Psychology, 
Political Science; Tutoring Elementary 
School Students, Active in Charitable 
Organ. 
CURTIS, Baron; 271; Pharmacy; SAPHA, 
SNPHA. 
CURTISS, Gertrude; 271. 
13 —Seniors 
DABNEY, Michael; 42,274,277; Architec-
ture; Sr. Class Pres., ASA, Intramural Bd., 
Natl. Competitive Scholarship, Dean's List, 
Intramural Football and Basketball, Natl. 
Organ, of Minority Architects, Carver Hall 
Jud. Bd. Chrm., Admissions and Financial 
Aid Comm., Arch. BIdg. Use Comm., 
Homecoming Comm. 
DANIEL, Mered; Accounting. 
DANIELS, Henry; 271. 
DANIELS, Jean; 59,271; French, Education; 
Sr, Class Sec, French Club, Omega Psi Phi 
Sweetheart. 
DANIELS, Joanne; 271; Social Work. 
DANTZLER, Deborah S.; 271; City Planning; 
HUD Fellowship, AlP. 
Strive to make your life worth living and 
remember the lives of others as well. 
DAVIS, Bonita; 59,87,89,271,279; Zoology, 
Chemistry; Campus Pals, Jr. Class Rep., Sr. 
Class Pres., Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, 
Beta Kappa Chi Scientific Honor Society, 
Phi Beta Kappa Natl. Honor Society, 
Project Awareness, H-Book. 
DAVIS, Clarice; 271; Graduate School of 
Social Work in Administration; N A B S W 
NASW. 
DAVIS, Diana Michelle; 271; Allied Health, 
Medical Technology. 
DAVIS, Gwendolyn; 271. 
DAVIS, Maurice; 271. 
DAVIS, Iris; 263. 
DAVIS, Michelle Angelli; 271; Zoology, 
Allied Science; Pre-Med/Pre-Dent Club, 
Dean's Honor Roll, Banneker Tutoral Pro-
gram, Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Omega 
Psi Phi Sweetheart Court. 
Friends are like jewels they should he 
treasured forever. To the women of Delta 
and the men of Omega—/ love you. 
DAVIS, Robert L. Ill; 271. 
DAVIS, Ronald H.; 271. 
DAVY, Evlyn; 273. 
DAY, Agnes A. Lasiter; 273. 
DEAVER, Bruce E.; 273; Political Science, 
History; Poli. Sci. Society. 
Truth crushed to earth shall rise again. 
DELANEY, Duane B.; 273; Sociology, Poli-
tical Science; Pre-med/Pre-Dent Club, 
Dean's List, Soc/Anthro. Club, Honor's 
Program, Alpha Kappa Delta Natl. Soc. 
Honor Society. 
As long as it feels good, and it doesn't hurt 
you or any one else—do it! 
DENNIS, Daphne; 273, 
381 
Over in the office of student life 
Coordination of most student activities is the major 
purpose of the Office of Student Life, Because it is temp-
orarily housed in Cook Hall with the student government 
offices, the office is a favorite spot for students , , , who 
are in and out all day. Often they need to see Mr. Johns, 
382 
FENDERSON, Louis, 346 
FERGUSON, Earl, 88,135 
FERGUSON, Serena, 105 
FILM SOCIETY; 105 
FINANCE CLUB; 99 
FINDING PEACE TO HIT THE BOOKS AGAIN. 280 
FINDING YOURSELF. BOOKS, AND FRIENDS 281, 
FINISH LINE, 36,259 
FIRST IMPRESSIONS, 18 
FISHER, Debra, 113,60 
FISK, Dr Marvin, 337, 
FLACK, Dean Harley; 356, 
FLEMING, Russell, 33 
FLEMMING, Harry, 212 
FLORENCE, Barry, 48, 
Florida A & M University; 203,207, 
FLOWERS, Warren L,, 99 
Football, 164-171 
FORD, Anna, 62 
FORD, Gale; 68 
FORD, Mike, 96 
FORRESTER, Marva; 89, 
FOSDICK, Dr Dorothy, 337, 
FOSTER, I Edwin; 349 
FOSTER, Melanie, 48 
Founders Library; 318,319,330,331, 
FOWLER, Fitz; 169 
FOWLER, Staretia; 38 
FOY, Gregory, 38, 
FOY, Ronnie; 49, 
FRANCIS, Robin; 128,129,145,62, 
FRANKLIN, Cecil; 340 
FRANKLIN, LuAnn; 68 
FRAZIER, Deborah; 52 
FRAZIER, Glen; 169, 
FREDERICK, LaFayette, 349,351 
FREEMAN, Coach; 171 
FREEMAN, Or Frankie M,; 337, 
FREEMAN, Gail, 151,173 
FREEMAN, Karen; 54 
FRESHMAN WEEK; 18-22, 
FRIDAY, Thomas, 100 
FRIDAY, Dr William Clyde; 337 
FRIENDLY AND EAMIUAR FACES, 73 
fROM ANYWHERE IN THE CITY HOWARDS FOUNDERS 
UBRARY, 264 
FROM DIFFERENT BACKGROUNDS, BUT WITH A 
COMMON HERITAGE, 7 
FULLER, Cednc, 64 
FULLER, Reginald; 45 
G 
GADLING, Donna; 92 
G A M M A SIGMA SIGMA, 126 
GARDNER, Alexander, 349 
GARDNER, Brenda; 94 
GARDNER, Sheila, 122 
GARRIN, Cheryl; 62 
GARRISON, Lloyd K„ 337, 
GARTHER, Karen; 49 
GARVIN, Robyn; 19 
CASKINS, Gerald; 227 
GATES, Kiva; 62 
GAVIN, Bernard, 117,62 
GAVIN, Norman; 169 
GEORGE, Venita; 110 
Georgetown University, 201 
George Washington University, 201 
GERMAN, Gloria, 62, 
GETTING AROUND D C , 246, 
GETTING INTO THE SWING OF THINGS, 24-29 
GETTING IT TOGETHER AND KEEPING IT TOGETHER, 
218, 
GETTING READY FOR THE BIG MEET, 235 
GET UP . . . GET INTO IT, 223, 
GIBBONS, Karen; 38, 
GIBSON, Debra; 105, 
GIBSON, Robyn; 127, 
GIDDENS, Andrea, 97,113,62, 
GILBERT, Carl; 169, 
GILL, Cheryl; 62, 
CILLEM, Alvin; 181, 
GIOVANNI, Nikki; 74,142, 
GIPSON, Kenneth; 169, 
GIST, Roslyn, 49 
GLERMONT, Karen; 128,172 
GLORIOUS UNDERGRADUATES, 36 
CLOVER, Gerald; 223,225,227 
GOBER, Tony, 101 
GOING HIGH WITH A LITTLE HELP FROM THEIR COACH 
AND FRIENDS, 222 
COINS, Yolande, 110 
GORDON, lay; 97 
Gospel Night, 157 
Graduate School of Arts and Sciences; 352 
Graduate Student Association; 87, 
Graduate Student Council; 57, 
Graduation '76; 11, 
GRADY, Stephen; 117,127, 
GRAHAM, Timothy, 49,395, 
GRAMBY, Knovack; 90 
GRANT, Carl, 98 
GRANT, Kelvin; 62, 
GRANT, Sabrina; 38,95, 
GRANT, Sharlene; 62 
GRAY, Derwin, 135 
GRAYSON, Michael; 181, 
GREEKS!:!, 120-139 
GREEN, Cynthia, 136, 
GREEN. Frank, 42 
GREEN, lohnnie H,; 345 
GREENE, Frank, 118 
GREENE, Gary; 209 
GREENE, lohn W , 353 
GREENE, Sheryl, 49, 
GREENE, Dr W, Henry; 337,363, 
GREENIGALE, Norman; 130, 
GREENLOW, Michael; 52,96 
GREGG, Derwin, 64 
GREVIOUS, lanice; 63 
GREY, Christi; 194, 
GRIFFITH. Frank; 87,124, 
CRIMES, Charlotte; 64,62,135 
GROOMES, Coach, 222 
GROOMES, Tracy, 113 
GROSS, lackie; 127, 
GUAGE, Tony; 191. 
HADIOQZADH, H ; 101 H 
HAIRSTON, Charles, 105 
HAIRSTON, Muriel; 49 
HAITH, Kim; 94, 
HALEY, Alex; 142, 
HALL, Charles, 117 
HALL, Charles E , 54 
HALL, Larry; 349 
HAMILTON, Doreene, 45,135 
HAMILTON, lerome, 42 
HAMILTON, Rita, 95 
HAMILTON, Larry; 169 
HAMILTON, Ronald; 395 
HAMLETT, Veronica, 53,89,126 
HAMLIN, Charles, 62 
H A M M O N D , Michelle; 129,62 
HAMPTON, Deborah, 58 
Hampton Institute, 203,207 
HAMPTON, Wade, 44 
HANNAH, Marguerite, 117 
HARDAWAY, Thomas, 45 
HARDEN, lerry, 127 
HARNAL, Raiinderbir, 102, 
HARNETT, Eric; 91 
HARPER, Albert, 49 
HARRELL, Kevin Bob, 127, 
HARRELL, Tim, 104, 
HARRELL, Tyrene; 45 
HARRIELL, Leslie; 96 
HARRINGTON, David, 95 
HARRIS, Bertrado, 52, 
HARRIS. Caspa, 336,338, 
HARRIS, Catherine; 58 
HARRIS, Charles; 349 
HARRIS, Conrad, 62, 
HARRIS, lean, 106, 
273; Graudate 
a VP HU Chpt. of 
or find out about intramurals, or meet with student 
leaders. However, they may just want to pass the time 
jiving with the secretaries. With the constant interrup-
tions, it's amazing that Laverne and Linda ever get any-
thing done. 
DEPRIEST, Desiree L,; 273. 
DICKERSON, Ernest; 105,273; Architec-
ture; Natl. Organ, of Minority Arch., Best 
Achievement Arch. Design, Hi//(op-BISON 
Photo., Dean's Honor Roll, Amer. Inst, of 
Arch. Yearbook. 
DIXON, Donna; 273. 
DOBY, Wanda; 273. 
DONALDSON, Sonya; 
School of Social Work; 
NABSW. 
DONALDSON, Theresa P.; 273; Graduate 
School Social Work in Psychiatry. NABSW, 
Internatl. Student Advisory Comm., Amer. 
Psy. Assoc 
DONNELL, William; 273. 
DOPCIMO, Fofung; 275. 
DORKO, Samuel; 271. 
DORSEY, Robin H.; 273; Anthropology, 
Business. 
DOSS, O'Lee; 273. 
DOUGLAS, Michael; 273, 
DOUGLASS, Elvis; 273; Architecture. 
DOWEARY, Erie B.; 273; Political Science, 
Sociology; Pi Sigma Alpha Honor Society, 
Judo Club, RA in Cook Hall. 
DRAKEFORD, Jacqueline; 273; Allied 
Health, Medical Technology; Dept. of 
Med. Tech. Rep. to Student Council. 
DRIVER, Angela; 273. 
DUCKETT, Patricia; 273; Graduate School 
of Social Work. 
DUNCAN, Loretta L.; 273. 
DURANT-ALEXANDER, Sharon; 274. 
DUVALL, Peter J.; 106,274; Economics, 
Business Administration. 
E —Seniors 
FADES, Nelsine; 99,274. 
EASTON, Loretta I.; 274, 
EATON, Eric R,; 98,274; Accounting; 
NABA, Alpha Phi Alpha Frat., Finance Club, 
Dean's List, Co-op Ed. Program, Natl. Stu-
dent Bus. League, Hilltop Accountant, 
School of Bus. Acctng. Lab Asst, Drew Hall 
Dorm Council and RA. 
Throughout life's many attempted endea-
vors, always remember to shoot for the 
moon because if you fail you will fall 
among the stars. 
EDWARDS, Linda; 274; Finance; Finance 
Club Sec, Chess Club, Society for the 
Advancement of Mngt., Modern Dance 
Club. 
EGBA, Sylvester; 274 Pharmacy; SAPHA, 
SNPHA, Student Nigerian Phar. Assoc. 
The Black world is becoming nicer because 
ol nice instruction and cooperation within 
Howard University. 
ELLIOTT, Darlene; 174; Pharmacy; SNPHA, 
SAPHA. 
Life is what you make; make the best of it. 
ELLIOTT, Frederick M.; 274; Architecture, 
Art; Crew Team, Arch. Alumni Award, 
Dean's List. 
ELLIS, Ransford; 4. 
EMENANJO, Andrew; 274; Accounting; 
NABA. 
ENFCHI, Adeline; 274; Pharmacy; Ed. Black 
Apothecary, SAPHA, Sec-Trea. Graduating 
Class. 
Education is total awareness of one's 
environment through socialization and of 
class interaction; Howard University has 
proven to be an ideal place for it. 
E N G R A M , Richard Jr.; 274. 
ENIOLA, Joseph; 274; Planning; Psi Chi, 
Asso, Member Amer, Inst, of Planning, 
/ have to thank the faculty members of the 
school of Architecture and Planning for 
their generosity toward me. I will never 
forget them. 
EPPS, Brenda Louise; 106,274, Political 
Science, Economics; Poli. Sci. Society, 
Economics Club. 
Enjoy life but remember your priorities 
know which direction you are going. The 
choice is yours—this could be a reflection 
of your future self. 
EPPS, Vincent; 274. 
ESOCHAGHI, Sampson; 274. 
EZENEKWE,Erechukwu Chineme; 274; 
Pharmacy; SNPHA. 
Life, no matter the way you look at it, is 
difficult, but with a little positive effort, 
you will achieve your goal. 
EZEWU, Gomez; 274. 
F —Seniors 
FAKUNLE, Bayode; 276; Biochemistry, 
Chemistry. 
FALADE, Jackson; 276. 
FARAHANIAN, Seyed; 276. 
FATUSIN, Philips; 276. 
FAUNTLEROY, John |r.; 276; Political Sci-
ence, Secondary Education. 
Travel thru life with the desire to help more 
than yourself 
FELDER, Arnold L.; 276; Recreation, Sociol-
ogy; Baseball, Recreation Club. 
/ really enjoyed Howard University and it 
would not have happened without the help 
of Cod. I would also like to say Cood Luck 
to my teammates on the Howard Baseball 
Team. 
FELIX, Russel A.; 276. 
FERDINAND, Udoye; 276. 
FEYISOLA, A. Ayodele; Architecture; 
Dean's Honor Roll. 
/ am proud to become a product of Howard 
University. The glory of my professional 
success shall he to my Alma Mater. 
FIELDS, Richard F ; 276; Finance; H U Choir, 
Chapel Choir, Tae Kwon Do Club, Society 
for the Advancement of Mngt.; HUSA Ed. 
of Student Dir. 
FINDLEY, Maureen; 276; Nursing. 
FINGER, Mark; 276. 
FIRRISSA, Mitiku; 275. 
FLAKE, Nancy; 44,104,275; Accounting; 
NABA, Hilltop Accountant, Sec. School of 
Bus, Student Council, Becker Review 
Course Campus Rep. 
FLAMER, A.; 275. 
FLAX, Marvin E.; 275. 
FLEMING, Gwendolyn D.; 275; English, 
Business; Phi Beta Kappa, Dean's Honor 
Roll. 
Howard has truly been a learning experi-
ence for me. 
FLEURANGES, Patrice; 275; Zoology, Allied 
Science; Soul Squad, Pre-Med Club. 
FLOWERS, Judith M.; 121,275; Afro-
American Studies, Secondary Education; 
Robert McGuire Black Studies Union; Delta 
Sigma Theta Sorority. 
FORD, Kenneth A.; 275; Environmental 
Engineering. 
FORD, Larry C ; 275. 
FOSTER, Peter; 275. 
FOUSHEE, Jeffrey A.; 275; Zoology, 
Chemistry. 
Love each day of your life and live every 
second of it . . . lor you shall never see it 
again. 
FOWLER, John T.; 275. 
FOY, Rudolph V.; 275. 
FRANCIS, Donald; 275; Electrical 
Engineering. 
FRANKLIN, Sharon; 275. 
ERASER, Victoria; 275; Community 
Development. 
FRAZIER, Marie; 275; Community Service; 
D.C. H o m e Ec. Undergrad Scholarship 
Award, Louise C. Ball Fellowship. 
Love and compassion lor your fellow man 
is the key to happiness and success. 
FREEMAN, Tate; 275. 
FREEMAN, Veronica; 275; Allied Health, 
Medical Technology; Teacher Evaluation 
Comm. 
FULTON, Dean R.; 95,275; Mechanical 
Engineering; Ubiquity, Wine Psi Phi, Varsity 
Baseball, Co-op Club. 
LUNCHES, Muriel; 274; Marketing; Amer. 
Mart. Assoc, Bethune Hall Dorm Council, 
School of Bus. Student Council, Dorm 
Improvement Program, Omega Psi Phi 
Lampado Court, Black Retail Action Croup. 
G —Seniors 
GABOR, lilly; 284. 
GAINES, Gary L.; 276. 
CALIBER, Edward; 276. Zoology, 
Philosophy. 
GALL, Rhonda; 276. 
GALLIMORE, Norman; 276. 
GANTT, Beryl V.; 276. Direct Service; 
NABSW. 
It's been two long hard years, and I'm glad 
that it's finally over! Now to find a job. 
GARDNER, Donna M.; 276; Music Educa-
tion, Piano; Univ. Choir. 
GARNER, Christina A.; 87,89,129,276; Ele-
mentary Education, Eriy Childhood; Fresh. 
Class Elec. Bd., Chrm. Problems Research, 
Soph. Class sec. Food Serv. Advisory Bd., 
Soul Squad, Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, 
Wheatley Hall VP, Rep. from School of Ed. 
to UGSA, Third V-Coor. of Homecom-
ing 76. 
Life is full of experiences. All one has to 
do is reach out and become involved. 
GENERETTE, Lauren; 276; Music Education, 
Flute; Dean's Honor Roll, Soul Steppers, 
Concert Band, Sigma Alpha lota. 
GEORGE, Cosmos; 276. 
GIBBS, Dexter; 277; Zoology, Chemistry; 
Tae Kwon Do Club, Tutor. 
Live life as you want to and not the way you 
wish you had. 
GIBBS, Vesper; 277; Marketing; Amer. Mkt. 
Assoc, Homecoming Fashion Show Model-
Organizer, Student Council C o m m . 
Black students here at Howard and other 
higher learning institutes across the coun-
try, must prepare ourselves because we 
should be learning to lead the Black 
communities tomorrow. It's not fun and 
games, this is very serious. 
GIBSON, Debra L.; 277; Journalism, TV & 
Film; VP Film Society, Adv. Mng. Com-
municator, Staff Writer for Communicator. 
GIBSON, Gloria; 277; Biology, Chemistry, 
Secondary Education; Hmndary Education; 
Hnrs, Pgm., Tutor Spanish, Chemistry, 
Couns. Serv., Dean's List; 
In parting, I must say that my lour years 
at Howard have indeed been rewarding. I 
will use what I have gained for the better-
ment of society. 
GILLIAM, Lorraine; 277. 
CISI; Carmen; 277. 
GLETTEN, Fred; 277. 
GOLDING, Franklin Dwight; 277; Political 
Science, Sociology. 
G O M E S , Desio; 277,316; BLACK APOTHE-
CARY, Sdnt. Govt.; 
Life must go on and all of us should give it a 
push. 
C O O D E , Harriett Bonnie; 277,282; Phar-
macy; Third Yr. Class Pres., Alpha Kappa 
Alpha Sor., Phi Beta Sigma Swthrt., Sdnt. 
Corr. HIth. Sci. Inst., Sdnt. Trp. to Faculty, 
Org. of College of Pharm.; 
What it look like! You got it! 
GOODING, Frederick, Sr.; 277. 
GORDAN, Debora; 98,277; Accounting; 
NABA. 
GORDON, John; 277; Zoology, Chemistry; 
Pre-Med/Pre-Dent Club. 
Se//-awareness can help change the world. 
CORE, Tomiko A.; 93,277,316; Chemistry; 
Research in Chem. Dept., Chem. Honors, 
Pre-Med/Pre-Dent Club, ACS, Betta Kappa 
Chi, UCS Tutorial Service. 
He who seeks will not find, but he who 
does not search, will be found. 
GRACE, Deborah; 90,137,277. 
GRANT, Castillo Jr.; 277; Food and Human 
Nutrition; H U Marching Band, Internatl. 
Studies Dept., Human Ec Coun., Dapper 
Fellowship, Inc 
Success is through hard work. 
GRANT, Roma V.; 128,277,312. 
GRATE, Cheryl; 277. 
GRAY, Carolyn; 277. 
GRAY, Ronald; 277. 
GREEN, Deborah; 277. 
GREEN, Harold T. Jr.; 278. 
GREEN, James E.; 278. 
GREEN, Michael; 278, 
GREEN, Morton; 278, 
GREEN, Peter; 278. 
GRIFFIN, James; 278; Electrical Engineering. 
GRIGGS, Reba LaVie; 95,278; Sociology, 
Psychology; Ubiquity, Crampton Aud. 
Usher, Kappa Alpha Psi Sweetheart Court, 
Dean's List. 
G U N N , Evelyn; 278; Radio, Journalism; 
H/7/(op writer, W H B C Radio Staff. 
G U Z M A N , Carlos R.; 278; Architecture; 
Amer. Concrete Inst. 
j-j —Seniors 
HACKETT, Sandy; 278; Psych. —Child & 
Adio. Dev.; JV Cheerldr, Vars. Cheerldr., 
Delta Sigma Sor., Inc. 
HAILEY, Marie; 278. 
HALL, Lyssa; 278; Pol. Sci. —Afro A m Std.; 
D C . Survl. Proj., Pol. Sci. Soc, Cmps. Pals, 
Proj. Hip, BIk. Vote Coaltn. 
HALL, Mildred; 278. 
HALL, Nancy; 278; Bus.; M B A Assoc, 
Grad. Pgms. Comm., M B A Spec. Actvts. 
Comm. 
In these days of inflation and run-away prices, the 
attempt to raise funds rears its head in many ways. 
Of course, w e could all be sophisticated and proper 
in our quest for money, just like Howard University. 
W e could send a personal letter to students, families, 
and alumni, describing our great need. However, 
because of students' temporary presence in the area, 
we usually turn to the old reliable method: bake sales, 
Friday morning in Douglass Hall rarely pass without 
one organization or another hawking culinery delights 
of home-made cakes, cookies, and other sweets. In 
the spring for sure w e expect to see each pledge line, 
at one time or another utilizing this tried-and-true 
method of fund-raising. 
Bake Sales 
The Great Fundraiser 
383 
Sm;7/n' 
Again 
384 
HARRIS, loseph; 349 
HARRIS, Kirke, 104 
HARRIS, Phyliss, 68 
HARRIS, Rudy; 111 
HARRIS, Vita Michelle; 45, 
HARRISON, Chelle, 135 
HARRISON, luliaette; 62 
HARRISON, LaVerne; 122 
HARRISON, Michael; 62 
HARRY, Linda; 49 
HART, Ellsworth, 227 
HART, Hampton; 97 
HARTH, Kim; 97, 
H^TCHETT, loseph W,; 362 
HATHAWAY, Paul; 340 
HAVE YOU EVER STOPPED TO THINK'. 8, 
HAWKINS, Tony; 105 
HAWTHORNE, Dean Edward; 352 
HAWTHORNE, Vance, Feature Editor; 115, 
HAYBROOK, Debbie; 111,135 
HAYES, Howard, 169 
HAYES, Lisa; 39 
HAYES, Paul, 45 
HAYES, Sharon; 62, 
H A Y W O O D , Debra; 62. 
H-BOOK; 117. 
"HEAD" t/Nf, 334 
HEMPHILL, Sarah, 128 
HEMSLEY, Michael; 93,117, 
HENDERSON, Carlene; 91, 
HENDERSON, Chris; 191, 
HENDERSON, Katryna; 90 
HENDERSON, Michael, 144,154 
HENDERSON, Peter; 96 
HENDERSON, Ramona; 221, 
HEROD, George; 63 
HEWLITT, William; 169. 
HICKS, Gloria; 236, 
HICKS, Leslie H,; 349, 
HICKS, Maria; 104 
HIGGINS, Kenric, 236, 
HILL, Chris, 169 
HILL, Ronald; 124, 
HILLIARD, Gloria; 45, 
HILLIARD, Harold; 98, 
HILLTOP. 114, 
HIPPOLYTE, Alvin; 104, 
HOBSON, Derrick; 124 
HODGE, Merrill; 63, 
HOLLAND, Pamela; 38, 
HOLLEY, Robert; 63 
HOLLINGSWORTH, Ron; 227, 
HOLLOMAN, Gwendolyn; 45, 
HOLLOMAN, Ruth; 68 
HOLLOWAY, Yuoree; 169 
HOLLY, Leon; 129, 
HOMECOMING 149-163 
Layers of Warmth; 152, 
Game; 158-159 
Pageant; 150-151 
Parade; 154-155, 
HOMECOMING 1976; Brought to you by , 108 
HOMECOMING COMMITTEE; 109 
HOMECOMING FASHION SHOW MODELS; 108 
HOMECOOKINC WHEN THE CAFETERIA /UST WONT 
DO; 239 
HOPKINS, Michelle, 113, 
HOPSON, Michelle; 49 
H O W A R D ENGINEER; 118, 
HOWARD, lenniler; 97 
H O W A R D PLAYERS, 104 
HOWARD'S EXPANDING PHYSICAL PLANT, 43. 
H O W A R D UNIVERSITY STUDENT ASSOCIATION; 86 
HOWARD, Dean Willie T,; 353 
HOWELL, Horace; 101, 
HOWELL, Michael; 52, 
HUGHES, Annette; 117, 
HUGHEY, loseph 111; 45, 
HUMPHREY, Theotis, 52, 
HUNT, Ronald, 124 
HUNTER, Anthony; 63, 
HUNTER, lames; 169 
HURD, lames; 340, 
HWNAG, Hee; 191, 
1,E,E,E,; 101 
IF I WEREN'T A CHEERLEADER, 172, 
IGBIMO OTITO; 92 
/ HEAR VICTORY IN THE AIR; 377, 
IN EVERY CAME A STAR IS BORN; 220,221, 
INFORMATION LINE, 377 
IN THE TOUCHDOWN TRADITION, 165, 
introduction; 3-17, 
IS THIS ANYWAY TO START A DAY/, 240, 
IT'S ALL ONE GREAT BIG PARTY, 25, 
IT'S GENERALLY SAFER TO WALK: 320, 
IT'S NO LONGER lUST ' GAME; 193, 
IZEVIGIGIE, Sunday; 181 
; 
lACK, N„ 101, 
lACKMAN, Kentworth; 104, 
lACKSON, Donna; 38. 
lACKSON, Linda; 157. 
lACKSON, Margo; 137. 
lACKSON, Maynard; 11, 
lACKSON, Michael; 45, 
lACKSON, Priscilla; 63. 
lACKSON, Raymond; 130,89. 
lACKSON, Ronald; 169 
lACKSON, Shelley; 63. 
lackson State; 203. 
lACOB, lohn E ; 337 
lACOBS, Sophia Yarnell; 337. 
lAMES, Curta; 135 
lAMES, Daniel; 122. 
lAMES, Gregory; 117. 
lAMES, loni; 63,92,113. 
lAMES, Paul; 92, 
IAME5, Sherry; 38,236, 
lARMON, Marvon; 120,130, 
lEFFERS, Sharon; 97 
lEFFERSON, Bernard; 104, 
lEFFERSON, George D,; 45,94,96, 
lEFFERSON, Michael; 395, 
lEFFERSON, Regina; 63, 
lEFFERSON, Terry; 135, 
JEFFRIES, Debra; 93. 
lENKlNS, Angela; 63,135 
lENKINS, Diane; 89,120,128,129, 
lENKINS, Marnisha; 113, 
lENKINS, Pamela; 69,68, 
lEWEL, Paula; 340, 
IIVENS, lohn H,; 98,45,395, 
lOHNS, Vincent; 340, 
lOHNSON, Aaron; 39, 
lOHNSON, Andrea; 39, 
lOHNSON, Claudette; 63 
lOHNSON, Deidre A.; 68, 
lOHNSON, Douglass, 63. 
lOHNSON, Eugene; 58,91 
lOHNSON, Fletcher; 105 
lOHNSON, George E.; 337. 
lOHNSON, Greg; 395. 
lOHNSON, Dr. Guy; 337. 
lOHNSON, Haywood; 233,236, 
lOHNSON, Mary; 63, 
lOHNSON, Mordecai W , 1 393, 
lOHNSON, Rhoda; 68 
lOHNSON, Robert; 92 
lOHNSON, Ryla; 122 
lOHNSON, Sandra; 54,186, 
lOHNSON, Theresa; 106 
lOHNSON, Towana; 59,63, 
lOLLEY, Charles; 53, 
lOLLIE, Charles, 96, 
lONES, Alexander; 63,92,395, 
lONES, Asa; 209,212, 
lONES, David; 169, 
IONE5, Deborah; 64 
lONES, Greg; 96, 
lONES, Gregory, 63,395, 
lONES, Guinette; 59,113 
lONES, Harry; 49 
IONE5, Irving; 355, 
lONES, Irwin; 92, 
lONES, I ; 101 
lONES, lames; 55 
|ONES,|udi; 117 
lONES, ludith; 55 
lONES, Kenneth; 169, 
lONES, Dean Lawrence; 358, 
lONES, Micci; 106, 
lONES, Pamela, 63, 
lONES, Quinette; 63, 
lONES, Robin; 151 
lONES, Ronn; 98, 
lONES, Steven; 49, 
lONES, Vedia; 2,396,122. 
IONE5, Zack; 233,236, 
lORDAN, Glynis; 39, 
lORDAN, Dr, Vernon E,, 365. 
lOYNER, Raymond; 63, 
lUDGE, Keith; 63 
lUDSON, Donald; 42 
lULIUS, lerome; 101,118 
K 
KAPPA ALPHA PSI, INC; 130, 
Sweetheart Court; 131, 
KEENE, Bill; 36, 
KEITH, Rosalyn; 63,64, 
KEITT, K,; 101 
KELLEY, Hugh; 93 
KELLIZY, Dr Abe, 99 
KEMP, Hulon; 169, 
KENDRICK, Carl; 70, 
KENNEDY, Dr, William |,; 337, 
KENNER, Bruce A ; 63, 
KILPARICK, Keddrick; 63, 
KIRLEW, Lorna; 135 
KITCHEN, Arlene; 39,91,96, 
KITTRELL, Kelvin; 127,212 
KIZZLE, Timothy; 53 
KLEMME, Carl W ; 337, 
KNIGHTEN, Arlene; 63. 
KOLLIE, A.; 101. 
KONDE, Tesalaye; 101. 
KORN, Dr David; 349,350 
K O R O M A , Daniel; 64 
KYLES, Divinia; 104 
L 
LACY, Telah, 58, 
LaGENDRE, Lorette; 89, 
LANE, Dean Austin; 340,343, 
HALL, Naneaster; 278; Pol. Sci. —Hist.; ^  
Awrns., D.C, Survl, Ttr,, PW. 
HALL, Leslie; 278, 
HAMILTON, Leslie A,; 96,278; Business, 
Marketing; Univ, Chpl Ushrs,, Amer, Mktg, 
Assoc, Angel Flight, AFROTC, 
H A M M O N D , Arnell; 278; TV/Film, 
Journalism. 
H A M P T O N , Willie L.; 137,278,286; Com-
munications Arts; Undergrad. Trst, Mr. 
Hwrd '75, Hmcmng. Coord '76, Debate 
Tm., ChpL, Ushr., Econ. Club., Frdrk Dgis 
Hnr Soc, Hwrd. Player, Phi Beta Sigma 
Frat., Cook Hall Jud. Bd; 
Be persona/be; be an individual; know one's 
self; gain as much exposure and experience 
as possible in everything for life is short; 
take advantage of living to serve others. 
H A N K E R S O N , Maria; 278. 
H A N N O N , Arnita; 278; Political Science, 
Education; JV Chrldr, LA Hnrs. Pgm., Poli. 
Sci. Soc, C o m m . Tutor. 
HARPER, Larry R.; 278; Engineering, Sani-
tary Engineering; Slow Hall VP, Pres, Amer. 
Sco. of Cvl Eng.; 
To remain true to one's self and his roots 
will produce a tree that wil withstand life's 
storms. 
HARRIS, Louis Edward; 279; TV/Film, 
Radio, Frdrk. Dgls. Hnr. Soc; 
Lift every voice and sing until earth and 
heaven ring with the harmony of liberty. 
HARRIS: Michael M.; 279; Zoology, Chem-
istry; Swm, Tm,, Pre-Med-Dent Club, Tae-
Kwon Do Club, Cncr. Res, Prgm, 
HART, Charles; 279; Engineering, Electrical 
Engineering; Co-op Club, Photo Club, 
HARVEY, Crystal; 279, 
HASKINS, Jeffery; 98,279; Business, Ac-
counting; HILLTOP Staff Wrtr,, Hotline 
Volunteer, Natl, Assoc, of Black Accnts. 
Fund Rsing, Chrmn,, KAZl Mag. Adv. Ed. & 
Bus. Mngr., Homecoming Comm.; 
To achieve and excel in all endeavors; to 
tackle any obstacle and never let anyone 
turn me around from the direction of my 
goals. 
HASSAN, Mohhammed; 279. 
HASTON, Raymond |r; 279. 
HAVEN, Douglas; 279. 
HAWKINS, Ethel; 279. 
HAYNES, Randolph; 279. 
HEADLEY, Beverly; 279 
HEAVEN, Douglas; 98,279; Business, Ac-
counting; Carib. Sdnt. Assoc, Pres.-
NABA; 
Faber est quis que suae fortunae. 
"Sagitaurus." 
HEMSLEY, Mario R.; 93,95,117,279,309; 
Zoology; Intr. Ftbl., Pub. Rel, Dir.-Beta 
Kappa Chi, RA Drew Hall, Pres-Feela Betta 
Thi, Drm. Cncl. Drew Hall, D O R M 
DIALOGUE; 
The greatest challenge to man is the 
realization of his own potential; want some; 
get some; so it is written, so let it be done. 
HENDERSON, R. (Shamsud-Din); 279; Eng-
lish, Arabic; 
The secret to all happiness, success, and 
positivity is LA ILA HA ILLA LLAH, study it, 
learn what it means, and become it. 
HENRY, Jesse Anthony; 124,279. 
HENRY, Ralph; 279; Finance; Fin. Club, 
Guyaria Stnts., Carib. Sdnt. Assoc; 
6ye-6ye. 
H E R R O N , Burt; 279; Management; Cap.-
Bsbl. Tm., Soc. for the Advmt. of Mgmt. 
HERRON, Lenora; 279; Graduate Education, 
Guidance Counseling; Kappa Delta Pi, 
Couns. Club,; 
To my husband and family and friends 
without their support I could not have 
made it. Through another milestone in my 
life. 
HERRY, Victor; 279. 
HESTER, Geraldine; 98.279; Accounting; 
NABA; 
; owe the serious part of Howard to my 
mother and the fun part to Gary. 
HIBBERT, Oneida; 279. 
HICKMAN, Rudolph; 279. 
HILL, Linda; 95,282,302; Political Science, 
Economics; Ubiquity, French Club, Econ., 
Pol. Sci. Soc; 
Howard U. has not only been a learning 
experience, but it has helped me to better 
relate to my people I will always remember 
Howard University in my future endeavors. 
HILL, Sandra; 282; Philosophy, Sociology; 
Mrchng. Soul Stprs., Christ. Flwshp. Assoc, 
Slimncs. Club, Dance Club; 
Only God knows how I make this trip. 
Thanks to Mom, Dad, and Tommy. It has 
been a rough trip, but you can be anything 
that you desire. And I desire to be the 
"BEST." I can be. I love you Howard Uni-
versity. If I can deal with you (HU), I can 
deal with anything. 
HILLSMAN, Seth; 282. 
HINES, Frederick C ; 282, 
HINES, Gerald W,; 282; Architecture; 
It's great relief to be getting out. 
HINES, Penny Neal; 282; Broadcast Man-
agement, Radio; AFROTC, Angel Flight, 
Afrodette Drill Team, HILLTOP Staff; 
Education for a change . . . no more passive 
Black leadership, but progressive. 
HITCHCOCK, Joyce; 282. 
HOBBS, B. Y'vonne; 59,95,282; Psychology, 
Political Science; Jr. Class Treas., Sr. Class 
VP, Soph. Class Acad. Sprt. Comm., Martin 
Luther King Debate Soc, HUSA Rcrdg 
Secy., Coord. Mr. Howard Contest {'76). 
HOBBY, Bruce J; 282; Architecture; ASC-
AIA, Intra. Ftbl., Tennis, Dean's List. 
H O D G E , Glenn R.; 282. 
HOLLIES, Pamela; 102,282; Mechanical 
Engineering; Tau Beta Pi, Gospel Choir, 
A D M E , ASAA, Eng. Co-op Assoc. 
HOLLIS, Vincent; 282. 
H O L L O M A N , Thaddeus; 44,89,98,127,282; 
Accounting; Campus Pals, NABA, Chpl. 
Ushr., Hotline Operator, Dean's List, Alpha 
Phi Omega Natl Serv. Frat., HUlC; 
Any goal that you set for yourself will 
be achieved only if you are willing to strive 
for it. 
HOLLOWAY, Daniel; 59,90,124,282; Zo-
ology, Chemistry; Senior Rep., Med-Start 
Selectant, Alpha Phi Alpha Frt, 
HOLMAN, Kent; 282. 
HOLTZ, Gregory; 104,282. 
HOWARD, johnny; 282, 
HUDLEY, Donald; 282, 
HUMPHREY, Melvin; 282, 
HUNT, James; 282, Political Science, Sociol-
ogy; HILLTOP, WHBC, Pol, Sci. Soc. 
HUNT, JoAnne; 282. 
HUNTER, Jacqueline; 283; Medical 
Technology. 
HUTCHINGS, Albert; 98,283; Accounting, 
Economics; NABA, Co-op Educ. Pgm.; 
Learn from yesterday, life for today, hope 
for tomorrow, but never give up! 
HUTCHINSON, Lynette; 283; Early Child-
hood Education, Elementary Education; 
Departing . . . but with a smile. 
H U T T O N , Talbert; 169,283; Physical Educa-
tion, Secondary Education,; Vars. Ftbl., 
Phys. Ed. & Rec Club; 
Get all that you can and make the best of it. 
i —Seniors 
IFEGWU, Sam C ; 117,283,284; Journalism, 
Political Science; Copy Ed. HILLTOP, News 
Ed. D O R M DIALOGUE, RA-Meridian, 
Frdrk. Dgls. Hnr. Soc; 
Nothing is new. God Bless Howard 
University. 
IHEAGWARA, Juliana; 283; Nursing. 
IRVIN, Robert L. Jr.; 283; Accounting; 
Take each day as it comes and live that 
day to the fullest. 
IRVING, Vernicka; 283. 
ISSAC, Vina; 283. 
ISONG, Emmanuel; 283. 
JACKSON, Anthony; 283; Accounting; D C . 
Surv. Proj., Soc. for the Adv. of Mgmt., 
NABA, ALCPA SchoL, Co-op Prgm. 
J —Seniors 
JACKSON, Carl C. Jr.; 283; Political Science, 
History; 
; shall strive to live by the Golden Rule. 
JACKSON, Darryl; 283. 
JACKSON, Joseph Jr.; 101,283; Civil Engi-
neering; ASCE, Intra. Sccr., Ftbl.; 
Be kind to the people you meet on the way 
up, unless you don't plan to come back 
down. 
JACKSON, Michael; 282; Management; 
Groove Phi Groove, Asst. Wrsting, Coach, 
JACKSON, Myrna; 283; Graduate Social 
Work, Community Development; Sdnt. 
Govt., Natl. Assoc, of Black Soc. Wkrs,, 
Natl, Assoc, of Soc, Wkrs, 
JACKSON, Richard; 87,96,283, 
JACKSON, Stephen; 283, 
JACKSON, Wilson; 283, 
JACKSON, Yvonne; 284; Graduate Social 
Work, 
JACQUES, Janice; 284,316, 
JENKINS, Kathy I.; 89,284; Dietetics, Allied 
Science; Wine Psi Phi Ct,, Hmn. Ecol, Sdnt, 
Counc Secy,, Cmps, PI, 
JERNIGAN, Dorsella; 113,284, 
JIMO, Adewuyi; 284; Architecture; 
Brothers and sisters, God is love, together 
with love we can make it. 
JOHNS, Sheila; 284; Drama; Hwrd, Plyr,, 
Hnr, RL; 
fie a parr of life! Live it fully, be happy and 
above all share your life with others. 
JOHNSON, Amy V,; 284, 
JOHNSON, Dennis; 284; Masters of Busi-
ness Administration; MBA Assoc, Sbtcl, 
Lv, Rvw, Comm,, MBA Rcrtmt, Comm, 
JOHNSON, Dwight D,; 284, 
JOHNSON, Elliot H,; 284, 
JOHNSON, Jacqueline; 284; Speech Path-
ology; ASHA. 
JOHNSON, Janice; 284; Zoology, Chem-
istry; Swmg, 
JOHNSON, Jill L,; 284; Psychology, Busi-
ness; Mrchg, SI. Stpprs., Dns. List, Beth, 
HI. Jud. Bd., Synch. Swm. Tm.; 
Those of us who think we can . . . WILL! 
JOHNSON, Jocelyn L.; 284. 
JOHNSON, Jolynn; 284; Radio, TV/Film/ 
Media; Ubiquity, W H B C . 
JOHNSON, Lynn; 284,340. 
JOHNSON, Marjorie; 284. 
JOHNSON, Mirma; 284; Theater; Hwrd. 
Plyrs., Stg. Mngr.-Crmtn. Crw.; 
What ever you do, do it with love. 
JOHNSON, Noreen; 284. 
JOHNSON, Norris; 284. 
JOHNSON, Pamela; 289. 
JOHNSON, Richard S.; 289; Electircal Engi-
neering, Math; Groove Phi Groove, IEEE, 
Natl. Tech. Assoc, Tae Kwon Do, Hwrd. 
Eng. Mag., AFROTC, Eng. Sdnt. Counc, 
JOHNSON, Sherri Diane; 289, 
JOLLEY, Noble Levi; 289; Jazz Studies, 
Guitar; Jazz Ensem,, Univ, Choir, Phi Beta 
Sigma, 
JONES, Cheryl; 289; Sociology; Soc, 
Anthro, Club, Alpha Kappa Delta, D,C, 
Surv. Proj., Dns. List; 
Life is a variety of experiences; being a part 
of Howard has been an experience that can 
never be erased whether we try or not. 
JONES, Darlene; 289; Early Childhood Edu-
cation, Elementary Education, 
JONES, Jane; 289. 
JONES, Jay A.; 124,129,289,316. 
JONES, Larry; 289; Mechanical Engineering; 
On the path, belief is the first step toward 
the Black sun. 
JONES, Mark Jr.; 289. 
JONES, Michael; 169;289; Sociology, Edu-
cation; Soc. Anthro. Club. 
JONES, Patricia L.; 289. 
JONES, Raymond Jr.; 289; Phi Beta Sigma, 
Trst. Tui, SchoL; 
Education for service for humanity. 
JONES, Rhonda; 96,127;155,289; Speech 
Pathology, Secondary Education; Angel 
Flight, Alpha Phi Omega Ct., SI. Stppr., Miss 
Arnld. Air Soc, AFROTC: 
To be able to accept others for who and 
what they are, rather than what I would like 
them to be 
JONES, Sandra; 289. 
JONES, Sherryl; 289. 
JONES, Stephanie; 128,289; Health and 
Physical Education, Secondary Education; 
SI. Sqd., Delta Sigma Theta, Dns. Hnr. RL; 
When you have found love, set it free, if it 
comes back, it is yours. If it does not, it 
never was. 
JONES, Vincent; 289, 
JONES, Waverly; 289. 
JOSEPH, Anthony; 289; Graduate City 
Planning; CIs. Treas., Admis. Comm., Fin. 
Aid Comm., Sdnt. Rep. on WIcmg. Comm., 
Assoc. Mmbr.-Amer, Inst, of Plnrs,; 
Perserverance is the key to success. 
JOSEY, Yolanda; 289. 
JOURABCHI, Parviz; 289; Architecture. 
JOYNER, Edwin; 286; Architecture. 
JOYNER, William D. Jr.; 286. 
JUKES, James; 87,89,286; Sociology, Politi-
cal Science; Phi Beta Sigma, Cmps. Pis., 
Pol. Sci. Soc, V-Coor. UGSA, SI. Stpprs., 
Pres. Slw, 
JULIANA, Iheagwara 
JUSTICE, Barbara; 286. 
K —Seniors 
KANNEH, Mamaye V.; 286. 
KARIM, Alia; 286. 
KASEY, Gloria; 286; Social Work. 
KEELS, Roberta; 286; Sociology, History. 
KEITH, Norman C; 286. 
KELSEY, Cassandra J.; 286; Sociology, Psy-
chology; Soc. Anthro. Club. 
KENDALL, Wayne; 99,130,286; Finance; 
Treas-Kappa Alpha Psi, Pres-Fin. Club; 
// experience is the best teacher, then 
Howard gets my vote for teacher of the 
year award. 
KENDRICK, Louis; 286. 
KENT, Sylvia; 286; Human Development, 
Psychology. 
KEYSER, Charles; 286. 
KIDD, Gail; 90,137,285; Zoology, Chem-
istry; Chpl. Ushers., Zeta Phi Beta, Statcn. 
and Scrkpr. W m n s . Bktbl, and VIbl., Scbrd. 
and Bid. Hnr. Soc, Pre-Med/Dent Club, 
Hnrs. Pgm. 
KIDD, Vanessa; 59,129,286. 
K I M B R O U G H , Marvin; 286. 
KING, Gwendolyn; 71,286; Graduate Reli-
gon, Counseling, Ethics; Dns. Est., Pres.-
Rel. Sdnt. Counc, Chpl. Choir., Univ., 
Choir. 
KINKLE, Charas; 286. 
KIRKLAND, Charmayne; 287; Microbiol-
ogy; Amer. Chem. Soc, Jr. CIs. .Rep. 
LASC, Soph. CIs. Treas., N w m n . Club,; 
My most heartwarming thanks to my family. 
All my love—Charmayne. 
KIRKLAND, Lydia; 287. 
KISS, Joseph; 287; Pharmacy; Sdnt. Amer. 
Phar. Assoc; 
To receive your goal you have to reach for 
the stars. 
KNIGHTS, Perry; 287; Business; M B A 
Assoc; 
/ have run the race. I have finished my 
task. Hence forth . . . 
K W A B E N A H , Felix A.; 287. 
KYLE, Clarence L; 287; Political Science, 
Business Administration. 
L —Seniors 
LACKEY, Gina; 287; History; Hnrs. Pgm., 
Alpha Kappa Alpha, Chanc Wlms. Hist. 
Soc, Mckinley High Ttr Pgm., Alpha Phi 
SIpha Swtht.; 
/ want (o thank all the people who made 
this award possible. Thank you! Thank you! 
LAKE, Barry; 287; Photography, Art 
Education. 
LAMBERT, Colinmacraw; 287; Sociology, 
Psychology; Intrntl. Sdnt. Bdy. Assoc, Soc. 
Club, Psy. Club; 
W e must utilize our knowledge attained, to 
strengthen our culture and humanity. 
LAMBERT, Keith; 287; Architecture; HUlC, 
H m c m g , Comm,, Intra. VlybL, Sccr., Natl. 
Assoc, of Min. Arch.; 
/ found Howard University an inspiting 
experience that I don't regret. 
LANS, Ikars; 287. 
LARKINS, William H.; 287, 
LASHLEY, Keith; 120,124,129,287,396; 
Architecture; Dns. Est., Hnr. RL, VP-Arch. 
Sdnt. Counc, Pres.-Pan Hellenic Counc, 
Alpha Phi Alpha, Acad. Ping. Comm., 
UGSA Rep. 
LASHLEY, Sharon; 287. 
LASSITER, Anthony; 287. 
LATCHANA, Cecelia; 287; Nursing Science; 
Dns. Hnr. RL 
LAW, Pandora; 287; Marketing, Business; 
Mktg. Club, Beth. Jud. Bd., Crndl. Drm. 
Counc, Fin. Club; 
Cood-bye 
LAWAL, Dauda; 287; Accounting. 
LAWOYIN, Jonathan; 287. 
LAWRENCE, John; 99,287; Finance; Fin. 
Club, Dns. List. 
LAWRENCE, Lincoln; 101,287; Engineering; 
VP-ASCE, Chess Club, Cncrt. Cne. Comm. 
LAWRENCE, Minerva; 289. 
LAWRENCE, Wendell; 289. 
LAWSON, Aprileona; 289; Zoology, Chem-
istry; Proj. Hip, RA. 
LAWSON, Patricia; 289, 
LEGENDRE, Lavette; Architecture; Dns, List, 
Cmps, Pals Rec Secy., Ardn. Sdnt. Assem., 
Fire drill! 
The winter of 1977 was one of the harshest ever endured 
by the Washington area. The onslaught of cold weather 
held many serious implications: freezing temperatures, lack 
of fuel and heating oil, and a general inability of area 
residents to cope with the cold. 
Perhaps one of the most important implications of the 
weather is the eminent threat of fires. Weekly, citizens tune 
in to the news to find out that another h o m e or apartment 
building has been destroyed by fire. This fate awaited 
numbers of off-campus Howard students. Slowly, students 
realize that this is a real horror of winter time — being left 
homeless by a quirk of nature. Students tend to take fire 
alarms in the dorm for granted; often w e ignore the sound-
ing of the bells. W e should realize that fire is a serious 
hazard that should not be taken lightly. 
LANE, Timothy; 45, 
LANG, Lydia, 53, 
LANGSTON, Billie; 64,126 
LARVE, leanay, 55, 
LASSITER, RonI 
LASSITER, Ronald; 39, 
LAST LOOK , 256, 
LATSON, Phil; 127, 
LAWRENCE, Derrickson; 135, 
LAWSON, Rosiland; 64, 
LAY, Linda; 45, 
LEE, Calvin; 53,92,100, 
LEE, Cheryl, 51, 
LEE, Mazie; 169 
LEE, Patricia; 49, 
LEE, Victoria; 64,236, 
LEEPER, Karen; 39, 
LEGETTE, Delores; 64, 
LEIBA, Trevor; 181, 
LeMOYNE, Owen; 203, 
LEONARD, Marva; 64,111, 
LESLEY, Lyncy 
LESLIE, Lynch; 53, 
LESSANE, Wanda; 64, 
LEVETTE, Charlotte; 64,137,396, 
LEWIS, Camille; 39, 
LEWIS, Charles; 64, 
LEWIS, Marshall; 118. 
LEWIS, Romona; 104. 
LEWIS, Richard; 39. 
LEWIS, Walter; 354. 
LEYBA, Eugene; 64. 
LIBERAL ARTS STUDENT COUNCIL; 63. 
Class Officers; 67 
Senior Class Olficers; 59 
lunior Class Officers; 59 
LIGGINS, Shirlene; 39, 
Lincoln University; 203, 
LINDSAY, Dean lerome; 354, 
UNE UP; 3 
LITTLE, Diedre; 58, 
LITTLE, Guy; 124, 
LITTLEIOHN, lanice; 70,151,172, 
LITTLEIOHN, Sallie; 64, 
LIVINGSTON, Lawrence; 117. 
LOCKE, Vanessa; 64. 
LOCKETT, Lawrence; 39, 
LOGAN, Donna; 39 
LOGGIN, Denise; 64, 
LONG, Annette; 135, 
LONG, Craig; 64, 
LOOKIN' COOD, 304 
LOOKING AT THE CITY, SEEING OURSELVES, 369, 
LOOKING OUT AT THE BIG BLUE BISON; 158, 
LOOK OUT FOR THE BIG BLUE BISON, 167, 
LOVE, Angela; 64, 
LOVING, Cecelia; 55, 
LOWE, Brenda; 39, 
LOWE, Pam; 92, 
LOWE, Sunkrea; 38,39, 
LUKE, Marva, 127 
LYNCH, David; 127, 
LYONS, Lucy, 70 
LYTCH, Flavia, 64, 
M 
MACK, Denise; 51 
MADDEN, Gary; 169 
MADDEN, Tony, 106 
MADDOX, Sheila; 49 
MAIDEN, Patricia, 49, 
MAIN CAMPUS, 316,317 
MAINTAINING A HIGH PERSONAL STANDARD 
198 
MALLORY, Gordon |r , 64 
MALLORY, lohnny S ; 53 
MANGANA, Ion; 71, 
MANN, Dean Marion; 357, 
MANNING, Mike; 169, 
Marching Soulsteppers, 145 
MARCUS, Winston; 130 
MARKS, Charlene; 186,219 221 
MARSHALL, Anihony; 127, 
MARSHALL, Dianne E ; 49 
MARTIN, loseph; 89 
MARTIN LUTHER KING DEBATE SOCIETY; 90, 
ogg MARTIN Pamela, 104 
MARTIN, Robin; 91 
Maryland Soccer; 181, 
MASON, Charles; 94, 
MASON, Edward; 124, 
MASON, Wallace, 169 
MASSEY, Richard; 233,236 
MATAGOS, A,; 101, 
MATTHEWS, Lynda; 151, 
MAY, Brentella; 89,96, 
MAYBELL, Benny, 64, 
MAYDEN, Patricia; 105, 
MAYES, Fletcher; 97 
MCALLISTER, Amazair, 124,120, 
MCALLISTER, Ernest S,; 53,395, 
MCALLISTER, Rex; 395 
McCLAIN, Robert; 169 
McCLOUD, Felicia; 135 
McCOLLUM, Rudy; 124 
McCOTTRY, Dr Samuel, 340. 
McCRARY, Bonnye; 95 
McCRARY, Alice; 64 
McCULLOUGH, Aisa; 89 
M C D O N A L D , Claudia; 58, 
McFARLAND, Rayford; 95, 
McGEE, Frances; 63,64, 
McKAY, Sharon, 65, 
McKINNEY, Clyde, 53, 
McKINNIE, Robert; 42 
McMICHAEL; Willa; 122, 
McMURDOCK, Adrienne; 340, 
McNEAR, Leonard; 45,396 
McNEIL, Barbra; 122 
MEANS, Ellis, 127 
MEETING THE CHALLENGE, 194, 
Mffr THE VICE-PRESIDENTS; 338 
MELANIE'S GIGGLE MUNCHIES, 61, 
MELBORNE, Kent, 96, 
MERED, Daniel; 292, 
MERESIE, Yemane; 53. 
Metropolitan Sports Association lor Women (MISAW); 
182. 
MILES. Leo. 340,237 
MILES, Tony; 65 
MILLER, George, 340, 
MILLER, Greg; 45,91, 
MILLER, lerome; 127. 
MILLER, loyce; 49, 
MILLER, Terry, 65,397. 
MILLER, Yolanda; 45. 
MILLS, Deborah; 58, 
MILLS, Marilyn; 97 
MILTON, Dr Lorimer D ; 337, 
MIND EXPANSION; 142, 
MISS HOWARD UNIVERSITY, 7977, 151, 
MITCHELL, Andre, 136 
MITCHELL, Griselda, 58, 
MITCHELL, Roland; 105, 
MITCHELL, Tanya, 45, 
MITCHELL, Victor, 70, 
MOBLEY, Sharlene; 49, 
MOLEN, Derryn; 65 
THE MOMENTS, 144,145, 
MONTAGUE, Michele; 53, 
Montclair State College; 201. 
MOORE, C , 91, 
MOORE, Trudy; 49, 
MOOREHEAD, Vincent; 127, 
MORA, Dr Elizabeth C; 362, 
MORGAN, Celste; 137 
MORGAN, Edward P ; 337, 
MORGAN, Marco, 169, 
Morgan State University; 201,203,207 
MORRIS, loseph W,; 349, 
MORRIS, Robert; 203, 
MORRISON, Marilyn; 70, 
MOSE, Linda, 65 
MOSELY, Brian; 111, 
MOSLEY, Lucretia, 45, 
MOSLEY, Marshall; 45, 
MOSLEY, Paulette, 45, 
MOSS, Melody; 34,65,398 
MOULTRIE, Coach William, 233, 
M O U Z O N , Lisa, 65 
MOVIN' ON, 16, 
MUGANDA, Peppy, 93, 
MULLEN, lohn; 227 
MULLINS, Donald C ; 93,96, 
MULLINS, Peter, 46 
M U N G O , Derek; 169, 
MURPHY, Felicia; 95, 
MURRAY, Michael, 70 
MURRAY, Sharon; 90,96 
MYERS, Eric; 65, 
Amer, Inst, of Arch,, Natl, Org, of Min, 
Arch,, Groove Phi Groove, Alpha Phi 
Alpha Ct, 
LAWSON, Patricia; 289. 
LEIBOWITZ, Rodney; 289. 
LENOIR, Barry R.; 289. 
LENOIR, Cheryl R.; 289; Pharmacy; SAPHA, 
SNPHA, Secy. Sec. Yr. CIs. 
LESESNE, Gayle; 289. 
LESTER, Noble; 104,289; Drama, Radio; 
Hwd. Plyrs., Sdnt. Govt., D C . Black Rep., 
Omicron Kappa Alpha; 
The eagle does not hunt flies—patience is 
painful, the fruits are sweet. 
LEVIN, Harvey M.; 289. 
LEVINE, Alan; 289. 
LEWIS, Ardette M.; 137,289; Finance; Co-
op Ed., Fin. Club, Zeta Phi Beta, Pan 
Hellenic Counc, Alpha Angel. 
LEWIS, George H.; 289; Graduate Architec-
ture, Urban Planning; Bands. 
LEWIS, Henry M.; 289; Architecture; Dns. 
Est., Intra. Bktbl. & Ftbl., AIA/FORD SchoL; 
Glad it's over! 
LIGHTFOOT, Felicia A.; 289; Graduate 
Social Work; Natl. Org. of Black Soc. Wkrs. 
LINDSEY, Melvin; 48,267,289; Journalism, 
Broadcast Management; Pres-Comm. Sdnt. 
Counc, VP-Natl. Black C o m m . Soc, 
W H U R - F M Sdnt. Anncr., Frdrk. Dgls. Hnr. 
Soc; 
Always be willing to help a brother or 
sister in need. 
LISBY, Mary; 98,99,289,315. 
LLOYD, David; 289; Political Science, 
Sociology; U J A M M A . 
LLOYD, Dennis; 289; City Planning, 
Masters; Pres-Sdnt. Assem. Dept. of City 
Ping., Grad. Sdnt. Rep., Assoc. Mbr. Amer. 
Inst, of Plnrs. 
LOCKERY, Robin Maureen; 296,289,398; 
Speech Pathology, Elementary Education; 
Alpha Angel, Angel Flight, Wtly. Hi. Jud. 
Bd„ HUlC, Natl. Sdnt, Spch, and Hrng, 
Assoc, Camp. Mngr, Cmps. Life Ed. BISON, 
"Miss Colonel '76" Arnold Air Soc; 
Thanks Mom and Daddy. I've only just 
begun . . . 
LOCKETT, Thomas; 289. 
L O C K H A R T , Annabelle; 290. 
L O G A N , Cynthia; 290; Fashion Foundations; 
Alpha Kappa Alpha, Trib. Hmkrs. Club; 
In devoting one's mind and body, lay the 
universal laws. 
L O O K , Kenneth; 290; City Planning; Grad. 
Rep. City. Ping. Sdnt. Body, GSC Fin. 
Comm., Assoc. Mbr. of Amer. Inst, of 
Plnrs., Amer. Inst, for the Cert, of Eng.; 
Techs., and Grad. Tchng. Assist.; 
Cood things come to those who can 
endure. 
LUCKEY, Carolyn; 290. 
' YN, Kent; 100,290; Chemical Engineering; 
MCHE. 
LYONS, Barbara; 290. 
M —Seniors 
MANN, Barbara; 290. 
MANN, Marie; 290; City Planning; Ping. 
Sdnt. Assem., Alpha Kappa Alpha, HUD 701 
Flwshp., Rac Rec Award; 
Small efforts can reap large rewards. 
MANNING, Deborah; 290. 
MANUEL, Daba; 290; TV/Film, Radio. 
MARSHALL, Betty; 122,290,398; Speech 
Pathology, Education; HUlC, Alpha Kappa 
Alpha, BISON Stf., Alpha Angel, SI. Sqd. 
MARSHALL, Quincy Jr.; 290; Accounting; 
Bsktbl. 
MARSHALL, Raymond; 290. 
MARTIN, Adrienne D.; 290. 
MARTIN, Barry; 290, 
MASON, Marian; 290, 
MATTHEWS, James; 291, 
MATTHEWS, William; 291. 
MATHA, Kombo S.; 291. 
MAYO, James H. II; 291. 
M C C O O K , Cecelia E.; 291. 
MCCOY, David; 291; Political Science, 
Afro-American Studies. 
MCCANTS, Ronnie B.; 291; Sociology, 
English; Slw. Drm. Counc, Greiv. Comm.; 
All power to Black brothers and sisters as 
we continue to struggle. 
M C D E M O N , Stephanie; 291, 
MCDONALD, Michael; 291. 
MCDONALD, Vernon P.; 291. 
MCGILL, Paul A.; 291. 
MCKEYTHON, Emmakay; 291; Accounting; 
NABA, Dns. Est.; 
/ am proud after all of these years to be 
graduating from such a fine institution. 
MCKINLEY, Carolyn; 291. 
MCLEAN, John Curits; 291; Music Fduca-
tion, Video. 
MCMILLAN, Nazzera L.; 291; Zoology; SI. 
Stprs., Alpha Phi Omega Ct., SI. Sqd., Sr. 
CIs. Cab.; 
There is nothing you can't do without first 
trying—and if at first you don't succeed, 
try, try again. 
M C P H E R S O N , Jeanne; 291; Drama, TV; 
Hwd, Plyrs,, JV Chr, Ldr., Drm. Mjrte., 
Crmtn. Ushr., ROTC, Dns. Est.; 
He who believes in himself has the power to 
do anything in the palm of his hand. These 
will be, believe it or not, the good old day 
of tomorrow! (smile) 
M C R E Y N O L D S , CarIa; 291; Political Sci-
ence, Sociology; Pol. Sci. Soc. 
MEBANE, Warren; 291. 
M E N T O R E , Noelle; 291; Accounting; 
NABA, Intnatl. Sdnt. Assoc. 
MERCURIUS, Jeanette; 292. 
M A C K E Y , Karen; 290; Journalism, Radio; 
W H B C Nws. Dir., BISON Acad. Stf., SD 
Jour. Interest Grp., HILLTOP Mag. Stf. 
M A C K E Y , Robert; 290. 
M A G R E G O R , Omolade Y.; 290. 
MAHARAJI, Owarikawath; 290; Graduate 
Education. 
M A H O N , Brenda; 290. 
MAISEL, John; 290. 
MAJEED, Tony; 291; Pharmacy; Sdnt. Amer. 
Phar. Assoc; 
It took a lot of sacrifice, but it was worth it 
all. 
M A N G U M , Randall; 130. 
METZHER, Robert; 292. 
METZLER, William; 292. 
MILES, Vicki L.; 292. 
MILES, William L.; 292; Medicine; SNMA, 
Amer. Chem. Soc, Chem.-Art.; 
To help my people through medicine. 
MILLER, Alan; 292. 
MILLER, Stephen T.; 292; TV/Film, Radio; 
C o m m . Adv. Counc, Sdnt. Coor. C o m m . 
Conf. 1976; 
Life is but a game. It is up to us which one 
we choose to play. 
MILLIGAN, OIlie; 292. 
MIMS, Beverly; 70,122,292; Pharmacy; 
Alpha Kappa Alpha, Secy.-Treas. Phar. Sdnt. 
Counc, Exec. Counc. of Phar,, Secy/Treas, 
Natl. Phar. Assoc, Amer. Phar. Assoc, Sdnt. 
Coor. Sdnt. Self Help Pgm., Wrtr. BLACK 
APOTHECARY; 
Don't let anyone bring you down. 
MINNIS, Rita; 292. 
MINTER, Janis; 292; Elementary Education, 
Psychology. 
MIRCHIN, Jack; 292. 
MITCHELL, Candale E.; 292; Zoology, 
Chemistry; Pre Med-Dent Club, Dns. List. 
MITCHELL, Deborah; 93,113,117,292. 
MITCHELL, Marilyn; 292. 
MITCHELL, Mattie; 292. 
MITCHELL, Thaddeus; 292; Architecture; 
Intr. Bktbl., Ftbl., RA, Dorm Counc. Adv.; 
It was a long climb, but it is going to be 
worth it. 
M O N T A G U E , Harold; 292. 
MONYILE, Adenirau; 292. 
M O O D Y , Donald; 293. 
M O O R E , Charles; 293; Zoology, Chemistry; 
Pre Med-Dent Club; 
To be academically as well as socially 
inclined. To live life to the fullest and re-
main out of stereotype roles of Howardites 
and men in which people strive to place 
you in. I hope to be well remembered and 
respected. 
M O O R E , Donna F.; 293; Nursing; 
Ott! My entire nerves—outrageous. 
M O R G A N , Nellie; 293. 
MORRIS, Andrew; 293. 
MO R S E , Christopher Ellison; 101,293; Civil 
Engineering; ASCE, Cone Choir. 
M O R T O N , Iris; 293. 
MO S B Y , Deborah; 293; TV/Film; Frdk. 
Dgls. Hnr. Soc, Film Th. Grp., Film Soc, 
Sdnt. Counc, Dns. List; 
Put forth your best effort, accept criticism 
and be a jack of all trades. 
M O S B Y , LaJoy; 90,128,271,293; Micro-
biology, Chemistry; Chpl. Ushrs., Angel Fit., 
RA Bldwn. HI., Delta Sigma Theta, Drm. 
Counc. 
M O S S , Barbara; 293; Afro-American 
Studies, Secondary Education. 
M O S S , Reginald L.; 293; Afro-American 
Studies, History. 
M O T E N , Nancy C; 44,86,291,293; Business 
Administration; Treas. NABA, Treas. Bus. 
Sdnt. Counc, Secy. Crvnc & Info. Bth. 
HUSA; 
You never know what the future holds, so 
put your best foot forward each and every 
day. 
M O Y O , Edwe; 293; Zoology, Chemistry. 
M U R D O C K , Beverly; 293. 
M U R R A Y , Ann; 293. 
M U R R A Y , Joseph; 293. 
N —Seniors 
NEAL, Janet; 293. 
NEHUS, Harry; 293. 
NELSON, Janet; 293. 
NELSON, Jesse; 124,293; Architecture; RA 
Crvr. HI., Arc Hnr. RL, Alpha Phi Alpha. 
NELSON, Mary; 294. 
NELSON, Victor E.; 294, 
NFOD, Wilton; 293; Microbiology, Chem-
istry; Dns, List, Alfred Spriggs Awd.; 
A love for books should be all that matters 
to a student. 
NERO, Richard S, Jr.; 294. 
NEWELL, Larry; 294. 
NEWELL, William D.; 294; Zoology; Dns. 
List. 
N E W T O N , Shirley R.; 294. 
N E W T O N , Thomas H.; 294. 
NICHOLSON, Claude; 294. 
NIGAM, Hitesh; 294; Chemistry, Allied 
Science; Intnatl. Sdnt. Assoc, Amer. 
Chem. Soc; 
There are no gains without pains. 
NJUKI, Caroline W.; 294; City Planning. 
N O C K , Anne Marie; 294; Management. 
NORRIS, Leslie; 59,128,185,186,221,294; 
Physical Education, Secondary Education; 
Delta Sigma Theta, Sr. CIs. Treas., Hmcmg. 
Comm., Bktbl., VlybL, Phys. Ed. Mjrs. Club. 
NORRIS, Linda Joanne; 294. 
N W A C H U K U , Nnenna; 294. 
O —Seniors 
OATES, Patricia; 294. 
O B A Y U W A N A , Alphonsus; 57. 
OBIOTTA, Ifeoma; 294. 
OBIZIOB, Roseline; 294. 
O B O T , Imeh Jackson; 294. 
O B U Z O R , Nnamdi; 294. 
OBEDINE, Barbaturke J.; 294 
ODEJIMI, A.O.; 44,87,99,289,294; Manage-
ment; VP-Schl. of Bus., Assoc. Dir. HUSA 
Res. Inst. 
ODESOLA, Stanley O ; 295. 
OFEODILE, George C ; 295; Finance, Mar-
keting; Treas.-Schl. of Bus., Amer. Mktg. 
Assoc, Fin. Club; 
Determination, confidence, and hard work 
will always get you through most obstacles. 
OGLESBY, Linwood J.; 295; Social Work; 
CIs. Pres., Bd. of Trts. Sdnt. Affrs. Comm., 
Acad. Affairs Comm. VP, HUSA Pol. Bd.! 
Fac. Comm. 
OGUNSANYA, Bola E.; 295; Pharmacy. 
OJO, Hezekiah Olysoga; 295; Graduate 
Architecture. 
OJO, Lanade Issac; 295; City Planning, 
Transportation. 
OJO, Stephen; 295; TV/Film, Radio. 
OKANLAWON, M.; 295; Pharmacy; 
SAPHA; 
The world is not easy but depends on how 
individuals take it. 
OKASI, Ugboaku; 295. 
O K O L O , Kenneth C ; 295; Pharmacy; Sdnt. 
Phar. Assoc, Sdnt. Natl. Phar. Assoc, Dns. 
List. 
O K O R A D U D U , Atunatse; 295. 
OLAJOYEGBE, Emmanuel; 295; Zoology, 
Chemistry; Betta Kappa Chi. 
OLALEYE, Adeola; 295. 
OLANIYI, Wilson 'Yele; 295; Microbiology, 
Chemistry. 
O L A S U M R D , Williams; 295; Childhood 
Education, Allied Science; 
No matter what position you are in life, 
always give thanks to God. 
OLDS, Cecilia; 295. 
OLIVER, Michelle Marie; 295; Microbiol-
ogy, Chemistry; Alpha Kappa Alpha, Dns. 
List, Tui. Schol.; 
You only have one life to live, so enjoy it 
while you can. Try to bring joy and happi-
ness to others as well as yourself. Always 
remember how you got where you are and 
where you came from. 
O L U M B A , Agnes; 295; Nursing; Niger. 
Intnatl. Sdnt. 
OLUSTTOLA, Aribisala; 295; Pharmacy; 
Secy./Treas, Phar,, Acad, Affr, Act, Rep, 
O N A K A L A , Ejike N,; 295, 
ONALAJA, Alex; 295; Microbiology. 
O N I A N W A H , Killy; 295; Zoology, 
Chemistry. 
OPPENTHEIMER, Joseph; 298. 
O R A T O K H A I , Nathaniel; 298; Pharmacy. 
ORIMILILAVE, Elizabeth; 298; Niger. Nrsg. 
Org. 
O S A D O L O R , Emmanuel; 298; Pharmacy. 
OSHUNCETI, Henry; 298. 
OSINUGA, Hezekiah; 298; Economics, 
Math. 
OSUJI, Lawrencia; 298; Nursing; Phi Theta 
Kappa, Dns. List. 
OVERBY, Gilbert; 298, 316. 
OVERHALL, Valerie; 298. 
O W E N S , Joyce; 298; Food Service Adminis-
tration. 
O Y A G B O L A , John A.; 298; Chemical Engi-
neering, AICE, Tau Beta Pi. 
O Z O B U , Irene; 298. 
P —Seniors 
PAGE, Gail; 69,87,290,298; Nursing; Intra. 
Bd., N e w Sdnt. Orien., UGSA Rep., Jr. CIs. 
VP, Pres-Chi Eta Phi, VP-Nrs. Sdnt. Counc. 
PALMER, Rodney; 298; Masters of Business 
Administration; Natl. Sdnt. Bus. Lg., Alpha 
Chi, Swmg., Pntg., Chs., Bckgmn., Wrtg.; 
Faces and places may change, but never a 
mind. 
PANASETHANED, Kampanart; 298. 
PARKER, Charles; 102,298; Mechanical 
Engineering; VP-Amer. Soc. of Mech. Eng., 
Amer. Inst, of Aer. and Astro. 
PARKER, Gregory; 102,298 
PA8KER, Joel; 298. 
PARKER, Kenyon; 298. 
PARKER, Kimberly; 299. 
PARKER, Michele; 299 
PARKINSON, Carol; 95,102; Art Education; 
VP-Ubiquity, Natl. Assoc, of Art., Secy.-
Fine Arts Sdnt. Counc, Erzr. Dorm. Counc, 
Action Volun.; 
The Black artist is the backbone of our 
black culture. 
PARRISH, Alex; 90,299. 
P A R T L O W , Richard; 299; Architecture; 
Dns. List; 
/ thought I'd never make it. 
PATTERSON, Fredpatrick; 299. 
PATTERSON, Raymond; 299. 
PATTON, Charles; 299. 
PAUL, Pamela; 299; Speech Pathology, 
Education; Frdk. Dgls. Hnr. Soc; 
Student activism is very important in this 
society, hopefully it will continue and reach 
a higher plane at the end of the 70's and in 
the 80's. 
PAYNE, Kathy; 299; Management; Crndl 
HI. Jud. Bd., Pres.-Beht. HI., Schl. of Bus. 
Sdnt. Counc, Soc. for the Adv. of M g m t 
Proj. DIP, Kappa Alpha Psi Ct. 
MYERS, Mike; 100. 
MYERS, Sere; 95 
MYERS, Serese; 113. 
N 
NAPIER, Keith, 169, 
NASH, Dr, Robert ],; 337, 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BLACK ACCOUNTANTS; 
98, 
NCAA ACA/N,i, 174, 
NEALE, Thomas I ; 55, 
NEITHER RAIN, NOR SLEET, NOR SNOW; 249, 
NELSON, Garcia; 65 
NELSON, Kerry; 44 
NETTLES, Michael; 124,227. 
NEWMAN, Arthur E.; 340. 
NICHOLS, Dr Owen; 339. 
NICHOLSON, Brande; 100. 
NILES, Lyndry; 346, 
NOLAND, Bernise; 55 
NORDQUIST, Barbara; 352, 
Norfolk, State; 203, 
North Carolina A & T; 158,164,203,207, 
North Carolina Central; 203,207, 
N O R M A N , Patricia; 46 
NORRIS, Val; 58, 
N O R W O O D , Billy T,; 340, 
O 
OBEME, B,; 101 
ODEKE, Maurice; 57, 
OFFER, Tawana, 65, 
OFFONG, A.; 101, 
OLIVER, Wayne; 65, 
O M E G A PSI PHI, INC; 134, 
Bunny Court; 135, 
Sweetheart Court; 135, 
OMICRON NU; 58, 
O N CAMPUS; 316, 
OMEALLY, Robert; 349, 
O N STAGE, 147, 
ORGANIZATION OF AFRIKAN STUDENTS; 23, 
ORGANIZATIONS; 84-139, 
ORR, Leonard; 169, 
OSBORNE, Donna; 65, 
OUR EXPRESSIONS OF HOWARD ., 15, 
OVER MY HEAD . . . I HEAR VICTORY IN THE AIR; 376, 
OVERYBY, lerry; 42, 
OVERCOMING OBSTACLES NEW HEIGHTS ARE 
ACHIEVED, 204, 
OVERTON, Reggie; 46, 
OWENS, Iran; 139. 
OWENS, Penny; 122 
OWENS, Percy |r.; 102. 
OWENS, Dean Robert; 349, 
OXLEY, Alicia; 42. 
P 
PACK YOUR STUFF AWAY; 3. 
PAIGE. Myles A.; 337. 
PALMER, Tyrone; 65. 
PAN-HELLENIC COUNCIL; 120. 
PANTON, Winston; 46. 
PARHAM, Deborah; 120. 
PARHAM, Keith; 65. 
PARIS, Gerald; 64. 
PARKER, Michael; 42, 
PARKER, Ron; 227 
PARKER, Tern; 65 
PARKINSON, David; 65. 
PARRISH, Lucille; 64,65, 
PARTING CUMPSES; 316, 
PASTEUR, Reginald; 55,104, 
PATTERSON, Beverly; 169, 
PATTERSON, Donnie; 169, 
PATTERSON, Dr, Relford; 348, 
PATTERSON, William; 210, 
PATTON, Will M,; 65, 
PAYNE, Ann; 135, 
PAYNE, Chaplain Eric; 92, 
PAYTON, Carolyn; 340, 
PEAKS, Deborah; 50,128, 
PEARSON, Antonia; 68 
PEARSON, Wanda; 396, 
PEDDIE, Lincoln; 181 
PENCHION, lames; 169, 
PENDLETON, Karen; 65 
PENNY, Hubert; 65, 
PERKINS, Michael; 136 
PERRY, Stuart; 104, 
PERRY, Timothy; 89, 
PERRY, Yvonne; 354, 
PERSHING ANGELS SORORITY AND BEAU COURT; 96, 
PERSHING RIFLES; 97;, 
Sweetheart Court; 97, 
PERSON, Darryl; 169 
PERVIS, Sherita; 46 
PETTIT, Brenda; 55, 
PETTY, Mrs, Irene; 58, 
PHARMACY STUDENT COUNCIL; 70; 
PHARR, Aaron; 233,236, 
PHILLIPS, Angela; 98 
PHILLIPS, Coach Lincoln; 181, 
PHYLLIS (Sauda lean), Special Assignments Editor; 116, 
PHYSICIANS ASSISTANT PROGRAM; 40 
PIERCE, Maurice; 169, 
PIERCE, Rodney; 40, 
PIERCE, Samuel R, |r,; 337, 
PIERRE, Dean Percy; 355, 
PIERSON, Wanda; 89 
PINKNEY, Sharon; 58, 
PINKARD, Clarice; 95, 
PINKSTON, Sam; 115, 
PINNED VICTORIES, 210, 
PITCHFORD, Douglas, 53, 
PLASKETT, Alena; 65 
PLfDCf UNf, HOTLINE, "HOUND" LINE, CHORUS 
UNE, 374,375 
PLUNGING INTO THE SEA OF SUCCESS, 192, 
POARCH, LaWada; 40, 
POINDEXTER, Duane, 127, 
POKE, Richard, 91,99, 
POLICY BOARD; 84 
POUTICAL COOPERATIVE HOME; 243. 
POLITICAL SCIENCE SOCIETY; 103 
388 POLLARD. Mrs, Esther Garland; 337, 
POOLE, Craig; 104 
POONKOOG, Raul, 191, 
PORTER, Coach Douglass; 171, 
PORTER, Pamela; 65, 
PORTER, Robin; 53,101, 
PORTUONDO, Alida T, (Dr); 91, 
POWE, Marilyn; 113, 
POWELL, Barrington; 50, 
POWELL, Darryl; 53, 
POWELL, Donna; 65, 
POWELL, Velvet; 128, 
PRE MEDICAL/DENTAL CLUB; 93, 
PRESSLEY, Iris; 104, 
PRESSLEY, Mike; 227, 
PRESTON, Debra; 186,221, 
PRESTON, Scott; 55,104. 
PRICE, Michael; 65. 
PRICE, Norice; 65. 
PRICE, Stephen; 93. 
PRICE, Tammy; 104, 
PRIESTLY, Ernest; 101. 
PRIMAS, Evelyn, 58. 
PRINGLE, Paul; 181, 
PROTEST, PLAY AND PARTYING HIGHLIGHT THE DAY 
TO DAY EXISTENCE AT HOWARD, 12 13, 
PUTNAM, Harry, 91, 
Q 
QUEEN CONTESTANTS; 109, 
R 
RABIU, A,; 101, 
RANSOM, Lance W ; 42, 
RASSIFER, Michael; 55. 
RATLIFF, Sylvia, 68,69. 
RAWLINS, Charles; 50,395, 
RAYFORD, lenniler; 136. 
REAVES, Karen; 118. 
RECTOR, Keith; 106. 
REDDEN: Herman; 169. 
REEVES, Dr Floyd W,; 337, 
REGISTRATION: FALL 76; 30-33. 
REGSBY. Reggie; 96. 
REID, Anthony; 53, 
REID, loyce; 127. 
REYNOLDS, Loretta; 127,173, 
RICHARDS, April; 104 
RICHARDS, Eric; 169, 
RICHARDS, Odell; 136, 
RICHARDSON, Annelida; 96, 
RICHARDSON, APRIL; 56, 
RICHARDSON, Sandra; 65, 
RICHARDSON, Scovel; 337, 
RIFLE TEAM; 106, 
RIGSBY, Reginald D ; 65,127, 
RILEY, loseph H,; 337, 
RIOUX, Kevin; 91, 
RIVERS, Sandra; 96 
ROBERSON, Brenda; 40, 
ROBERTS, Gary; 105 
ROBERTS, Paul; 65, 
ROBERTS, Rosalyn; 53,97,100, 
ROBINSON, Hazel; 96, 
ROBINSON, Leonard; 169, 
ROBINSON, Michael; 97. 
ROBINSON, Theodore; 169 
ROCKEFELLER, Mary Clark; 337. 
RODWELL, Gary; 129, 
ROEBUCK, Chester W.; 136, 
ROGERS, Willie; 96, 
ROPED AND TIED; 213 
ROSE, Maureen; 70, 
ROSS, Kyra; 96,98, 
ROSS, Sylvia; 104, 
ROUSON, Bridgette; 48,89,90. 
ROUTE, Gayle; 65. 
ROWE, Sheila; 66. 
ROY, loy, 40. 
ROYAL, Robert; 66,209,212, 
RUCKER, Gail; 66, 
RUCKER, Sam; 209, 
Rutgers University; 199, 
RUTHERFORD, Evaretha; 353, 
RUTLEDGE, Philip I,; 344, 
S 
SAILES, Bruce; 93, 
SAMUEL, David; 66. 
SANDERS, Kerry; 46. 
SANDERS, Maresa; 127, 
SANDERS, Valerie; 66,92, 
SANDERS, Vaughn; 56, 
SANFORD, Dr Terry; 
SANSOM, lames; 181, 
SANU, Dr Edward; 363 
SANYA, lames, 181, 
SARGEANT, Rocquelle; 127, 
SAUNDERS, Henry; 124,. 
SAUNDERS, Keith E.; 66. 
SAYIN, Alile; 99 
SCARBOROUGH, Peggy; 46 
SCHWARTZMAN, David; 349. 
SCOTLAND, Barbara; 99, 
SCOTT, Brenda; 126,127, 
SCOTT, Farnella, 236, 
SCOTT, Gregory; 169, 
SCOTT, lames; 349,350, 
SCOTT, Kim; 46, 
SCOTT, Marvalisa; 98,128,129,135. 
SCOTT, Russell, 53,100, 
SCOTT, Stephen, 104 
SEABOUGH, LOIS; 135 
SEALE, Winslow; 95, 
SEARS, Sheryle; 57,63, 
SEARS, Shirley; 38, 
SEAY, Charles; 169, 
SELLERS, Forrest; 136, 
SENDRA, Senor |aime; 91, 
SENIORS AND WHO'S WHO, 258-317, 
SEYMOUR, lerral; 66 
SEYMOUR, Ruby; 66,89, 
SHALABY, A,; 101 
SHAMBOURGER, Yohnnie (Assistant Coach); 191, 
SHANNON, Sabrina; 66, 
SHAW, CarIa; 50, 
Shaw-Detroit; 210, 
SHEFFEY, lllona; 122. 
SHELTON, Fawn; 53,102, 
SHELTON, Hilary; 66. 
PEACE, Lloyd; 299; Graduate Social Work; 
Natl. Assoc, of Black Soc. Wkrs.; 
Strength and unity are the product of a 
cooperative effort. 
PEASE, Holiday; 120,299; Political Science, 
Sociology; Alpha Kappa Alpha, Pan-Hel-
lenic Counc, Spn. Club, Poli. Sci. Club, 
Pre Med/Dent Club, Scroller Ct., Si. 
Squad.; 
/ will always consider graduating from H.U. 
as the turning point of my life. For now I 
realize that I have many more difficult 
aspects pf life to encounter. Hopefully my 
education at Howard has adequately pre-
pared me for future endeavors. 
PEEBLES, Samuel; 299; Political Science, 
Business; 
My stay at Howard has been enlightening. 
I wish my fellow graduates success; and 
that Howard;s excellence will continue to 
glow on the Hilltop. 
PEGGS, Michael; 100,299; Chemical engi-
neering; Tau Beta Phi, Beta Kappa Chi, 
AICHE; 
Life is only what one makes it. 
P E L U M M , Dolores; 299; Graduate Social 
Work; 
As a white student it is my wish and prayer 
that predominately white schools help 
Black students feel as welcomed and com-
fortable as I have felt at Howard University. 
PERPALL, Arthur; 299. 
PERRY, Melvin; 299. 
PERRY, Susan; 299; Zoology, Allied Science; 
SI. Stpr. 
PETERS, Carlette; 299; Psychology, Speech 
Arts; Secy. Adnt. Dir. 
PETERS, Charlette; 299. 
PIERCE, Melvin; 299; Architecture; Wine 
Psi Phi, ASA Sdnt. Assem., Natl. Org. of 
Minor. Arch.; 
;i's been nice . . . However . . . 
PIERCE, Rose; 299, 
PINKNEY, Beverly; 300; Social Work; 
Treas,-Schl, of Soc. Wk., Grad. Sdnt. 
Assoc, Natl, Assoc, of Black Soc, Wkrs,, 
Aptmts, and Pro, C o m m , 
PINSON, Margo; 300; Community Service 
Education, Dental Hygiene; Sdnt, Mbr, D,C. 
H o m e Econ, Assoc, H.U. Dent. Hyg. Alum. 
Assoc, Sigma Phi Alpha, Alpha Kappa 
Aloha. 
PITTMAN, Clarence III; 95,300; Political 
Science, Scoiology; Sv. and Chg. Black 
Schls., Natl. Hon. Soc. of Persh. Rifles, 
Ubiquity, Pol. Sci. Soc; 
At Howard I have expenenced a life-time 
of memories which will not leave my mind. 
The academic knowledge of advanced edu-
cation was unlimited. But for one to be 
exposed to the social climate which en-
tailed people from all the walks of the life 
was more than one could dream of in time. 
PITTMAN, Keith Andrew; 300; Radio, 
Journalism; Scorpion, Prod. Mgr.-WHBC, 
Anncr. WHUR; 
Communication is the key to understand-
ing. Talk to me and I'll talk to you. 
POLK, Kevin; 100,276,300. 
PORTER, Donald, 300. 
POTTINGER, Derrick; 300; History, Drama; 
Hwd, Plyrs,, Dns, List; 
; wish to express my sincerest gratitude to 
the Howard Community for taking me 
through a channel of life which has been 
the most rewarding experience in my life 
to date. 
PRICE, Gwendolyn; 300; Sociology, Psy-
chology. 
PRIMAS, Antoinette; 300; Psychology, 
Education; Hmcmg. C o m m . 
PURNELL, Yvonne; 300. 
PURYEAR, Debbie; 32,33,300. 
PYEORM, Rick; 169,300. 
PYNE, Rehinde; 298; Masters of City 
Planning; Scr. Spr. Star NCAA, Mbr. OAS: 
Tm goint to miss Howard a lot; it's #1 
In the world, Q _seniors 
QUANDER, Carol: 298. 
QUATTLEBAUM, Juliette; 300; Elementary 
Education, Early Childhood Development; 
SI. Stprs.; 
Try my best to do my all 
R —Seniors 
RACSDALE, Ursala; 300; Political Science, 
Economics; Hnrs. Pgm., Pol. Sci, Soc, Alpha 
Angel, 
RAGSTER, Albert; 102,300, 
RAINE, Patti; 300; Journalism, TV/Film; 
Sigma Delta Chi, HILLTOP; 
Black people should always be aware of 
what is happening around them, before it 
is happening to them. 
R A M N A R A I N , Parjuran; 300; Zoology, 
Chemistry; Dns, Hnr, RL, Carib, Sdnt, 
Org,, Intnatl. Sdnt. Org. 
RAMPERTAAP, Awtar; 300. 
RAMSEY, Walter; 300, 
R A N D O L P H , Beverly; 300; Mathematics, 
Physics; 
/ set my goals far ahead of time so that I 
may aim to accomplish them. I hope all 
fellow Bisons will accomplish the same goal 
that I accomplish in May '77. 
RANN, Emery; 300. 
READY, Diane; 301. 
REECE, Rudolph; 301; Marketing, Econo-
mics; Amer. Mktg. Assoc, Mktg. Club, 
Adv. Mgr, —TRANSACTION. 
REEVES, Iris; 301, 
REID, Calvin; 115,301; Art Education, 
Photography; Acad. SchoL, Umoja Wa 
Waumbggi Coll., HILLTOP; 
/ hope to devote my energies and talents 
to the liberation, development, and en-
powerment of Afrikan people everywhere. 
REID, Desmond; 301; Finance, Commercial 
Banking; Fin. Club, Bnkg. Club; 
Forward ever—Backwards never. 
REID, Errol; 93,301; Zoology, Chemistry; 
Beta Kappa Chi, Pre M e d Dent Club, Carib, 
Sdnt, Assoc, 
RENFROE, Patty; 301, Dns, List, Phi Beta 
Kappa. 
REYNOLDS, Arthur; 301. 
REYNOLDS, Roxanne; 309; Psychology, 
Afro American Studies; Dns. Hnr. RL, 
Psi Chi; 
Farewell Howard. 
RICHARD, Debra; 2,186,301,394; English; 
VlbL, Copy Editor —BISON, Kappa Alpha 
Psi Ct., Upwd. Ttr. Couns., Dns. List, Natl. 
Comp. Scho., Nom. Dnfth. Flwshp. 
RICHARDS, Gregroy; 301; Histroy, 
Education. 
RICHARDSON, Betty; 301. 
RICHARDSON, Cardell; 301; Architecture; 
Photo Club, ROTC, Dns. List, Arn. Air. 
Soc, Intra. Ftbl. and Bktbl. 
RICHARDSON, Randolph; 52,100,301,307; 
Chemical Engineering, Zoology; VP —Eng. 
Sdnt, Counc, Tau Beta Pi, UGSA, Chem, 
Rub. Co. Chem. Awd. Wnr., Dorm. Jud. 
Comm,, Educ, Po, Comm,, Dns. List, 
AICHE; 
This school is comprised of you. It's 
reputation depends on your reputation. 
RICHBURG, Vera; 301. 
RITTER, Theodore; 301; Graduate Social 
Work, Psychiatric; Natl. Assoc, of Black 
Soc. Wkrs., Natl. Assoc, of Soc Wkrs. 
ROBERTSON, Cynthia; 301. 
ROBERTS, Doris; 301. 
ROBERTS, Edin Charmaine; 302; Playwrit-
ing. Dramatic Literature; Hwd. Plyrs.; 
Wherever you may go, there's something 
for you, but you must take it and use it. 
ROBERTS, Ivana; 302. 
ROBERTS, Karen; 98,126,301; Accounting; 
Natl. Assoc, of Black Acctnts., W o m . in 
Bus., Beta Alpha Psi, G a m m a Sigma Sigma, 
Alpha Phi Alpha Ct. 
ROBERTS, Lynda; 302. 
ROBERTSON, Treva; 302. 
ROBINSON, Alfred; 302; Zoology, Chem-
istry; Pre Med/Dent Club. 
ROBINSON, Charles W . Ill; 302; Music 
Composition; VP Jr. CIs., Dns. List, Sdnt./ 
Tchr.; 
/ made it through Howard easily, because 
I wanted hard work. I had to know every-
thing. Result: my sensuous music will 
explode your soul!!! 
ROBINSON, Kevin; 302. 
ROBINSON, Mary E.; 302; Sociology, Politi-
cal Science; Omega Psi Phi Bunny & Swt, 
Ct,, Alpha Kappa Delta, Soc, Anthro, 
Club, Dns, List 
ROBINSON, Mavis; 302, 
ROBINSON, Paula; 302, 
ROBINSON, Walter K; 302; Architecture, 
RODGERS, Louis James; 302; Psychology, 
Anthropology; Soc, Anthro, Club, Film 
Soc, 
RODWAY, Phyllis; 302, 
ROLLE, Venola; 283,302, 
RONEY, General Lee; 302, 
ROPER, Joan; 302. 
ROSE, Elaine; 302; Pharh 
ROSE, Elaine; 302; Pharmacy. 
ROSENBERG, David; 302. 
ROSENBERG, Marvin; 302. 
ROSS, Gina; 93,302. 
ROSS, Spencer; 302. 
RUSSAU, Beverly; 303; Graduate Social 
Work; 2nd VP-Natl. Assoc, of Black Soc, 
Wkrs,, Natl, Inst, of Men, Hith FIshp, Hnr, 
RUSSELL, Beverly; 89,303; Elementary Edu-
cation, Science; Cmps, Pis,, Hmcmg, 
Comm,, D,C, Surv, Proj,, Proj, Hip, HUlC, 
S —Seniors 
SADLER, Cynthia; 303; Zoology, Chemistry; 
Pre Med/Dent Club, Sdnt, Affil, of Amer, 
Chem, Soc, Wmns, Bktbl,, Dns, List, 
SADBAH, Mohamed; 303, 
SAHLE, Abel; 303; City Planning, 
SALAZAV, Ruth; 303, 
SAMUELS, Emmanuel; 303; Graduate 
Microbiology; Sccr., VlbL, Hky. 
SNACHEZ, Frank; 303. 
SANFORD, Michelle; 303; Psychology. 
SANGODEYE, Caleb; 303. 
SAPP, Patrice; 303. 
SAUNDERS, Deirdra; 303; Medical 
Technology. 
SAVOY, Ivy; 113,303; Zoology, Chemistry; 
Bsktbl,, Zoo, Ttr, for Phar,, Md, State, 
SchoL, Trst, Tui, Schol, Hosp, Volun,; 
My philosophy in life is to do unto others 
as you would have them do unto you. 
SAXON, Joseph; 303; Journalism, Radio; 
HILLTOP, AFROTC, Sigma Delta Chi, Trk.; 
Don't lose sight of your priorities. 
SCOTT, Alfred; 303. 
SCOTT, Jonathan; 303; Economics, Busi-
ness; Afr. Sdnt. Un. 
SCOTT, Lillian; 303; Graduate Social Work. 
SCOTT, Monica; 303. 
SCOTT, Obyrietta; 90,303. 
SCOTT, Roxanne; 87,303,306; Speech, Edu-
cation; Frdk. Dgls. Hnr. Soc, Mrtn. Lthr, 
King Dbt. Tm., Exec. Secy, UGSA, Ofc 
Mgr, Chakula, C o m m , Sdnt, Cone, Ch.— 
Rec & Intr. Bd., Dns. List; 
. . . Open your eyes . . . Look what you'll 
see . . a new day comin' just for you and 
me . . . ASANTE. 
SCOTT, William; 114,305,315; Journalism, 
Radio; Ed. —HILLTOP. 
SCOTT, Yolanda; 305; Speech Pathology, 
Psychology; Core Cine; 
Howard has really benefitted me as a per-
son. I came to this school very unsure of 
myself and dependent upon my family to 
continuously give me confidence and affec-
tion. I have become an independent 
thinker and a person who defines her own 
worth. I have Howard to thank for helping 
me reach this level of maturity and growth. 
S C O T T O N , Gail; 298,305; Journalism, TV/ 
Film; Phi Beta Sigma Ct., Howd. Cspl. Cr., 
Dns. List, Frdk. Dgls. Hnr. Soc, Sigma Delta 
Chi, HUlC, Jour. Rep on Sdnt. Counc, 
HILLTOP; 
/ wish to achieve the highest attainable goal 
within my grasp in the pursuit of excellence 
to not only attain happiness, but also 
impart happiness, and to show and freely 
give "Christian" love as it has been given 
to me. 
SCURRY, Peggy; 305; Medicine. 
SEARS, Anthony; 305. 
SELASSIE, Amdemichael; 305; City Plan-
ning; Sccr. 
SETTLES, Beverlyn; 96,305; Zoology, Chem-
istry; Pre Med/Dent Club; 
/ hope that all Black people should at least 
try to accomplish their highest goals and 
keep on trucking. Good luck to all. 
SHAMIN, Bacchus; 305. 
SHARRIER, Linda; 305; Elementary Educa-
tion, Early Childhood Education; Dns. List; 
/ enjoyed my years here at Howard and will 
try to put in practice most of what I have 
learned to make this world a better place 
for the human family. 
SHELTON, Susan; 305; Nursing; Dns. Hnr. 
RL, Sam. GIdwn. SchoL, Alpha Kappa 
alpha. Sync. Swm. Club, Sigma Theta Tau. 
SHEPHERD, Deloras; 305; Accounting. 
SHEPPARD, Gay Lynn; 305; Zoology, 
Chemistry. 
SHERROD, Denise; 305; Psychology, 
Anthropology; Univ. Chr., Cone Chr., 
Hnrs. Pgm., Psi Chi, Phi Beta Kappa; 
In this world where nothing is impossible, 
it is possible to love. 
SHIRLEY, Dorothy; 305; Graduate Educa-
tion, Student Personnel; Swing Phi Swing, 
Sdnt. Pers. & Couns. Assoc. 
SHULER, Jack; 105,305. 
SIMMONS, Charles; 305. 
SIMMONS, Gloria; 305; Social Work. 
SIMMONS, Marian; 305. 
SIMMONS, Welsey; 305. 
SINGLETON, Alfreda; 96,305; Micro-
biology, Chemistry; Chpl. Ushr., Cmps., 
Pal, Angel Flight, BISON, Pre Med/Dent 
Club, Hmcmg. Qn. Comm., Natl. Sv. & 
Shg. Black Schls. 
SKELTON, Louise; 306. 
SLOANE, Grace; 306. 
SMALLS, Norma; 306. 
SMITH, Betty; 98,306. 
SMITH, Calvin; 306; TV/Film, Radio; BkbL, 
RA., Phi Beta Sigma, Hmcmg. Comm. Film 
Fest. 
SMITH, Debra; 99,306; Management; Dns. 
List, Soc. for the Adv. of Mgmt., Amer. 
Mgmt. Assoc. 
SMITH, Edith; 306. 
SMITH, Howard P.; 306. 
SMITH, Jacquelyn; 100,306; Chemical 
Engineering; Soc. of Wmns. Eng., Photo. 
Club, H O W A R D ENGINEER, AICHE. 
SMITH, James; 306; English, Zoology; 
The dream comes true only when one 
awakens to realitv. 
SMITH, Janet; 306; Speech Pathology, 
Psychology; Htln., Tchr. Eval. Comm., Sdnt. 
Grv. Comm., Natl. Sdnt. Spch. & Hrg. 
Assoc, Sdnt. Counc. Rep., Dorm. Jud. Bd. 
SMITH, Linda; 306; Graduate Social Work, 
Family and Child Welfare; Natl. Asoc. of 
Black Soc Wkrs. 
SHERRILL, William E.; 340 
SHIRLEY, Anthony; 2,394,395. 
SHORT, Arthur W.; 66, 
SHOWTIME '77, 144,, 
SICKLE CELL MOBILE UNIT DEDICATION; 34,35. 
"SIDE" UNE, 85, 
SIGMA G A M M A RHO, INC; 136, 
Phygent Court; 136, 
SIMMONDS, Orlando; 181 
SIMMONS, Sharon; 104 
SIMPKINS, Valarie; 46,90,128, 
SIMS, E, Michal; 102, 
SINGLETON, Sheila; 66, 
SINGLETON, Wendell; 169, 
SINKFORD, Dean leanne C; 357 
SKYLES, Larry B,; 53 
SMITH, Clyde, 349, 
SMITH, Charles T,, 66, 
SMITH, Diane; 66 
SMITH, George Lee III; 46,236, 
SMITH, Gwendolyn; 66, 
SMITH, lohn; 227, 
SMITH, luan; 42, 
SMITH, Kim; 125 
SMITH, Lonnie Liston; 144,157, 
SMITH, V M ; 91 
SMITH, Winnette; 128, 
SMITHEY, Marian P,; 68,95,, 
SNEED, David; 95 
SNOWDEN, Dr Frank M,; 349, 
SOCCER; 174-181 
SOCIETY FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF MANAGEMENT; 
99 
School of Architecture and Planning, 42,354 
Student Council; 42, 
School of Business and Public Administration; 44,46,344 
Student Council; 44 
School of Communications; 48,49,347 
Student Council; 48, 
School of Education; 51,353. 
School of Engineering; 53,52,355, 
Student Council; 52, 
School of Human Ecology; 58,352, 
School of Law; 346, 
School of Religion; 358 
Student Council, 71, 
School of Social Work; 356, 
Student Council; 71 
SOIOURNER, Reggie; 233,236, 
SOLAR; 31 
SOUL COMES IN ALL ACES, SIZES, AND PEDIGREES, 370, 
SOUL SQUAD; 94, 
Southern University; 207, 
South Carolina State; 203,207, 
SPANISH ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE; 91. 
SPANN, Beverly; 46. 
SPAULDING, Dr. Asa T.; 337. 
SPEAKERS 7 977; 74, 
SPEARS, Thomas, 169, 
SPEIGHT, Nathaniel, 227, 
SPELLER, Barbara; 50, 
SPENCE, Fred; 169 
SPENCER, Adrienne; 46, 
SPENCER, Benji, 137 
SPENCER, Iris; 66, 
SPENCER, leffrey; 169. 
SPORTS; 164-237. 
SPRING GARDEN; 199. 
SPRUCE, lohn V.; 127. 
STANBACK, Regina; 91. 
STANDING ON THE VERGE OF TURNING IT ON; 67 
STARKS, Mat, 53 
STATON, |o Ann; 117. 
STEARNS, Camile; 59,96, 
ST, lohn's University; 203 
STEED, Ivei; 66, 
STEPHENS, Bernardette; 50, 
STEPHENS, leri; 40, 
STEPHENS, Leonard; 169, 
STEPHENS, Michael; 104 
STEPTER, William; 53, 
STEVENS, Leonard; 90, 
STEVENS, Theodore; 66, 
STEWART, Cecelia; 66, 
STEWART, lanice, 128,129, 
STEWART, lohn A,; 56 
STINSON, Michael; 66 
STILLEY, Robin; 104 
STOCKMAN, Donna; 96, 
STOCKTON, Tom; 66 
STONE, Dr Frederick L,; 337, 
STONE, leffrey,; 46 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT; 86 
STUDENT NATIONAL PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIA-
TION; 107, 
STUDENT PUBLICATIONS, 114, 
STYUNG; 326,327, 
SULLIVAN, Darlene; 66 
SULLIVAN, Lillie; 221 
SUMMERS, Stephen; 191 
SUTTON, Charles; 120,96 
SWAHILI CLUB; 107, 
SYMONDS, Carlos; 56,104, 
AT THINGS AND BEING 
390 
TABLE, loyce; 307 
TABLE OF CONTENTS, 2 
TAKING A CLOSER LOOK 
SURPRISED, 78, 
TAKING ADVANTAGE OF WARM WEATHER, 26, 
TARVER, Michael, 169 
TATE, Freeman; 87 
TATE, Sherry, 135 
TATUM, Arlene; 66. 
TAWNE, Angela; 186, 
TAYLOR, Billy; 86 
TAYLOR, Blake; 63,89.129 
TAYLOR, Byron; 92, 
TAYLOR, Debra; 104, 
TAYLOR, Estelle, 349,350, 
TAYLOR, Harry; 46 
TAYLOR, Dr Hobart |r ; 337, 
TAYLOR, lackie; 186,221 
TAYLOR, lames; 53 
TAYLOR, Kathy; 26, 
TAYLOR, Katherine; 46, 
TAYLOR, Marie C; 349, 
TAYLOR, Michelle; 92, 
TAYLOR, Richard; 66. 
TAYLOR, Steve; 89. 
TAYLOR, Steven E.; 66. 
TAYLOR, Violet; 66,97 
TENSION, EXCITEMENT, AND lOY, 150. 
TERRY, Marybeth; 68,69. 
TERRY, Sheila, 66, 
TESFAYE, Getacheo; 53 
THANK YOU, CALL AGAIN, 251 
THf ARTISTIC, THE CULTURAL, THE REALITIES, AND 
THE NECESSITIES; 250,251 
THE ANIMATE AND THE INANIMATE, 47, 
THE BALL GOES ON, 180 
THE BISON B-BALL IS BACK; 224 
THE CHANCING SEASONS, OUR CHANGING STYLES; 
77, 
THf COMMUNITY COMES TO HOWARD . UGSA 
COMMUNITY FESTIVAL, 22 
THf DAILY TREK ACROSS CAMPUS, 10 
THf LOOK OF CHAMPIONS; 182, 
THf MORNING AFTER, THE NIGHT BEFORE, 365, 
THf VOICE OF HOWARD'S BLACK COMMUNICATORS; 
119, 
THOMAS, Brian, 137,169 
THOMAS, Denise; 98, 
THOMAS, Elliott, 66, 
THOMAS, Lenore; 66, 
THOMAS, Leon; 104, 
THOMAS, Marcus; 169, 
THOMAS, Mark; 67, 
THOMAS, Otis A,; 245, 
THOMAS, Patricia; 117, 
THOMAS, Renee; 169, 
THOMAS, Robin; 69,68 
THOMPSON, Helena; 127, 
THOMPSON, Kwaiale V„ 68, 
THOMPSON, Linda; 172, 
THOMPSON, Melvin; 105. 
THOMPSON, Theodis, 345. 
THORNTON, Cynthia; 221. 
THORPE. Arthur, 349,351. 
TILDON, Byron; 66. 
TODD, Barbara; 68, 
TOLBERT, Carlton; 50 
TOLBERT, Dr, William; 23, 
TOLBERT, Hershall; 209,212, 
TOLES, Allen, 67 
TOLLETT, Charles; 130, 
TOLLETT, Frank; 66, 
TOLLETT, Harrell; 127, 
TOMLIN: Roger; 40, 
TOMLINSON, Gail; 56,346, 
TOMPSON, Marjorie; 93, 
TOWE, Keith; 40 
TOWNES, Angela; 127, 
TOWNSEND, Albert; 169, 
Towson State; 201 
TRACKERS KEEP ON TRLICKING, 230, 
TROUT, Pam; 90, 
TRUTH HALL COUNCIL; 113 
TUCK, William, 2,397, 
TUCKER, Keith; 181, 
TUCKER, Natalie; 67. 
TURMAN, Robert L.; 63 
TURNER, Valerie, 96 
TUSAN, Kevin; 169 
TYLER, Norma; 91 
TYPICALLY HOWARD, 41 
TYRANCE, Herman |,; 349, 
SMITH, Margo; 93,95,306; Phi Beta Kappa, 
Betta Kappa Chi, Ttr,, Lab Assis,; 
No need to worry, things will always take 
care of themselves. 
SMITH, Melvin; 306. 
SMITH, Milton; 135,306; Marketing; 
Omega Psi Phi, HILLTOP, Delta Beau, Amer, 
Mktg, Assoc 
SMITH, Robert; 306. 
SMITH, Ronald; 97,306. 
SNELSON, Karen; 100,306. 
SPEED, Wyniece; 128,306; Pharmacy; 
Sdnt. Natl. Phar. Assoc, Sdnt. Amer. Phar, 
Assoc, Delta Sigma Theta, Kappa Alpha 
Psi Swt, Ct, 
SPENCER, Bernice; 306; Management; Dns, 
List, 
SPURLOCK, Janis; 307; Sociology & 
Child/Adolescent Development' Proj, 
Hip, Alpha Kappa Delta, Omicron Nu, 
STAUEREN, Anne; 307. 
ST. CLAIR, Maria; 307; Pharmacy. 
STEARNS, Anita; 307; Graduate Guidance 
and Counseling; Phi Beta Kappa, Psi Chi, 
Chpl, Chr., Grad. Flw.; 
Howard University has really been a learn-
ing experience—academic as well ad non 
academic. I will always remember the 
eventful years. 
STEPHEN, Gracy; 307. 
STEPHENSON, Edward; 307; Graduate 
Social Work; Natl. Assoc, of Soc. Wkrs., 
Natl. Assoc, of Black Soc. 
STERLING, Minette; 307; Pharmacy; Sdnt. 
Amer. Phar. Assoc, Sdnt. Natl. Amer. 
Phar. Assoc. 
STEVENSON, P.; 307. 
STEWART, Samuel; 307. 
STOTTS, Joann; 307; Psychology Sociology. 
STRACHAN, Tanya; 96,307. 
STREETS, Debra; 307. 
STRONG, Deborah; 307. 
STRONG, Renee; 307. 
SULLY, Karen; 132,307,314. 
SWIFT, Ken; 307; Radio, Journalism, HILL-
TOP, Spts. Dir. WHBC, Trfc Dir. WHBC, 
Sdnt. Rptr. WHUR; 
If you are going to do it, do it right. 
SYKELT, Gerald; 307. 
T —Seniors 
TABORN, Reginald; 307. 
TALBERT, Dorothy; 307; Graduate Guid-
ance and Counseling; Secy. Kappa Delta 
Pi, Phi Delta Kappa, Sdnt. Pers. Couns, 
Club, APGA, ANWC, Gspl, Chr,; 
Yesterday was a dream, tomorrow is a 
reality. Cet prepared today. 
TALE, Farnell; 307. 
TATE, Gregory; 308; Architecture; Dns. 
List, HUlC, Drw. HI. Chs. Club, Hmcmg. 
Comm., Intra. VlbL, Natl. Org. of Min. 
Arch., Amer. Inst, of Ping. 
TATE-THOMPSON, Dorothy; 308; Ele-
mentary Education, Pre School Education; 
Kappa Delta Phi, Dns. List. 
TAYLOR, Claudius; 308; Masters of Business 
Administration; Inatl. Club of Sierra Leone 
Sdnts. Un.; 
Education is the means toward an end. 
The end is making the world a better place. 
TAYLOR, Linda; 308. 
TAYLOR, Patricia; 308; Elementary Educa-
tion, Psychology; 
This school has been an experience and I 
hope that this experience will help me in 
the future. 
TAYLOR, Susan; 308. 
TAYLOR, William; 130,299,308; TV/Film, 
Broadcast Management; Kappa Alpha Psi, 
Fshn. Show Mdl. Hmcmg., Ch. Hmcmg. 
Fshn. Show, HUSA Spec. Asst. Intergovt. 
Rel., Pan Hellenic Counc, Film Soc. 
TECLE-DEBBAS, Metzcai; 308; Human 
Nutrition and Food. 
TERRELL, Andrew; 308. 
TERRELL, Mona; 308; Political Science, 
Economics; 
To love others, you must first love and be 
happy with yourself. 
THIGPEN, Lillie; 308; Pharmacy; Sdnt, 
Natl. Phar Assoc, Sdnt. Amer. Phar. Assoc. 
T H O M A S , Jacqueline; 308; Mathematics, 
Chemistry. 
T H O M A S , James; 91,308; History, Political 
Science; Omega Psi Phi, Arnold Air Soc, 
Air Comand., AFROTC, C o m m , Agnst. 
Rac; 
To those that sit and wait I say get up and 
help your brothers and sisters. To those 
who help, I say right on. 
T H O M A S , James; 102,308; Mechanical 
Engineering; AIAA, ASME. 
T H O M A S , Lee; 99,308; Management; Soc. 
for the Adv. of Mgmet.; 
When you're down and out, and it seems 
all is lost, back up and keep on trucking. 
T H O M A S , Lynda; 308. 
T H O M A S , Marcia; 2,98,308,394; Account-
ing; Adm. Asst. BISON, Natl. Assoc of 
Black Acts., Soc. for the Adv. of Mgmt.; 
If we can survive all of the changes that we 
are put through at Howard, we can survive 
anything. 
THOMPKINS, Zandra; 308; Journalism, 
Broadcast Management; HILLTOP, COM-
MUNICATOR, Who's Who Sel. Comm., 
W H U R News Int.; 
Peace be unto all. 
T H O M P S O N , Enoch; 308; Graduate 
Architecture and Planning; Treas. — Bahmn. 
Sdnt. Assoc, CIs. Rep., Tau Sigma Delta; 
To each man his own! But share love equally 
always. 
T H O M P S O N , Saundra; 308; Psychology, 
Classical Civilization; Dns. List; 
It has been an enjoyable stay at Howard, 
but now it is time for me to go, so I leave 
with no regrets. 
T H O M P S O N , Sharon; 309. 
THORPE, Victoria; 309. 
T H U R M A N , Audrey; 90,120,127,128,129, 
309. 
TINSLEY, Deborah; 309; 
The more you learn, the more you find you 
don't know. Never stop the learning 
process. Be happy and grow. 
TIWARRI, Oma; 308. 
TOMONY, Willie; 95,309. 
TOOMER, Douglas; 309; Management; 
To all those whose struggle has allowed 
me to attain this diploma; may my life 
serve as proof that it was not done in vain. 
TRISVANE, Yvonne; 309; Sociology, 
Psychology; Ubiquity. 
T U C G G O I , Sara; 309. 
TUCKER, Ivory; 309. 
TURK, Alfred; 309. 
TURK, Althea; 309. 
TURNER, Dana; 309; Zoology, Chemistry. 
TURNER, Lordian; 101,309. 
TURNER, Michael; 90,97,137,309. 
TURNER, Samuel; 309. 
TUTT, Gwendolyn; 122,309; Political 
Science, Sociology; Alpha Kappa Alpha. 
TYEGGAI, Sara; 309; Zoology, Chemistry. 
TYSON, Sandra; 309. 
U —Seniors 
UBANI, Marazere; 309. 
U D O N G , Effiong; 309. 
UDOSEN, Arit; 309; Human Nutrition & 
Food; H u m Ecol. Sdnt. Assoc. 
UDOTIA, Elizabeth; 309. 
U N D E R W O O D , Wanda; 310; Sociology, 
Economics. 
y —Seniors 
VAN BUREN, Enid; 310; Community Service 
Education, Sociology; Nv. Acad. Chrldr., 
Chrldr., Intra. Smg., Gym. Club; 
Your body is your temple; treasure your-
self . . . joy and peace will follow. 
VANCE, Sheilah; 48,295,310; Journalism, 
Broadcast Management; VP Comm. Sdnt, 
Counc, COMMUNICATOR News. Ed„ 
HILLTOP, Cmps. Mktg. Rep. MADEMOI-
SELLE, W H U R News. Asst., Ubiquity, Frdk, 
Dgls. Hnr. Soc, Secy. Natl. Black. Comm. 
Soc, Natl. Comp. ScholL; 
A/ways remember where you came from 
and keep in mind where you are going. 
VANN, Fonda; 310; Management; Soc. for 
the Adv. of Mgmt., Exec. Bd. C o m m . Schl. 
of Bus., Kappa Alpha Psi. Ct., Sdnt. Counc. 
V A N N , Gregory; 310; Architecture; Fac. 
Awd. for Excel, in 2nd Yr. Dcs., Ftbl,, 
Intra, Ftbl., Amer. Inst, of Arch. SchoL; 
Be in demand. 
VAUGHAN, Michel; 310. 
VIDAL, Ray; 310. 
VITALE, Deborah; 310. 
VOORHEES, Stephanie; 310. 
W —Seniors 
WADE, Karen; 310. 
WAFER, Deneda; 314. 
WAFER, Sherifa; 310. 
WAITE, Norma; 310. 
WALKER, Carlon; 310. 
WALKER, Eileen; 310; Mathematics; Gspl. 
Chr., Math. Club, Dns. List. 
WALKER, Janet; 99,310. 
WALKER, Lorraine; 310; Chemistry, Allied 
Science; Gspl. Chr., Crmp. Ushr., Pre Med/ 
Dent Club, Dns. List, High Hnrs. & Hnrs in 
Chem.; 
/ finally made it. 
WALKER, Nadine; 310. 
WALLACE, Brian; 120,310; Economics, 
Sociology; Bsbl, Univ. Chr., Cone Chr., 
Chpl, Chr., Econ. Club, Phi Beta Sigma, 
Pan Hellenic Counc. 
WALLACE, Terry; 310. 
W A R R E N , Kenneth; 169,310. 
W A S H I N G T O N , H. Rodney; 314. 
W A S H I N G T O N , Lilliam; 310; Journalism, 
Political Science; HILLTOP, C O M M U N I -
C A T O R , Co-Ed., Hmcmg. Mag., Sigma 
Delta Chi, Gspl. Chr., BISON. 
W A S H I N G T O N , Reginald; 311; Psychology, 
Political Science. 
W A S H I N G T O N , Rhonda; 314; Sociology, 
Psychology; Soc. Anthro. Club., HUlC, Pro. 
Aid for Sup. Otrch. Proj.; 
Achieving higher education should be the 
goal for every Black person, so that we may 
survive in this country. 
W A S H I N G T O N , Veronica; 314; Zoology, 
Chemistry; Hnrs. Pgm., D n e Club, Htln., 
D O R M DIALOGUE, Dns. List; 
To my fellow Howardites who have suf-
fered the normal frustrations and disap-
pointments of attending any university, 
just remember in the future that: Dreams 
are realities to strive for and never give 
up. 
WASIUO, Balogun; 311; City Planning. 
WATKINS, Theodore; 311, 
W A T S O N , Andrea; 311; Human Develop-
ment, Elementary Education; Hum, Ecol, 
Sdnt. Assoc, Secy. Sr. CIs. 
W A T S O N , David; 311; Pharmacy; SNPHA, 
SAPHA, Stdnt CIs Rep. 
Now that I have given let me taketh. 
WATSON, L. Carl; 101, 311. 
WATTS, Beverly; 311. 
WAUGH, Dyann; 311. 
WEATHERSPOON, Floyd; 311. 
WEBSTER, Charles; 311. 
WEEKS, Lee; 311. 
WEEKES, Matthew; 311. 
WELDU, 311. 
WENDELL, Leonard; 311. 
WENTO, Karen; 311. 
WESLEY, Pernell; 311. 
WEST, Marilyn; 311; Political Science, 
Sociology. 
WHELLER, Veronica; 311. 
WHITE, Claire; 311. 
WHITE, Gosnell; 233,236,311; Physical 
Education, Education; Track, Crs. Cntry. 
WHITE, Marilyn; 312; Zoology, Chemistry; 
Univ, Couns, Serv, Ttrl. Prog., Zoo. Tchng. 
Asst., Pre Med/Dent Club, Hnrs. Pgm., 
Beta Kappa Chi, Dns. List, Phi Beta Kappa. 
WHITE, Sara; 312. 
WHITE, Stanley; 312; Finance; Fin. Club, 
Bnkg. Prog., Soc. for the Adv. of Mgmt., 
HU Chris. Flwshp., Dns. List; 
My continual life goal is to have the will 
of God in my life. 
W H I T M O R E , Darlene; 98,126,312; Ac-
counting; Alpha Kappa Alpha, G a m m a 
Sigma Sigma, NABA, Soc. for the Adv. of 
Mgmt., Phi Beta Sigma Ct., Mchg. SI. 
Stprs., H m c m g , Par. C o m m . 
WILCOX, Celestine; 312; Music Education, 
Voice, 
WILDER, Beverly; 58,275,312; Fashion 
Fundamentals, Business; Pub, Re, Ofct, 
Hum, Ecol., Pres. — Omicron Nu, Dns. 
List, Dns. Hnr. RL; 
Dare to struggle, dare to win. 
WILLIAMS, Candy; 312; Nursing; Chi Eta 
Phi, D C Sdnt. Nrs. Assoc, Tns. Swmg., 
HndbL, TrvL; 
A man is at his tallest when he steps over 
to help a child. 
WILLIAMS, Donna; 312; Graduate Social 
Work; NABSW, Delta Sigma Theta; 
/ hope to someday contribute to the 
Howard University Alumni fund so that 
others can have this opportunity in life. 
WILLIAMS, Elustace; 312; Electrical Engi-
neering; IEEE, Natl. Tech. Assoc, AIAA. 
WILLIAMS, Hughlin; 44,98,312; Account-
ing, Management; HUSA picy. Bd. Ch., 
Pres. Bus. Sdnt. Counc, Pres. Natl. Assoc. 
Black Acts. 
WILLIAMS, Karen; 122,129,312; Psychol-
ogy, Zoology; Beth. HI. Jud. Bd., Fire Marsh. 
Trth. HI., Capt. Tall Figs. HU, SI. Stprs., 
Treas. — G a m m a Sigma Sigma, Alpha Kappa 
Alpha, Pan Hellenic Counc, Alph Phi 
Omega Ct.; 
Those who attend universities throughout 
the country should treasure this experience 
forever For not all of us are fortunate 
enough to obtain such a worthwhile 
opportunity. However, graduating is only 
the beginning step in pursuing your life-
time goal. 
WILLIAMS, Marian; 312. 
WILLIAMS, Marshall; 312; Political Science, 
Economics; Tom Sknr. Assoc; 
I'm convinced a man can find his personal 
identity in jesus Christ. 
WILLIAMS, Mimie Rose; 312; Finance, 
Economics; Fin. Club, Bkg. Club, Dns. 
List. 
WILLIAMS, Nathaniel; 312. 
WILLIAMS, Olasumbo; 312. 
WILLIAMS, Paula; 312. 
WILLIAMS, Walter; 313. 
WILLIAMS, Wendell; 313. 
WILLINCHAM, Nathaniel; 313. 
WILSON, Arthur; 313; English. 
WILSON, Cheryl; 113,313; Psychology, 
Sociology; Beth. HI. Secy. 
WILSON, Denise; 313; Political Science, 
English; Intra. Bktbl. & VIby.; 
Keep your head to the sky and fly like 
a bird. Freedom is the essence of my life. 
WILSON, Edward; 91,313. 
WILSON, Francine; 313; Psychology, 
Sociology; Proj. Hip., Ubiquity, Htln.; 
Thank you for miles and miles of personal 
growth; Celeste, Jan T-Man, Ajamu, Dr. 
Francis Welsing, CP., and everyone else 
whose paths I might have past. 
WILSON, Jacquelyn; 313; Social Work; 
Natl. Assoc of Black Soc. Wkrs. 
WILSON, Jimmie; 102,313; Mechanical 
Engineering; Eng. Coop Educ Club, 
Treas—Amer. Inst, of Aerosp. & Aeronc 
Eng., Soc. of Mech. Eng.; 
During my experience at Howard, I feel 
confident that I am qualified to represent 
my field of interest and success is waiting 
for me. 391 
WILSON, Karen; 98,313,395; Accounting; 
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UBIQUITY; 95. 
UDDYBACK, Linda; 90. 
UDOYBACK. Linda, 67, 
UNDERGRADUATES; 36-83, 
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT ASSOCIATION; 87, 
UNDERGRADUATE TRUSTEES, 88, 
"UNDER" LINE, 37, 
Unity Ball; 157, 
University of Buffalo, New York; 203, 
University of Maryland, Eastern Shore; 201,203,207, 
University of North Carolina; 199, 
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee; 203, 
UNIVERSITY-WIDE ORGANIZATIONS; 89, 
USHER, Corliss; 46,86, 
UTSEY, Robert; 67, 
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VANCE, Robert; 395, 
VARNADO, Stnaford; 38. 
VEASLEY, Beeman; 169. 
VEGA, Peter; 100. 
VICTOR, Nancy; 40. 
Virginia State; 207, 
VOLLEYBALL; 182-187. 
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WAGSTAGGE, Fitzroy; 181, 
WAITE, Ruby; 51, 
WALDO, Mary-Louise; 67, 
WALKER, Aguanetta, 40, 
WALKER, Glenda; 58, 
WALKER, Kim; 117,129,396, 
WALKER, William II; 42, 
WALLACE, Leon; 50, 
WALLEN, Reginald; 236, 
WALTON, Roderick; 169, 
WANSEL, Dexter; 144, 
WARD, Greg; 96, 
WARD, William; 56,104, 
WARE, Pam; 69,68,57,89, 
WARE, David E,; 56,96, 
WASHINGTON, Glen; 104, 
WASHINGTON, lerome; 42. 
WASHINGTON, lames; 191. 
WASHINGTON, Michele; 50. 
WASHINGTON, Rodney; 93. 
WATERS, Patricia; 68. 
WATERS, Stephanie; 135, 
WATKINS, Charles B,; 355, 
WATKINS, Nadine; 50, 
WATKINS, Sandra; 219,221 
WATSON, Wrenna L,; 52,53,118, 
WATTS, Dr, Charles D,; 337, 
WAULS, Ronald; 53, 
Wayne State; 207, 
WEATHERSPOON, Wren, 119. 
WEAVER, Christine, 67, 
WEBB, Stephen; 92, 
WE, COME TOGETHER . . . WE COME ALONE . . WE 
INTERACT; 28,29, 
WELCHER, Edward 11; 95, 
WELCHER, Michael D,; 89,95,67,124, 
WE LIVE, LOVE, AND LEARN BETWEEN THE t/Nf5, 17 
WELLS, Dr, Herman B,; 337, 
WENTZ, Karen; 93,310. 
WEST, Earle HI; 353. 
WEST, Greg; 101 
WEST, lennifer; 97, 
WEST, Tony, 130.' 
WESTON, Gregory, 67 
"WHAT GOES ON WAY OVER ON SHERMAN 
STREET/"; 345 
WHBC;-650 AM; 118,119, 
WHfN YOUR SPIRIT TAKES YOU HIGHER; 372, 
WHfRf THf LfAST Of OUR TIME IS SPENT; 330, 
WHIMBERLY, Mark, 100 
WHITAKER, Rosalynne, 97,105. 
WHITE, Adrian; 191, 
WHITE, Carol; 67 
WHITE, Gina; 67, 
WHITE, Greg, 100, 
WHITE, larrick; 46, 
WHITE, Raynell; 155 
WHITE, Major Richard W,; 349,350, 
WHITE, Sherman; 130, 
WHITE, Trudy; 46,86,128, 
WHITE, U,; 101, 
WHITEHEAD, David; 227, 
WHITEHURST, Dr, Keturah; 337, 
WHITEHURST, Pamela; 100,118, 
WHITESIDE, Wanda; 104 
WHITTAKER, Sharon; 110, 
WILBORN, Sephonia; 56, 
WILLIAMS, A,; 101, 
WILLIAMS, Andre C; 52, 
WILLIAMS, Beldin; 46, 
WILLIAMS, Cristopher |,; 42,89 
WILLIAMS, Dalton; 70, 
WILLIAMS, Debora; 118, 
WILLIAMS, E, Robert; 101, 
WILLIAMS, Floyd; 71, 
WILLIAMS, Frances; 122, 
WILLIAMS, lacquelyn; 67, 
WILLIAMS, luanchenia; 67, 
WILLIAMS, lames; 169, 
WILLIAMS, First Colonel |r,; 349,351, 
WILLIAMS, lefl; 92, 
WILLIAMS, Kevin; 169. 
WILLIAMS, Kirk; 67, 
WILLIAMS, Dr, Lorraine; 339, 
WILLIAMS, Malvina; 102,126, 
WILLIAMS, Marc; 46, 
WILLIAMS, Margwetha; 136, 
WILLIAMS, Marita; 56, 
WILLIAMS, Mevena; 91, 
WILLIAMS, Miriam; 349, 
WILLIAMS, Neil; 181, 
WILLIAMS, Shari; 50, 
WILLIAMS, Terri; 67, 
WILLIAMSON, A,B,; 225 
WILLIAMSON, Derrick; 127, 
WILLIS, Kevin; 97, 
WILSON, Barry A,, 56, 
WILSON, Chester L,; 340, 
WILSON, Dwight, 124 
WILSON, Ernest ]., 340, 
WILSON, Lamar; 50,90,129, 
WILSON, Dr, Lawrence B,; 337, 
WILSON, Dean Milton; 344, 
WILSON, Ronald; 169, 
WILSON, Steven, 169, 
WINDER, lames; 212, 
WINSLOE, Olivia; 110, 
WINSTON, loc^n, 50, 
W O O D , Kenneth; 57, 
WOODFORK, Garolyn; 93, 
WOODFORK, Ellen; 93, 
W O O D S , Dr, Geraldine; 11,23,337. 
W O O D S , lames, 129. 
W O O D S O N , Patricia; 67. 
WOOLFOLK, Dana; 58. 
WRAY, lames; 101,118, 
WRESTLING, 188-192, 
WRIGHT, Francine; 221, 
WRIGHT, Kathy; 90, 
WRIGHT, Linwood; 169, 
WRIGHT, Michael, 42 
WRIGHT, Secunda, 221, 
WYATT, Barbara; 96, 
WYNN, Al; 90 
YATES, Marian, 67 
YORK, Elwood; 89 
YOUNG, Andrew; 365, 
YOUNG, Dawn; 90, 
YOUNG, Wayne; 67,89, 
YOUNGER, Boris G ; 52,89 
ZETA PHI BETA, INC ; 
Beau Court; 137, 
Treas, — N A B A , HILLTOP Photo,, BISON 
Photo,; 
May Howard's light continue to shine to 
inspire people from all parts of the world. 
WILSON, Wendi; 313, 
WILSON, William; 313; Architecture; Trek,, 
Dns. List, ASA, N O M A , 
WIMBERLY, Mark; 127,313, 
WINBUSH, Angela; 313; Music Education, 
Voice; Univ, Chr,, Cone, Chr,, Gspl, Chr,, 
Hot Tea; 
Faith has survived all the doubts I've 
summoned. I've learned to respect the 
power of love through God. 
WITCHER, Denise; 315; Elementary Educa-
tion, General Science, 
WOLDESLASSIR, Asrat; 313; Sociology, 
World Arts History. 
WOLK, Robert; 313, 
W O O D , Denise; 313, 
W O O D , Kevin; 52,101,313, 
W O O D , Marshall; 209,212,313, 
W O O D A R D , Thomas; 313; Dentistry; Sky 
Dvg,, Jr, CIs, Pres,, VP Soph, CIs,, Treas,— 
Sdnt, Chap, Amer, Soc. of Dent, for Chlrn., 
Cane Soc, SNDA, SADA: 
Why not the best? 
W O O D A R D , William; 314; Architecture; 
// Blacks were to unite instead of competing 
with each other; we can really climb up 
without sitting around all the time 
fascinating. 
WOODIE, Beverly; 314; Speech Pathology; 
Qns. Cor. Comm., Fash. Comm., Amer. 
Spch. & Hrg. Assoc; 
/( is my prayer that the remaining HU 
students; which constitute the family; will 
unite stronger in love and peace. Please 
remember brothers and sisters that Imani 
(faith) along with confidence equals 
success. 
W O O D S , Patricia; 69,87,314. 
W O O D Y A R D , Matilda; 314; Psychology, 
Sociology; Rfl. Club; 
The search for a formal education and other 
things in life sometimes is frustrating, tiring, 
and oftentimes the search is endless. But 
we should remember that whatever we 
want out of life can be accomplished if we 
only remember: they can who think they 
can. 
W O S U , Ibeabughchi; 314; Chemistry, Al-
lied Sciences; Sccr,, Tns., Dns, List. 
WRIGHT, Audrey; 314; Acting; Dns. Hnr. 
RL 
WRIGHT, Michelle; 128,172,314; Sociol-
ogy, Psychology; Kappa Alpha Psi Kitten 
Ct„ JV Chrldr,, V, Chrldr,, JV Adv,, Delta 
Sigma Theta; 
Our greatest glory consists not in never 
falling, but in nsing each time we fall. 
WRIGHT, Norma; 137,314, 
YAASI, Beatrice; 314; Foods and Nutrition; 
H o m e Econ, Assoc; 
/ enjoyed my school years at Howard and 
hope to utilize what I learned to the best 
use. 
Y —Seniors 
YANCY, Eric; 99,314; Management; Soc. 
for the Adv. of Mgmt., Amer. Mktg. Assoc; 
For ye to achieve, thou must thrive to the 
fullest. 
YATES, Karen; 314; Elementary Education, 
General Science; CIs. Treas.; 
/( has truly been a long time. THANK GOD 
IT IS FINALLY OVER!! 
YATES, William; 314; Phd. Ministry; BISON, 
Crmt. Ushr., Gspl. Chr., Dbt. Tm., Who's 
Who; 
Do unto others as you would have them 
do unto you. Do what's right, don't worry 
about the wrong and you will find peace 
and happiness. Most of all: peace with 
yourself. 
Y O U N G , Alva; 314; Pharmacy. 
Y O U N G , Ivy; 314; Dietetics, Chemistry. 
Y O U N G , Walton; 314; Marketing; V P -
Amer. Mktg. Assoc. 
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The staff of the 1977 BISON are honored to dedicate 
this edition to Dr. Mordecai Wyatt Johnson. Dr. 
Johnson devoted his life to the betterment of educa-
tion for Black people and through his efforts Howard 
University became an institution of national and inter-
national stature: the Capstone of Black Education. In 
this small way, we acknowledge Dr. Johnson for we 
realize that his dreams made our Howard a reality. 
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William Tuck, Sports Editor 
Terry Miller, Secretary 
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"So you want a yearbook, eh?" I'd be glad to oblige 
even though politically I could have sent all the money 
to South Africa and used last year's pictures. Yet, I'm 
devoted, dedicated and most certainly crazy and I've 
been faithfully married to the BISON for a year—or 
at least something like that based on what's happened 
to my personal life. But that's another story and I've 
already done enough writing for this book. 
To slip into tradition I must thank my staff—all of 
them personal favorites in thier own way and still not 
wanting to get emotional my appreciation extends 
beyond these lines and into the lifelong friendships 
I'm sure we'll maintain. Specifically, Marcia Thomas, 
Administrative Assistant, who gave me the most ac-
curate and reliable set of books on Howard's campus; 
Anthony Shirley, Photo Editor, if we'd given him cre-
dit for every picture there'd be no space for any 
other copy; Deborah Richard, my mind, my words, and 
my Copy Editor. These three people contributed con-
sistently beyond their job descriptions to provide 
much of the continuity in the book. Organizations 
Editor, Sherry Cole, spent numerous hours con-
tacting and arranging for organization pictures and 
copy. Her efforts were frequently accented by Robin 
Lockery, Campus Life Editor, who tied all sections of 
the book together. Vedia Jones as Academics Editor 
faced the challenge of contacting students and fac-
ulty alike for her section. Sports Editor, William Tuck 
filled two roles as he organized his section and took 
his own pictures. 
But even as I thank these people I can not help but 
to remember all of the other staff members that worked 
with each of my editors. I also remember long dis-
cussions with artist Robyn Gibson as I proposed nude 
after nude which she wouldn't let me print. Even 
longer hours were spent with Terry Miller trying to 
out-type that 70 w p m speed demon. They too deserve 
much credit for their unselfish contributions. 
I'd also like to thank eveyone in the Office of Stu-
dent Life that understood my fits of frenzy during 
deadlines, bidding, pay periods and so many other 
times when I just went off! Special gratitude to Ray-. 
mond Archer who advised, counseled, recommended, 
congratulated, assisted, and provided my strength 
and determination during the BISON's and my trying 
times. 
Naturally I haven't forgotten the omnipresent 
forces that made it all really possible. However you 
look at it, I couldn't have done it by myself and I'm 
glad God was on my side to help me through. Well, 
you have a yearbook and I give it to you joyously, 
after all Howard has given so much to me. 
Aren't they both Hellified?! 
Colophon: 
With 400 pages, 6000 copies of the 1977 Bison of 
Howard University, Washington, D.C. have been 
printed. The Bison was printed by Josten's/American 
Yearbook Company in State College, Pennsylvania. 
The book has a trim size of 9 x 12", and is sewn, 
case-bound, rounded and healed. Paper stock is 80 
pound white velvet matte finish. 
The cover is a custom silkscreen, using blue 439 and 
white 325, with the design on front and back designed 
by our own artist. 
Body type is 10 point, 8 point for captions in optima, 
and 24 point for headlines, and 14 point for sub-
headlines in Optima Italic. 
Artwork throughout the book was done by a staff 
artist. 
With the few exceptions, both undergraduate and 
senior portraits were done by Arpeda Studios of 
New York City. 
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